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This study presents an analysis of the nationalist econornic policies enacted by the 

federal Liberal government during the 1970s and early 1980s. The Canada Development 

Corporation(CDC), the Foreign Investment Review Agency(FIRA), Petro- 

Canada(PetroCan) and the National Energy Prograrn(NEP), coliectively referred to as 

"The Third Option," aimed to reduce Canada's dependency on the United States. This 

thesis examines the origins, objectives and operations of each of these pofjcies and 

assesses the reaction of the Canadian capitalist class to these initiatives. 

Despite the strong opposition by foreign-controlled capital and the majority of 

domestic capital to most of these nationalist economic policies, the Liberal government 

under the leadership of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau persisted in their implementation. 

The study argues that a number of domestic and extemal factors conspired to pressure the 

historicdy continentalkt Liberal Party and the anti-nationalist Trudeau into pursuing a 

more independent econornic course. 

This thesis shows that the CDC, FIRA, Petrocan and the NEP contributed to a 

significant reduction in foreign control of the Canadian economy during the period 1970- 

84, particularly in the oil and gas sector. Still, the dependent nature of Canada's truncated 

industrial structure was not Gndamentally altered. Furthemore, Canada's trade 

dependency on the United States increased substantially and was deepened with the 

eventual negotiation of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement under the Progressive 

Conservatives. Nonetheless, the Liberals were able to effectively diffuse, the pressure for 

more radical initiatives such as nationalization by pursuing the relatively moderate 

nationalist agenda of the Third Option. 
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No seif-respecting nation can or should accept the proposition that 
it shouId always be economicafly dependent upon any other nation. 
Let us recognize once and for al1 that the only basis for a sound and 
healthy relationship between Our two proud peoples is to find a pattern 
of economic interaction which is beneficial to both Our countries and 
which respects Canada's right to chart its own econornic course.' 

- Richard Nixon, April 14, 1972 

1.1 Background to the Study 

No other advanced industrial society has experienced the high levels of foreign 

control as has Canada. The consequences of the branch-plant economy have been well 

documented and include: technological dependency, the blocking of exports, excessive 

reliance on resources, an underdeveloped industrial structure, balance of payments 

problems, adverse employment effects, loss of taxation revenue through intra-fhn pricing, 

loss of sovereim and an exacerbation of regionalism.2 Kari Levitt argued in 1970 that 

foreign control of the economy transformed Canada into "the world's richest 

underdeveloped country. "3 

Indeed, foreign ownership has been at the centre of a long-running debate 

conceming the location of Canada within the world capitalist economy. Within left 

academic circles, the dependency school of thought, including Levitt, exerted a dominant 

influence during the late 1960's and 1970's. This school emphasized the chronic levels of 

foreign (primarily American) ownership, Canada's truncated industrial structure, and the 

overdevelopment of the financid component of the indigenous capitalist class at the 

expense of the industrial component. Latin American dependency theory was implicitly, 

though sometimes explicitly, appropriated in order to determine Canada's place in the 

world hierarchy, which according to this view was one of satellite in the Amencan 

empire.4 The dependency perspective was given political expression in the form of the 

lefi-nationalist Waffie faction of the New Democratic Party? 
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challenge the dominant dependency anaiysis. The finance capital school argued that the 

Canadian capitalist class was mature and that Canada was an irnperialist power in its own 

Rght. This new perspective was highly critical of the dependency adherents for failing to 

place Canada in the wider context of the world capitaiist system.6 Other scholars have 

attempted to reconcile the two approaches by offering intemediary positions.7 

While the dependency and finance capital schools differed on the locafion of 

Canada in international political economy, both perspectives adopted the classical Marxist 

view of the state as the instrument of the capitalist class. The only diierence was that the 

former saw the Canadian state as the instrument of U.S. capitalists,8 and the latter viewed 

the state as the instrument of the indigenous, hance capitalist s.9 The instrurnentalist view 

of the state was most fùlly developed by Ralph MXband who argued that the capitalist 

class was able to extract favourable state policies due to its staatùlg of the institutions of 

the state system and its ability to marshal superior hancial resources for lobbyhg, 

establishing think tanks, etc. According to Miliband, "in terms of social orîgin, education 

and class situation, the men who have manned all command positions in the state have 

largely been drawn fiom the world of business and property, or fkom the professional 

rniddle classes. " l0 

While left-nationalists typically saw the Canadian state as beholden to U.S. capital, 

the finance capital school and others on the lef? saw the enactment of a series of nationalist 

policy measures between 1968-84 as evidence that the Canadian state was acting at the 

behest of a "national bourgeoisie." This period in which Pierre Trudeau's Liberal Party 

governed is generally cited as the interval between the Canadian capitalist class' 

transformation fkom dependency to "maturity" by those who now see Canada as an 

imperialist power. Ironically, the federal Liberal Party was historicall y an advocate of 

continentalism and Trudeau was a bitter opponent of nationalism, yet this Liberal regime 

enacted a series of nationalist policy measures such as the Canada Developrnent 
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Canada(PetroCan) and the National Energy Program(NEP), with the intent of reducing 

foreign ownership of the Canadian economy. An instrumentalist perspective, regardless of 

which capitalist fiaction the state was acting on behalf of, does not adequately explain the 

emergence of these policies since these initiatives encountered strong opposition fiom both 

foreign and indigenous capit alists. 

The concept of the relative autonomy of the state as developed by Nicos 

Poulantzas offers a usefbl alternative fiamework for examining this period. Poulantzas has 

argued that, in order for the bourgeoisie's political interests to be realized and its 

hegemony established, "the capitalist state assumes a relative autonomy with regard to the 

bourgeosie." The relative autonomy of the capitalist state ailows it "to intervene not only 

in order to arrange compromises vjs-u-vis the dominated classes, which, in the long mn, 

are useful for the actual econornic interests of the dominant classes or fractions; but 

also ... to intervene against the long-term economic interests of one or other fiaction of the 

dominant class: for such compromises and sacrifices are sornetimes necessary for the 

realization of their political class interests."" Poulantzas has pointed to the example of the 

state's employment of "social finctions" or the welfare state to illustrate the relative 

autonomy of the state. The welfare state resulted fiom pressure fiom the subordiiate 

classes, and though vehemently opposed by the dominant classes, has, in fact, been in the 

latter's long-run best interests. l2 For Poulantzas, the direct participation of capitalists in 

the state apparatus was unimportant and perhaps self-defeating. 13 

The concept of "relative autonomy", although usefùl in many ways, is itself Iimited. 

As Fred Block notes, the "central problem with this formulation is the dficulty of 

speci@ng the limits of 'relative autonomy1."14 Block argues that this notion impIies that 

the capitalists would react to b ~ g  the state back into Iine if it were to proceed beyond 

certain l i t s .  Yet this requires that the capitalist class, or at least some segment of it, is 

class conscious. And if this be the case, "then the degree of autonomy of the state is 



capitalist class and the managers of the state apparatus. 

Those who accumulate capital are conscious of their interest as 
capitalists, but, in general, they are not conscious of what is 
necessary to reproduce the social order in changng circumstances. 
Those who manage the state apparatus, however, are forced to 
concern themseives to a greater degree with the reproduction of 
the social order because their continued power rests on the 
maintenance of political and econornic order. l6 

According to Block's analysis, the role of the state is largely relegated to furthering 

the capital accumulation process. Yet, state managers have been compelled to intervene in 

economic afFairs for various reasons. As Block argues, 

. . .it must be emphasised that these interventions still involve 
contlict between capitalists and state managers. In order to 
conciliate subordinate social groups, protect society from the 
market, prevent severe economic crises, and maintain national 
defences, state managers have had to pursue policies that impinge 
on the property rights of the capitalist class ... The consequence is 
that many of the state actions that have served to strengthen 
capitalism have been opposed by large sections of the capitalist 
class because they are seen as threats to class privilege and as 
steps towards the Leviathan state.17 

Similarly, Albert Szymanski argues that, in the absence of a "common class will" among 

capitalists, "state bureaucrats must fornulate the general interest of the entire capitalist 

class by cornbining foresight with triai and error." Szymanski notes that "This process cm 

occur even against the opposition of a majority of the members of the capitalist class, 

whose nanow self-interest or lack of sufficient foresight to understand the long-tem 

interests of the entire system can impede their development of a class-conscious wiK"l8 

The role and nature of the state in capitalist society has fùrther been complicated 

by the intemationaiization of capital over the past few decades. The development of 

international financial markets, the expansion of trade and the explosion of foreign direct 
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cornmonly referred to as "globalization." The flow of foreign direct investment during the 

last three years of 1980 was ten times the level of foreign direct investment in the fkst 

years of 1970, measured in 1980 dollars.~Vinancial speculation has expanded to such an 

extent that financial transactions are 72 times as large as the reai merchandise goods that 

are traded.20 Rapid advances in communications and idormation technology increased 

the ability of firms to shift production to off-shore locations that delivered cheaper labour. 

Robert Cox's Production, Power und W d d  Or&r in 1987 was the £kst major 

work to examine in detail the changing role and nature of the state within the context of 

globalizuig capital. According to Cox, "the intemationalking of the state is the global 

process whereby national policies and practices have been adjusted to the exigencies of the 

world economy of international prod~ction."~* This adjustment aises fiom "a process of 

interstate consensus formation regarding the needs or requirements of the world economy 

that takes place within a cornmon ideological framework." This takes place through the 

interaction of an array of agencies and institutions such as prime ministerial and 

presidential offices, centrai banks, treasuries and foreign offices, the International 

Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development, economic sumrnit conferences and bilateral relationships. According to 

Cox, "the internai structures of states are adjusted so that each can best transform the 

global consensus into national policy and practice, taking account of the specifk kinds of 

obstacles likely to arise in countries occupying the different hierarchically arranged 

positions in the world ec~norn~."~*  StP, the capitalist state must remain cognizant of 

domestic political forces. As Cox argues, 

The reshaping of specific state structures in accordance with the overall 
international political structure is brought about by a combination 
of external pressures(extemal, that is, to particular countries though 
arising within the overall international political structure) and redignments 



nationaiking of production, the tendency toward the internationalizing of 
the state is never complete, and the fùrther it advances, the more it 
provokes countertendencies sustained by domestic social groups that 
have been disadvantaged or excluded in the new domestic realignment~.~~ 

Thus, the state has to adjust its structures and domestic economy to fit the consensus 

formation developed at the international level, which is largely influenced by the United 

States. However, Cox is carefùl to note that this is "not necessarily a power structure with 

lines of force running exclusively fiom the top d o ~ n . " ~ ~  

While this approach has been criticized for being too top-dowQ5 Cox does make 

the important contribution of integrating the changes in the world economy into an 

analysis of the capitalist state. As David Wolfe argues, the modem state emerged "as part 

of a process that involved the development of an international capitalist economy and an 

international state system. " Accordingly, 

Foreign economic and political relations delimit the range of policy 
options available to individual nation states to respond to specific 
problerns they encounter. The political balance of social forces and 
the structure of state institutions intersect in individual nation states 
to influence the choice of policy options made when confkonted with 
a prevailing distribution of resources and power in the international 
economy and the international state  stem.^^ 

Therefore, as Peter Gourevitch notes, the choices available to a state depend "on domestic 

politics, on the distribution of power within countries and the various factors that 

influence it . "27 

Within this context, the erosion of U.S. political and economic hegemony 

beginning in the 1970s is crucial to understanding the irnplementation of nationalkt 

economic policies in Canada during the Trudeau period. The emergence of the Liberals' 

Third Option strategy defies an easy application of either an instrumentalist or structuralist 

perspective. Rather, a more complete explanation of the emergence of these policies will 

require an analysis of the underlying domestic and extemal economic and politicai forces. 



I.L rurpose 01 aruay 

This study attempts to examine the nationalist economic policies comrnonly 

referred to as "The Third Option" that were implemented by the Liberal governments 

headed by Pierre Trudeau. Case studies of the four core policies that cornprised "The 

Third Option" - the Canada Development Corporation, the Foreign Investment Review 

Agency, Petro-Canada and the National Energy Program - will be undertaken to iiiustrate 

the pattern of policy development that infomed the Liberal government dunng this period. 

Although past studies have examined some of these policies in isolation, an 

oveMew of the Third Option as a whole has yet to be carried out. As a result, insight into 

this "nationalist interlude" has been lacking. This has sometimes led to sweeping 

statements or generalizations often made with little evidence. For instance, Jorge Niosi 

argued that the Canadian state pursued "a coherent development strategy " of "continental 

nationalism" during the 1970s. According to Niosi, 

Continental nationalism is a development strategy constructed 
jointly by senior state managers such as [former Liberal cabinet 
ministers] Herb Gray and Marc Lalonde, and intellectual leaders 
of Canadian business such as Walter Gordon and Senator Molson. 
It has not been imposed by the state (sornething business would 
not have accepted), nor by business leaders. Tt is in fact a compromise 
that has been worked out between the more conservative elements 
of Canadian business, who want less governrnent intervention, and 
the more nationaiist wing of industry and the upper state bureaucracy, 
who advocate a fulI-fledged industrial policy.28 

According to Ed ShafEer, the "national bourgeoisie" - centered in manufacturing, trade, 

hance, publishing, and senrices - saw oil as a means of attaining economic independence 

and "changing international power relationships in their favour."2g ShaEer argues that 

"[tlhe national bourgeoisie, as represented by the federal governrnent, have instituted a 

number of measures to achieve its goal, [including] control of foreign investment into 

Canada[-IRA], direct entry into the oil industry[Petro-Canada], control of oil prices, and 

changes in tax laws."30 ShafEer sees the Canadian state acting at the behest of the national 



supplies. 
[Tlhe individual members of the national bourgeoisie were too 
weak to enter an industry so dominated by the giant h s .  Like 
the bourgeoisie in many other oil-producing and oil-consuming 
countries, they decided to establish a national Company, which 
would have the fuiancial resources to compete with the giants.. . 
The dominant sectors of the national bourgeoisie have increasingly 
used the state to fiirther their own specific interests.31 

Likewise, Geny Van Houten has argued that the CDC, F m  Petrocan, and the NEP, 

which rapidly succeeded each other, were, in fact, "concrete measures to hinder and 

reverse foreign ownership. "32 More recently, Stephen McBride and John Shields have 

suggested that the above policies constituted a "Third National Policy" which represented 

"an embryonic, state-directed industrial strategy" based upon "a resource driven 

restructuring of the industrial sector. "33 

This study attempts to clarifl this unique period in which a Liberal govenunent 

attempted to pursue a more independent econornic strategy in the face of the growing 

globalization of capital. Specifically, the objective of this thesis is two-fold. First, the 

thesis aims to explain why the Liberals, historically a party that advocated continentalist 

econornic policies, created the CDC, FIRA, Petro-Can and the NEP. What were the 

ultirnate objectives of these state policies? Were they nothing more than attempts at 

legitimation in the face of growing nationalist opposition to U.S. foreign ownership? Or 

did these policies embody genuine efforts by the state to "Canadianize" the economy? 

Second, the thesis attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of the nationalist policy measures 

enacted by the Trudeau goverment in reducing Canada's dependency on the United 

States. Surprisingly liîîle has been said about this "nationdist" interlude. This thesis 

attempts, in part, to rec te  this Iacuna. 
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The method utilized in this thesis will be that of political economy. In the words of 

Paul Phillips, this approach posits that "the economy cannot be studied or understood 

independent of the distribution of economic power and of the social and political 

institutions that shape its operations. "34 

Political economy has a proud tradition in Canada where the state has played an 

undeniably crucial role in economic development. Harold Innis was instrumental in 

developing the staples theory of development, which has become the piliar of Canadian 

political economy. The late 1960's saw the emergence of the "new political economy." 

What separated the "new" political economy fiom the "old" was its application of Marxism 

to the staple theory. Class analysis received far greater attention. The approach taken in 

this thesis will be very much in iine with the new political economy tradition. 

The concept of nationalism is central to the subject matter of this study. 

Nationalism is often associated Wlth the promotion or defense of a grouping of people who 

share a common language, ancestry, religion, culture and histoncal experiences. However, 

this study is concemed with English Canadian nationalism in the post-World War II 

context, which is one of economic nationalism. Philip Resnick provides a usefùl definition 

of nationalism "as a concern that the political, economic, and cultural &airs of a 

territorially-defined polity be controlled and directed by individuais andlor corporations 

that are members of that poIity, rather than by forces outside it."35 Nationalism is oRen 

invoked to advance certain class interests, interests which otherwise might corne across as 

narrow self-interest. Still, it is important to note that the common sentiments and 

experiences associated with the nation ofken transcend issues of class.36 

This study is primarily concerned with bourgeois nationalism, or the lack thereof 

Use will be made of newspaper stories, business editorials, annual reports, and 

presentations to govement hearings to judge the reaction of Canadian capital towards 
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and 1984. 

In order to determine if Canada lessened its dependent relationship with the United 

States during the Trudeau regime, an analysis of several statistical indicators will be 

undertaken. This will include statistics on foreign ownership and control, direction and 

make-up of export and import trade, balance of payments, Canadian direct investrnent, 

research and development and corporate concentration. 

1.4 Outline of Study 

Chapter 2 examines the political and econornic context leading up to the 

irnplementation of the nationalist policy measures brought in during the Trudeau Liberal 

regime. Specid attention is paid to the historic role of the Liberal party in Canada and the 

political thought of Liberal leader Pierre Trudeau. The NDP, the Waffle, the Committee 

for an Independent Canada and other political and economic factors pushing the Liberals 

towards nationalism will be assessed. A brief overview is given to the relative decline in 

U. S. hegemony . 

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 look in detail at the Canada Development Corporation, 

Foreign Investment Review Agency, Petro-Canada, and the National Energy Program, 

respectively. Each chapter examines the origins, objectives and operations of these 

policies designed to reduce foreign ownership. As well, the reaction of the Canadian 

capitalist class to these policies is gauged. 

Chapter 7 analyzes the results of the these state policies which c m  loosely be 

termed as "The Third Option." This chapter looks at several statistical indicators 

conceniing foreign ownership and control and briefly examines the failed attempts to 

construct a comprehensive industrial strategy. Reasons for the unraveling of the Third 
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Trade Agreement and the North Amencan Free Trade Agreement. 

Chapter 8 is the conclusion. Reasons for the Liberal government's pursuance of 

the Third Option are examined. The relative success of this "Canadianization" strategy is 

gauged and conclusions are drawn about the role the Canadian state played in this process. 
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2.1 The Liberal Party in Canada 

Throughout the history of the Liberal Party two defining characteristics can be 

discemed. First, the Liberai Party is very rnuch a centre party. In other words, its policies 

while in opposition and government have been influenced by the pull of one side or the 

other of the political spectrum depending on the relative popularity of either side. The 

centre of the political spectnim is not static, but fluctuates according to the relative 

strength of political forces. As Gad Horowitz argues, while left parties favour innovations 

that wiU benefit the lower strata of society and right parties tend to resist these innovations 

on behalf of the upper strata, "centre parties play an ambivalent role, striving to act on 

behalf of both broad class groupings. They tend to take on a leftist colour in periods of 

innovation and a rightist colour in periods of consolidation."' 

During 1943-45 the prospects of the social democratic Co-operative 

Commonwealth Federation(CCF) rose dramatically as the party became the official 

opposition in Ontario, formed government in Saskatchewan and topped the Liberals and 

Conservatives in a September 1943 Gallup poii. The Liberal Party, Canada's natural 

goveming party, responded to this electoral threat by co-opting large segments of the 

CCFfs policy platform. Prime Minister Willian Lyon .MaclCemie King predicted the 

Liberals' reform platform, "A New Social Order for Canada", would "nit the ground in 

large part fiom under the CCF."2 The Liberals were re-elected in 1945, but with a reduced 

majority, while the CCF tripled its representation in the House of Commons. 

The post-World War Ili period subsequently saw Liberal governments enact a 

series of social programs - besides Unemployment Insurance which was introduced in 

1941 - includiig Family Ailowance, Universal Old Age Pension, national hospital 

insurance, the Canada and Quebec Pension Plans, the Canada Assistance Plan, and national 

medicare. These programs were accompanied by budgetary cost-sharing programs with 
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a Keynesian demand-management strategy that evened out nows in the business cycle. 

Together these programs and actions constituted the Keynesian welfare state. Except for 

a brief Consemative interlude between 1957-1 963, the Liberal Party was able to retain 

office and the threat on the leR was eiFectively thwarted. The Iines between the Liberal 

Party, which traditionaIly espoused fiee enterprise, and the social democratic CCF, which 

espoused state intementionism, were blurred as the former characterized the latter as 

"Liberals in a hurry. " As Horowitz argued in 1968, 

As a centre party, [the Liberals]. . . have ailowed the CCF-NDP 
to introduce innovations; they have then waited for signs of 
substantial acceptance by ail strata of the population and for 
signs of reassurance against possible electord reprisals before 
actually proceedhg to implement the innovations. By this tirne, 
of course, they are, strictly speaking, no longer innovations. 
The centre party recoils fiom the fight for controversial measures; 
it loves to implement a cons en su^.^ 

It should be emphasized that the reform agenda that the Liberais implemented 

under pressure fiom the left was by no means repugnant to King. Indeed, King had 

essentidy sketched out the elements of the welfare state in his 191 8 book, Indushy and 

Hummity. For King, medicare, public pensions, unemployment insurance and industrial 

relations reform were not tantamount to socialism. Rather, these initiatives constituted an 

extension of liberalism or positive tiberalism. "Most effort to promote human welfare 

necessitates some interference with individual liberty," King noted. "Where wisely applied 

and erforced, it is an immediate restriction, that a wider liberty in the end may be 

secured."4 As Christian and Campbell argue, King's approach was by no means 

revolutionary. "He wanted no fundamental changes in the distribution of econornic power 

in society of the sort which socialists sought by nationalization or worker control; no basic 

change in the capitalist, private enterprise economy. " Rather, "his aim was to improve the 
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industrial relations. 

The Liberal governments of St. Laurent and Pearson continued the reform 

approach of King. At the same time, the Liberals did not challenge the capitalist 

underpinnings of the economy. Reg Whitaker notes the contradictory pressures exerted 

on the Liberal par@ 

On the one hand, the party had to hance  its operations as a 
party as well as to manage a capitahst econorny as a government, 
both of which lefi it vulnerable to the demands of the corporate 
capitalist world. On the other hand, the party had to get votes, 
which Ieft it vulnerable to the demands of public opinion.6 

Whitaker argues that these contradictions were not always evident, but when they were 

"[tlhe Liberal party demonstrated superior skill at caliing in one of these forces to  redress 

the balance when the other becarne too dorninating." In other words, "That the party 

never rejected the support of the vested capitalist interests, while at the same tirne never 

entirely losing its credibiïty with the voters as a party of democratic reform, left it 

precisely the flexibility and freedorn of action to 'wheel and deal' in the centre of the 

political spectmm and to make the kind of practical accomodations necessary to maintain 

its hold on power. "7 

The second defining characteristic of the Liberal party has been its promotion of 

continentalism. Znitially, this tendency took shape in the form of counterbalancing the 

cultural and economic influence of the United States against Great Britain. Upon coming 

to office in 1896, Wilfied Laurier's Liberal regirne maintained the previous Conservative 

government's National Policy. In fact, the National Policy came to hi t ion under the 

Liberals during the first decade of the 1900's. However, this period also saw the first wave 

of Amencan branch-plants established in Canada, which ultimately eroded the east-west 

axis of development that the National Policy encouraged. During the 191 1 election, the 
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Reciprocity was defeated, but the Liberals would once again raise the issue under the 

stewardship of King in 1945. 

During the post-World War II period, the Liberals entered into a nwnber of 

continental agreements with the United States. The Canada4.S. Defence Production Pact 

gave Canadian fims access to U.S. defence-procurement contracts. The Columbia River 

Treaty of 1964 secured a continental agreement concerning energy. In 1965, the Canada- 

U.S. Autopact was signed. This agreement rationalized the automobile industry between 

the two countries, effectively burying the possibility of an autonomous Canadian auto 

industry. At the same the ,  the Liberal governments of King, St. Laurent and Pearson 

actively sought U.S. investment. According to Laxer and Laxer, the basic Liberal 

economic strategy relied on resource and manufactu~g multinational corporations as the 

basic instruments of economic development which would result in growing social services 

and a reduction in regional disparities. "As long as the raw energy and dynarnism of 

American business can be made to serve Canadian ends, Liberals have argued, economic 

dependence can be a paying proposition. Although this strategy resulted in high growth 

rates in the two decades following World War II, Laxer and Laxer point out that the long- 

term consequences of the branch-plant economy were increasing balance of payments 

problems, trade dependency, low productivity and a low composition of manufactured 

products among exports. 

The continentalist focus of the Liberal Party did not, however, prevent a left- 

nationalist wing fiom developing in the Party. Ironically, a business person, Walter 

Gordon, led the nationalist cause inside the Liberal Party. As Finance Minister, Walter 

Gordon delivered a budget in 1963 that for the first time challenged foreign ownership in 

Canada. The budget included a thirty per cent takeover tax to be imposed on foreign h s  

buying out Canadian companies and a stipulation that Canadians have a minimum twenty- 

five per cent equity interest in foreign-owned corporations. The Canadian business 
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takeover tax and to significantly water-dom the provisions for increased Canadian equity. 

Disallusioned with the Pearson goverment, Gordon resigned fiom cabinet in 1965 

to write a book caüed A Choice for Cana&: Independence or Colonial Sfatus, In the 

book, he laid out his policy prescriptions to deal with foreign ownership which included: 

an industry-by-industry review to promote exports and reduce imports; cuts in the t&, 

the thirty per cent takeover tax; changes in the tax 1aw to encourage Canadian ownership; 

fbller disclosure regdations for subsidiaries; more supervision of monopolies and 

oligopolies to prornote rationalization and discourage U.S. control through oligopolies; 

and the creation of the Canada Development Corporation to channel Canadian savings into 

Iarge-scale equity holdings? M e r  retuming to cabinet in 1967, Gordon convinced the 

Pearson government to establish a task force on foreign ownership headed by economist 

Me1 Watkins. 

Gordon was not the sole lefi-nationalist in the Liberal Party. A significant rninority 

faction of nationalists was growing inside the party's caucus. Arnong others, these 

included: Edgar Benson, Aliastair Gillespie, Tom Kent, Herb Gray, Ian WafvZ Richard 

Cashin, Tom and Lloyd Axworthy."J The liberal nationalist cause also won a powerfùl 

convert in the person of Eric Kierans. Ironically, it was Kierans, as the President of the 

Montreal Stock Exchange, who led the fight against Gordon's a-fated 1963 budget. But 

Kierans was transformed into an economic nationalist in 1965 when the U.S. government 

moved to improve its balance of payments by ordering U.S. multinationals to make their 

Canadian branches reduce investment and increase the flow of fùnds to the United 

States." Kieran's solution to the problems of foreign ownership consisted of tariff 

reductions, lower corporate tax rates for Canadian-owned companies, and elimination of 

tax allowances for resource-extraction firms. 

Gordon, Kierans and other liberal nationalists largely sought market mechanisms as 

the solution to the foreign ownership problem. Both accepted the private enterprise 
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Canadian business person as the key agent in achieving a more sovereign country, and thus 

downplayed the need for widespread interventionkt state policies. As Christian and 

Campbell note, Kierans retained "a belief in the indispensability of the business community 

for realizing economic independence, and a faith that they will seek that end given proper 

incentives." S M ,  the thoughts and policy prescriptions of Gordon and Kierans marked a 

sigdicant deparîure ~ o m  traditional liberalism, since as Christian and Campbell note, 

"nationalism and liberalism do not make the rnost cogenial partners. "12 

Economic nationalists within the Liberal Party did win some rnodest victories. The 

Pearson govemment passed legislation restricting foreign ownership and control of banks 

and other financial institutions, as well as newspapers and broadcasting. Minor incentives 

were provided to increase Canadian equity participation in foreign-controlled h s .  

Voluntary guidelines for "good corporate behaviow'' were produced for the subsidiaries of 

multinational companies operating in Canada. StiH, despite the efforts of Gordon and 

other nationalists inside the Liberal Party, the continentalist bias of the "govemment party" 

was essentially intact when Pearson stepped d o m  as Prime Minister. 

Zn 1968, f ierre Eiliot Trudeau took over as leader of the Liberal Party. For many, 

Trudeau was an ambiguous, contradictory figure. During the 1968 leadership convention, 

Waker Gordon asked Trudeau what he thought of the Report of the Task Force on 

Stmcture of Canadikm Indushy, otherwise known as the Watkins Report. Trudeau gained 

Gordon's support by saying that he had read the report and could "live with it." At the 

sarne time, Trudeau was able to convince Mitchell Sharp that he was "sound," i.e., 

amenable to orthodox economic thought. Consequently, Sharp, the business 

establishment's favourite "Ottawa Man", abandonned his own candidacy in favour of 

Trudeau.13 Later in 1968, Trudeau became Prime Minister der carnpaining to b ~ g  forth 

"the Just Society." 
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nonetheless flirted with more lefi-leaning ideas during the late 1950's and early 1960's. 

Trudeau, was initially attracted to the CCF and its party president F.R. Scott, who taught 

law at McGill university. While at the London School of Econornics, he studied under 

Harold Laski, a socialist theorist who was a prominent figure in the British Labour Party. 

Between 1952 and 1960, Trudeau worked for labour unions as a lawyer and an economist. 

In the 1963 election, he campaigned for his NDP fnend Charles Taylor after Pearson 

flipped-flopped on the issue of accepting U. S. nuclear warheads for Canadian weapons. 

In a Cite libre article, "On the Question of Economic Domination", Trudeau 

endorsed the major concems of the Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects 

chaired by nationalist Walter Gordon. Trudeau wrote that Canada's "heavily foreign- 

dorninated economy" led to "the U.S. govement's mastery of American capital invested 

in Canada." According to Trudeau, "political domination and economic domination are 

inextricably linked"; foreign direct investment "remains indefhitely.. . [giving] non-residents 

the power to make decisions contrary to the welfare of Canadians." Trudeau wrote that 

there were two choices: "either we will passively submit to our condition as a dorninated 

economy.. .or we will intervene vigorously in the play of economic forces."'4 

While adopting a more economic nationalist stance, Trudeau's Wntings in the late 

1950's and early 1960fs, inspired by Frank Scott and C.B. Macpherson, also became more 

anti-capitalist in their tone. "The liberal idea of property helped to emancipate the 

bourgeoisie but it is now hampering the march towards economic democracy," Trudeau 

wrote in the McGiIZ Law Journal. Trudeau noted that the "present pnvate enterprise 

economy is geared to the satisfaction of individual needs, not to that of collective needs" 

since ordinary people were il1 protected "against such realities as economic exploitation or 

massive unemployment. " l 

Upon meeting economist Albert Breton while teaching at the Universite de 

Montreal, Trudeau quickly shed this anti-capitalist rhetoric. Breton was trained in 
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more extensive intervention in the fiee market. Trudeau was quick to pick up on Breton's 

assertion that elites "invest" in nationdism in order to create high-paying jobs for 

thernselves. As Clarkson and McCall note, Breton's "rationalist, compartrkentalized, 

deductive logic" resonated with Trudeau's own Harvard training in econornics. "Reducing 

the social complexities of nationalisrn to a simple, apparently scientSc formulation and 

categorizing it as both elitest and regressive was so persuasive to Trudeau that it turned 

into an absolute truth in his mind. This sleight of rnind aüowed h i .  to become 

economicaliy conservative while stili appearing to favour the interests of the working 

class."I6 In his own words, Trudeau turned his back on socialism because "most of its 

Quebec followers were in fact exchanging socialism for nationalism." Even though 

Trudeau had ofien condemned the federal Liberal Party, he was eventualiy attracted to it 

because "in spite of everything it advocated an open federal systern,"l7 a system which 

Trudeau felt was especidy effective in counteracting nationalism. 

Despite the brkf fiirtation with economic nationalism, Trudeau's writings virulently 

attacked nationalism of all kinds. In part, this opposition was based on the view that 

nationalism often led to excesses. In his essay, "The New Treason of the Intellectuals," 

Trudeau remarked that "...the tiny portion of history marked by the emergence of the 

nation-states is also the scene of the most devestating wars, the worst atrocities, and the 

most degrading collective hatred the world has ever seen ... the nation-state idea has caused 

wars to become more and more total over the last two centuries; and that is the idea 1 take 

issue with so vehernently."l8 For Trudeau, the very idea of the nation-state was "absurd," 

since "every national minority will find, at the very moment of liberation, a new rninority 

within its bosom which in turn must be dowed the right to demand its fieedom."~g 

Even when not taken to extremes, Trudeau found the collectivism inherent in 

nationalism to be anathema to the liberal emphasis on individuality. As Christian and 

Campbell point out, Trudeau saw men[sic] as "essentially homogeneous beings, despite 
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"reason" or "rationality"; dfirences due to coIlective influences - linguistic or cultural - 
were thus emotional and irrational. Reason was associated with science, technology, law, 

econornics and internationai &airs; emotion was equated with nationalism. That said, 

Trudeau did not argue that the nation had no redeeming aspects. In fact, he argued that 

the nation is "the gardian of certain v q  positive qualities: a culturd heritage, cornmon 

traditions, a comunity awareness, a historical continuity, a set of mores.. . " Still, Trudeau 

insisted that these qualities "are more pnvate than public, more introverted than 

extroverted, more instinctive and primitive than intelligent and civilized, more self-centred 

and impulsive than generous and reasonable ...[ and therefore] belong to a transitional 

period in world history. "20 

Much of Trudeau's hatred for nationalism was directed at the sovereigntists in bis 

native Quebec. However, Trudeau did not believe that Quebecois nationalism could be 

countered "by investing tremendous amounts of t he ,  energy and money in nationalism at 

the federal level." For Trudeau, nationalism at the federal level was not the answer: "Any 

expenditure of emotional appeal(flags, professions of fàith, calls to dignitty, expressions of 

brotherly love) at the national level will only serve to justw similar appeds at the regional 

level, where they are just as likely to be effective." In the end, "the mainspring of 

federalism cannot be emotion but must be reason."21 For Trudeau, nationalism had to be 

discarded in advanced societies since "the road to progress lies in the direction of 

international integration." Like magic and superstitution before it, Trudeau felt that 

"nationalism will have to be rejected as a principle of sound government."22 

Likewise, the idea of positive liberalism23 has never been prominent in Trudeau's 

thinking or actions. Christian and Campbell note that this has resulted in more of a holding 

action or tinkering with social policy rather than an expansion of the prograrns inherited 

fiom the Pearson years. Indeed, in the 1968 election campaign Trudeau rejected demands 

for enhanced universal social programs by saying he didn't think there should be "more of 
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liberty as exemplified by the removal of certain restrictions on personal Çeedom such as 

the liberalization of abortion and divorce laws, reform of paro!e and bail arrangements and 

changes to the Criminal Code to "remove the state fiom the bedrooms of the nation."zS 

Christian and Campbell argue, "In retrospect, Trudeau has proved to be finnly in the 

traditional mould; m t  above his rivals of 1968, but in the middle of them; like King, a 

representative of the Liberal centre, with leanings to the right. "26 

Given the Liberal Party's ailegience to continentalism and Trudeau's virulent 

opposition to nationalism of al1 forms, how does one explain the emergence of nationalist 

policy measures such as the CDC, FIRA, PetroCan and the NEP? The answer lies in 

understanding how the economic and political contexts af5ected the essentially centrist 

Liberal Party of Canada. 

2.2 The Economic Context 

The economic and political context is crucial to understanding the reasons for the 

emergence of nationalist policy measures such as the Canada Development Corporation, 

Petro-Canada, the Foreign Investment Review Agency and the National Energy Program. 

The official unemployment rate was steadily increasing prior to the introduction of these 

policy initiatives. The unemployment rate had increased fiom 3.6% in 1966 to 6.3% in 

1972.27 Some economic nationalists blamed this increase on a de-industrialization process 

that was occurring due to stagnation of the American economy and the consequent 

protectionist policies they enacted. According to this school of thought this was the price 

to be paid for having a branch-plant economy.28 

In the immediate years preceding the introduction of the CDC, Petro-Canada and 

FIRA, both foreign control and foreign takeovers of Canadian fims were on the rise. 

Foreign control was especially acute in the resource and rnanufacturing sectors. As Table 

1 shows, within the manufacturing sector itself, foreign control was particularly 





marketing charnels and assured markets; Z) - opportumty to acquire estaoilsnea or unique 

capabilities, such as good management, specialized technology, licences, brand-names, 

etc.; 3) - possibifity of reducing cornpetition through preventing a cornpetitor fiom 

obtaining quick access to sources of supply, market outlets, or similar advantages held by 

the "target" company."29 Acquired companies cited financial or cornpetitive difnculties, 

the need for liquid capital for expansion or inheritance taxes and owner retirement as 

explanations for their sale? 

Table 2 - Number of Takeovers Involving a Foreign-owned 
or ControUed Acquiting Company 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"----------- 
Y ear Number Year Number 

1945 23 1959 66 
1946 15 1960 93 
1947 13 1961 86 
1948 14 1962 79 
1949 11 1963 41 
1950 9 1964 80 
1951 19 1965 78 
1952 17 1966 80 
1953 25 1967 85 
1954 56 1968 163 
1955 56 1969 168 
1956 54 1970 163 
1957 35 1971 130 
1958 60 

Source: Jack Layton, &and- PoForeigncyPoliro 1 957- 
lg82, Ph.D Thesis, York University, p. 236. 

According to Jack Layton, the flurry of takeovers that began in the late 1960s 

resulted fiom a saturation of American markets and a surplus of profits. Consequently, 

"The oppomuity to take advantage of tariffs, vertical and horizontal corporate integration 

across the border, and the relatively weaker state of the Canadian economy which 



acquisition dollars into Canada. "31 

After large injections of U.S. investment in the Canadian economy during the post- 

World War II period, the investrnent flow began to subside in the 1960s. Though the rate 

of foreign direct investment was subsiding, ironically foreign control and ownership levels 

were increasing. Essentiaily foreign controlled firms were financing their expansion 

through their retained earnings. This produced problerns for Canada's b a h c e  of payments 

as substantial amounts continued to flow out of the country in the f o m  of dividends, 

interest and service payments. As Layton argues, 

The trend towards investment of retained earnings rather than 
new investment was of more concern to those in government 
whose responsibility it was to provide a stable economic climate 
for business in general. The role of the state to manage the 
overall economy, to facilitate the accumulation of capital, was 
being compromised by this phenornenon. Something would 
have to be done, even if the dominant fragments of the Canadian 
bourgeoisie were opposed.32 

2.3 The Political Context 

Just as important as the econornic context was the political context in which the 

nationalist policy mesures of the CDC, FEU,  Petrocan, and the NEP originated. 

Canada's growing problem with foreign ownership resulted in several government studies 

to examine this issue. The Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects, chaired 

by nationalist Walter Gordon, was the first major government study to acknowledge this 

growing problem. "Undoubtedly there could be circumstances where the best interests of 

Canada rnight not be exactly the same as the best interests of the shareholders of a foreign 

parent Company with subsidiaries in Canada and also perhaps through the world," the 1957 

report noted rather diplomatically.33 Specifically, the Gordon Commission saw possible 

problems with intra-finn pricing, procurement and blocked exports. It recommended a 

shifl fiom direct to portfolio investment, more Canadian control over branch plants 
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institutions, publishing of branch plants' financial statements, employment of Canadians in 

top positions and the purchasing of Canadian supplies by branch plants.34 

The m t h e  Structure of C- written by 

economist and Task Force chair Mel Watkins, was released nearly ten years later in 1968. 

The W a t h s  Report expressed particular concern with the issues of extraten-itoriaiity 

concerning the U.S. Trading With the Enemy Act, as weU as U.S. anti-trust laws and 

balance of payrnent policy. The report warned that Canadians had to corne to grips with 

the fact that "the multinational corporation has evolved as a new entity capable of dealing 

diectly with nation-states."35 Specfically, the W a t h  Report recommended putting a 

stop to extrat erritonality, increased surveillance of multinationals, enforcement of rigorous 

anti-combine laws, encouragement of research and development, better managemant 

training, the establishment of the Canada Development Corporation and a special agency 

to coordinate policies with multinationals. These proposais were rather modest, but the 

Watkins Report did introduce the important notion that performance requirements be 

placed on foreign investors so that benefits would outweigh costs.36 

The recommendations of the Watkins Report were echoed by an ail-party Standing 

Committee on Defence and Extemal Mairs in 1970, headed by Liberal backbencher Zan 

Wahn. The Wahn Report recommended the creation of the Canada Development 

Corporation, measures to deal with extraterritoriaiity, a govemment agency to coordinate 

actions with multinational corporations, a ban on takeovers in certain key sectors of the 

economy and a law which would allow Canadians to attain 51 percent ownership of 

foreign-controlled firms.37 

The release of the Gray Report in 2972 would mark yet another government study 

that pointed to the dangers of foreign ownership for the Canadian economy. Like the 

Watkins Report, this study also argued that foreign investment brought sigdicant benefits 

to the Canadian economy. However, the Gray Report detaiied the costs of Canada's 



orancn-plant economy in more sweeping terms than the Wafirclns KepOrt. 'I'hese costs 

included a "truncated" industrial structure; less research and development; the blocking of 

exports of foreign branch-plants; long-term balance of payments difficulties; stuitification 

of Canadian culture; and application of U.S. anti-trust and trade laws to branch-plants in 

Canada. The Gruy Report was carefùl in its tone and noted that takeovers can sometimes 

Save jobs, b ~ g  in new technology and achieve economies of d e .  However, the report 

concluded that "the economic benefits of such takeovers are normaIly far fewer than those 

obtained through the starting up of new h s ,  particularly when the takeover involves 

large Canadian controlied h s . "38  The Gray Report recommended that a screenhg 

agency be created to cany out a case-by-case review of each proposed foreign investment, 

with the goal of maximizing benefits and minimizing costs. 

The Science Councii of Canada, a govemment agency, was also very criticai of 

rising foreign ownership of the economy. A 1971 study by P.L. Bourgault found that 

unlike most industrially advanced countries, "our rate of increase of exports in raw 

materials has been well above the world average in these materials." Consequentiy, "it 

seems clear.. .that on a relative basis, Canadians are increasingly becomuig 'hewers of wood 

and drawers of water'." In a scathing indictment of Canada's economic development 

strategy, Bourgault noted that "...we are the world's largest producer of nickel products, 

but we are net importers of stainless steel and manufactured nickel products ...; we are the 

world's second largest producer of alurninum, but we import it in its more sophisticated 

forms.. . "39 

2.4 The NDP and the Waffie 

In 1961 the CCF joined forces with the Canadian Congress of Labour to form the 

New Democratic Party. The aspirations of the new party's leadership for growing support 

fiom organized labour and the middle-class were not realized, however, as the NDP fded 

to deliver at the baliot box. As we have seen, the late 1960s saw a nse in economic 



extent of U. S. ownership of the domestic economy. Simultaneously, there was increasing 

opposition to U.S. imperialism as typified by the Vietnam war. For some, the New 

Democratic Party, which publicly voiced its approvai for nationdist measures such as 

those contained in the Wutkzns Report, becarne the natural home for those concerned 

about these issues. 

In the spring of 1969 a smali group of eleven New Democratic Party members met 

in Toronto to lay the foundations for an internd left-nationalist caucus. Among others, the 

group induded Mel Watkins, the former chair of the Task Force on Foreign Ownership," 

James Laxer, Gerald Caplan and MP Ed Broadbent. On September 4, 1969 Me1 Watkins 

held a press conference to unveil the Wafne Manifesto which began with the words "Our 

aim as dernocratic sociaiists is to build an independent socialist Canada."41 The manifesta 

declared that "The most urgent issue for Canadians is the very survival of Canada" and 

"The major threat to Canadian survival. today is American control of the Canadian 

economy. " It continued, 

American corporate capitalism is the dominant factor shaping 
Canadian society. In Canada, American economic control 
operates through the formidable medium of the multinational 
corporation. The Canadian corporate elite has opted for a 
junior partnership with these American enterprises. Canada 
has been reduced to a resource base and consumer market 
within the American empire. 

The Waffle made an expIicit link between socialism and independence arguing that 

"economic independence without socialism is a sharn.. . " and that "to pursue independence 

seriously is to make visible the necessity of socialism in Canada." The Wafiie chastised 

liberal nationalkt prescriptions, such as those of Walter Gordon, for dealing with foreign 

control. 
An independence movement based on substituthg Canadian 
capitalists for Arneriçan capitalists, or on public policy to 
make foreign corporations behave as if they were Canadian 
corporations, cannot be Our finai objective. There is not 



pretensions on the part of Canadian businessmen to 
indepedence lack credibility. 

Because of this, Canadian govemments "have lacked the will to pursue even a modest 

strategy of economic independence." According to the Wafne rnanifesto the solution was 

clear: "Capitalism must be replaced by sociaiism, by national planning of investment, and 

by the public ownership of the means of production.. . " Specificdy, this meant "extensive 

public control over investment and nationalization of the commanding heights of the 

economy, such as the key resource industries, finance and credit, and industries strategic 

to planning our econorny." 

The Wafne Manifesto caused quite a stir within the New Democratic Parîy and 

amongst the media. By September 2, 1969 it had ninety-four signatories, including those 

of several NDP MLAs.42 In response to the growing popularity of the W a e  Manifesto, 

Deputy Leader David Lewis and ex-Wafners Charles Taylor and Ed Broadbent hurriedly 

put together a counter manifesto. The pam establishment's manifesto was entitled "For a 

United and Independent Canada," but it came to be known as the "Marshmallow 

Resolution" for its relatively rnoderate stance. It asserted that 

The struggle for Canada's independence is one with the 
struggle for a better society. It is a struggle for human equality 
and self-fùlfillment. To win this struggle, there must be Canadian 
control of the economy, public control of investment and other 
priorities, democratic social planning to use Our resources for the 
enrichent of the human condition.43 

The Marshmallow Resolution stressed a number of policy options to attain Canadian 

independence, includiig public investment, public ownership, planning, foreign investment 

regulations and a Development C~rporation.~~ As historian John Bulien noted, "By 

strengthening its own programme while avoiding the more offensive features of the 

Manifesto the NDP officiary hoped to CO-opt the radical W d e  proposa1 and 

simultaneously maintain the respectable public image of the party."4s At the 1969 NDP 

convention, Resolution C-l7(The Marshmallow Resolution) and Resolution 133(The 
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back to the resolutions cornmittee to be written in accordance with Resolution 133 was 

defeated by 499 to 268 votes. 

Athough the Waflle rnanifesto was defeated, it still garnered a very respectable 35 

per cent of the delegate vote and a number of toughly-worded resolutions were passed. 

The Marshmallow Resolution itself represented a concession to the insurgent left 

nationalists. As Bullen argued, "[allthough its approach was too zealous for the majority 

of the democratic socialists in the NDP, the Wafne had nonetheless managed to bring to 

centre-stage the questions which it believed were most relevant to present-day Canadian 

society."46 The moderate NDP historian Desmond Morton concedes that "the 'United 

Canada' statement, while closer to the NDP mainstream, had swung considerably to the 

left of previous party p o l i ~ y . " ~ ~  

At the next federal NDP convention held in 197 1, WafEler James Laxer ran for the 

party leadership against party heavyweight David Lewis. It took Lewis four ballots to 

finally defeat Laxer, who took 37 percent of the vote. This was too close for comfort for 

the party establishment, which grew increasingly fmstrated with what they branded "a 

party within a party." Moreover, the heads of the U.S.-based international trade unions 

felt threatened by the Waflle's nationalism and its cal1 for more autonomy for the Canadian 

sections of international trade unions.48 Prodded by the trade union leadership, Ontario 

NDP leader Stephen Lewis launched a scathing attack on the Wafne at an Ontario 

provincial council meeting in 1972. Following the speech, party members voted to 

dissolve the Wme .  Subsequently, the main W m e  faction created the non-electoral, anti- 

imperialist Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada, but soon found itself divided 

by its own factions and dissolved two years later. 

The Wafne had a lasting impact on both left politics and New Democratic party 

policy. As Bullen observes, the Marshrnailow Resolution "was the most explicit and 

nationdistic position the party hierarchy had ever offered on the question of the Canadian 
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platfoms. During the 1972 federal election campaign, the NDP's main pamphlet calied for 

Canada to recover its "economic independence" and end Canada's status as a mere adjunct 

of the United States. In particular, the NDP's platfonn document opposed any continental 

energg deal. Instead, it called for public ownership of Canada's oil and gas industry. The 

1972 campaign also featured David Lewis' successfÙI "corporate weifare bums" attack on 

corporations that paid little or no corporate income tax49 

The NDP reiterated its nationalistic policy on nahiral resources in the 1974 

campaign in opposing any continental energy deal. The NDP advocated that Canada 

become self-sficient in oil by the end of the seventies by extending a major oil pipeline to 

Montreal and maintainhg domestic oil prices below the world level. In 1979, under the 

leadership of Ed Broadbent, the NDP carnpaigned on the promise of a national industrial 

strategy, expansion of Petro-Canada and reducing exports of oil and gas among other 

things. ln the 1980 election campaign, the NDP repeated its proposa1 to expand the role 

played by Petro-Canada and introduce a state-sponsored industrial strategy.50 

The 1972 election marked a high point for the federal New Democrats as they won 

3 1 seats and held the balance of power with a Liberal minority government. This position 

allowed the party to push for tougher measures on foreign ownership such as FRA and a 

national petroleum Company. Subsequent campaigns saw mixed results, 16 seats in 1974, 

26 seats in 1979, and 32 seats in 1980. Still, the NDP presented a threat that the Liberals 

could not a o r d  to ignore. 

2.5 Committee for an Independent Canada 

Another nationalist organization emerged on the political landscape in 1970 to 

pressure the Trudeau administration to conf'iont the foreign ownership problem. The 

Committee for an Independent Canada, founded by Walter Gordon, was formed as an 

inter-party nationalist movement that boasted rnembers fiom al1 three main political parties 



and Alastair Gillespie, Conservatives like Eddie Goodman and Flora Macdonald, New 

Democrat Abraham Rotstein and independents like Peter Newman? By 1972, the CIC 

counted 55 MPs among its membership(26 Conservatives, 13 Liberals and 16 New 

Democrats)? According to CIC mernbers Rotstein and Gary Lax, the aim of the 

organization was "to create a greater awareness among Canadians of their present 

situation in the hope that a more informed public opinion wiIl make its infiuences felt on 

the programs and decisions of the federal and provincial governments."53 Its statement of 

purpose called for: 

1) Policies to increase the proportion of Canadian ownership; 
2) A federal agency.. . to s u p e ~ s e  the conduct of foreign-controlled 

operations; 
3) Establishment of the CDC; 
4) A weli-thought out policy regarding natural resources; 
5) Greater ailocation of resources to less-developed regions; 
6) Autonorny for Canadian trade unions; 
7) Protection of Canadian jurisdiction in the Arctic; 
8) Reasonable Canadian content and number of nationals in 

universities and colleges; 
9) A foreign policy to serve Canadian independence? 

The non-partisan nature of the CIC lent a certain ambuigity to its direction, yet it 

was maintained that members shared "the conviction that Canadians should be able to 

pursue the normal process of social change characteristic of a democratic society, 

relatively free of extemal constraints, pressures and artificial entanglements."Ss The CIC 

claimed 40 local chapters across the country at its height. The CIC also held conferences 

and public meetings, published books and gathered hundreds of thousands of signatures on 

a petition that cdled on the Trudeau goverment to act quickly to stop the foreign 

takeover of Canada. Generally speaking, the CIC rejected the Wafne approach of 

nationalization in favour of more liberal measures as advocated by Gordon and the 

numerous studies on foreign ownership. The CIC found the question posed by the Wafne, 
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Europe and Japan in ruins, the United States had nothhg to fear and everything to gain by 

insisting on a more globalized economy. As Patricia Marchak notes, the objectives were 

twofold: to advance the nation's and its multinational corporations' economic fortunes; and 

to "refashion a worid in its self-image, a world of peacefirl trading nations under Amencan 

leadership."60 To this end, the United States spearheaded the creation of the Bretton 

Woods Agreement in 1944 which established the International Monetary Fund, the World 

Bank, and tied the U.S. dollar to the gold standard. Three years later the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade(GATT) was signed to reduce import barriers and 

promote liberalized trade. Within this institutional fiamework and through the provision 

of aid prograrns like the Marshall Plan, U.S. multinational corporations expanded their 

markets in both the industriatized world and in the Third World. 

For twenty-five years the United States was able to exert political, industrial, 

financial and military hegemony. However, exorbitant rnilitary spending, the Korean and 

Vietnam wars and the export of capital through U.S. multinationals led to a severe balance 

of payrnents problem and, ultimately, "the disintegration of the postwar international 

monetary system."61 Bertrand Bellon and Jorge Niosi argue that eroding U.S. hegemony 

resulted fiom three factors: 1) the ernergence of a multipolar economy worldwide; 2) 

excessive military spending; and 3) the failure to develop a national industrial ~ t r a t e ~ y ~ ~  

Indeed the United States' dominant position in the world economy was lessening in the 

face of growing competition fiom Japan and West Gerrnany, for higher value-added 

goods, and iiom the newly industrialking countries for traditional manufacturing such as 

textiles.63 Clearly, the American government had to take action to counteract declining 

productivity, a loss of competiveness and worsening trade baIances. 

On August 15, 1971 the Nixon administration announced a series of measures to 

address the United States worsening cornpetitive world position. The U.S. douar was 

removed f?om the gold standard, a temporary 10 percent surcharge was placed on imports 
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Domestic International Sales Corporation(D1SC) was created to allow U. S. companies 

exporting goods to write-off half of their taxes on foreign sales. The objective of the 

DISC initiative was to encourage U.S. multinationaIs to shiR branch-plant operations back 

to the domestic economy. While these measures were not directed at Canada specifically, 

its dependent branch-plant economy was deeply affected. The United States refused to 

gant Canada any special exemptions fkom these protectionist measures, as had been the 

case during the whole post-World War II period. There was even talk that the United 

States would abrogate the AutoPact. During a later visit to Canada's House of Commons, 

U.S. President Nixon declared Canada to be an "independent" country. In essence, 

Richard Nixon issued a unilateral declaration of the end of Canada's special status 

relationship with the United States. 

Following Nixon's measures, Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for Extemal 

Anairs, set about to write a paper conceïning options for future Canada-U.S. relations? 

Though the U.S. measures were not particularly directed at Canada, Sharp noted that due 

to "the high concentration of Our trade with the United States, however, and the afnliated 

structure of Our industry, Canada was probably more exposed than any other country to 

the immediate impact of the U.S. measures and had more reason to be concemed about 

their future implications. "65 Sharp outlined three options for future Canada-U.S. relations: 

1) Canada can seek to maintain more or less its present relationship 
with the United States wîth a minimum of policy adjustments; 

2) Canada can move deliberately toward closer integration with the 
the United States; 

3) Canada can pursue a comprehensive long-term strategy to develop 
and strengthen the Canadian economy and other aspects of its 
national life and in the process to reduce the present Canadian 
vufnerability. 



second option of closer integration, which would likely involve the formation of a fiee- 

trade area or customs union, was also rejected as politically untenable "in the present or 

any forseeable clirnate of Canadian public opinion. " 

Having rejected the first two options, the third option of greater independence won 

by default. The primary objective of the third option 

. . . would be, over t h e ,  to lessen the vulnerability of the Canadian 
economy to extemal factors, including, in particular, the impact of 
the United States and, in the process, to strengthen our capacity to 
advance basic Canadian goals and develop a more confident sense 
of national identity. 

Sharp's study emphasized the long-term nature of this option; benefits would take t h e  to 

materialize. As well, the third option would be limited to  the extent that the world 

economy was increasingly becoming interdependent. In practical terms, the strategy 

would be keyed to exports, not to import substitution. To be successfbl, "it would be 

necessary to encourage the specialization and rationalization of production and the 

emergence of strong Canadian-controlled firms." Sharp argued that "it may be desirable, 

and possible, in the process to foster the development of large, efficient muitinationdy- 

operating Canadian h s  that could effectively compete in world markets." 

The comprehensive nature of the third option would require the adoption of a wide 

array of policy instruments, incIudig fiscal and monetary policy, tariff policy, foregin 

investment regulation, cornpetition policy and government procurement. Although the 

policy necessitated "a somewhat greater measure of government involvement than has 

been the case in the past," Sharp was carefiil to note that, "it is not expected that the 

pursuit of this particular option will radically alter the relation between Government and 

the business comrnunity." Likewise, Sharp was careiùl to emphasize that the third option 

was in no sense "anti-American." Rather, "the option aims at a relative decline in Our 

dependence on the United States, not at a drastic change in Our bilateral relationship." 
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and energy policy. However, in the end, Sharp argued that the Arnericans would welcome 

a stronger, more independent Canada. 

Sharp, the continentalist, had apparently corne around to the thinking of the 

Gordon, nationalist camp in the Liberal Party. M e r  a long discussion, the cabinet 

approved the Third Option strategy.66 Faced with mounting pressure fkom the left and 

David Lewis' "corporate welfare bums" carnpaign, the adoption of the "Third Option" 

plank in the midst of the 1972 election was enough to bolster the Liberai's sagging 

electoral prospects. The Liberals emerged with a siim rninority government, with the New 

Democrats holding the balance of power. Despite his predisposition against nationalisrn of 

any sort, Trudeau was forced by these events to hally confkont the foreign ownership 

problem. The Trudeau regime proceeded to implement several of the recommendations 

outlined in previous reports on foreign ownership such as the Canada Development 

Corporation in 1970 and the Foreign Investment Review Agency in 1974. A state oil 

Company, Petrolanada, was created in 1975 and the National Energy Program was 

unveiled in 1980. The foilowing chapters take a detailed look at the above policies. 

Business support and opposiiion to these policies are assessed, as is the effectiveness of 

the poiicies in carrying out their objectives. 
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3.1 Origins and Objectives of the CDC 

The Canada Development Corporation has its origins with businessrnan and Liberal 

Party stalwart Walter Gordon. Gordon, an economic nationalist, first raised the idea of the 

CDC in his 1961 book Troubled Canada. In the book, he proposed that a National 

Development Corporation be created "to sponsor and invest in large econornic 

undertakings that may not be expected to pay retums for a considerable period."' 

Gordon saw a deficiency in the Canadian money market which led to a reliance on 

imported equity capital to finance Canadian economic development. According to 

Gordon, this reliance had a cost, which was a dependence on imported technology and 

management techniques. Ultimately, the high levels of foreign ownership and control led to 

a loss of Canadian sovereignty. According to Gordon, 

. . .The vast majority of Canadians want our country to remain fkee 
and independent. But ifwe lose our economic fieedom - and an 
excessive absentee ownership of our businesses and resources 
means some loss of economic fieedom - then sooner or later we 
shall lose our political freedom also. Many things must be done to 
prevent this. One of these is to secure in Canadian hands a greater 
measure of control of fùture economic developments.2 

For Gordon, the CDC would be a primary plank in repatriating the Canadian economy: 

It would be the fùnction of this Corporation to share in financing 
the initial development, or expansion of large scale industrial projects 
in Canada, and to provide financing, including refinancing, for large 
Canadian enterprises which might otherwise be led to seek fimds 
outside Canada, with a consequent Ioss of ownership and control 
to non-residents.3 

Gordon proposed a total share capital of one billion dollars with the govemment 

eventuaiiy holding a maximum of ten percent. The shares would be widely held by 

individuals, Canadian banks, trust companies, insurance companies, credit unions, pension 



would have voting rights. 

The CDC would be a unique hybrid, a mixed corporation atternpting to combine 

the benefits of "extensive government influence" and wide public ownership. 

The basic economic policy of the new government is to fiirther 
the development in Canada of a mked economy involving some 
government ownership of industry where this is clearly desirable, 
but based primarily on the diversified ownership of Canadian 
industry by the largest possible number of small Canadian 
investors.. .The proposed Corporation will enable the widest 
possible private and institutional ownership to be combined 
with hi& quality direction and management, and the combination 
to be supported with government credit. At the same t h e  
it reserves an adequate measure of influence and control to 
the government without stultifjmg initiative.4 

Gordon was always wary of the threat of socialism and viewed the CDC as "a clearly 

preferable alternative to state socialism which is bweaucratic and stultifjmg of initiative." 

Aiong similar lines, he rejected the notion of an agency, as advocated by the NDP, which 

would be "wholiy owned and controlled by the govemment" because it would be 

.. .opposed by public opinion in general and strongly by the 
business community in particular. It would be regarded as 
the effective beginning of state socialism. It would thus be 
obstmcted in its operation and unable to c d  on the commercial 
and financial tdent of the community.5 

Gordon sincerely felt that the Canadian business cornrnunity would support and welcome 

an idea such as the CDC. 

Gordon as Finance Minister, however, was not able to get his idea of the CDC 

passed into legislation. The CDC remained a low prionty on the Pearson government's 

legislative agenda. Concems about the extent of foreign ownership of the Canadian 

economy were r edy  only begiMing to grow. Perhaps, most importantly, the business 

community was relatively hostile to the notion of the CDC. Business saw no real need for 
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of the capital market? 

It was not until 1971 that the federal government findly established the CDC, long 

&er Walter Gordon had left the government. Foreign ownership of Canadian industry 

was at its peak, and correspondingly, so was nationalist sentiment arnong the Canadian 

public. A Gallup poll found that 83 percent of Canadians favoured the establishment of 

the CDC.7 The Wathm Report(1968), cornmissioned by Gordon, also recornmended the 

creation of the CDC as a way to alleviate the foreign ownership problem. Furthemore, 

Tnideau was coming to the end of his hrst term and unemployment was running high at 

seven percent. It was thought that an initiative such as the CDC might inspire more public 

confidence in the Canadian economy and in the Liberal government.8 

The legislation establishing the Canada Development Corporation explicitly stated 

that it was not to be a Crown corporation or agency, and therefore would not be 

responsible to Parliament. However, the federal govemment wouId take on a 100 percent 

equity position initialiy, putting up $250 million over the fist thee  years. The legislation 

dowed the federal government to lend a firther $100 million to the corporation. The 

authorized capital of the CDC would be compnsed of $200 million common shares and $1 

billion of preferred shares. The CDC would have the authority, through public share 

offenngs, to reduce the govement's share of CDC stock to a minimum of 10 percent. 

No one shareholder or group of shareholders would be allowed to hold more than 3 

percent of voting shares. Thus, the government would always remain the largest single 

shareholder. Voting shares would be restricted to residents of Canada and Canadian 

citizens living abroad. However, the legislation ailowed for non-resident foreigners to 

hold non-voting preferred shares. 

The board of diiectors for the CDC would consist of 18 to 21 members who were 

required to be Canadian citizens. When the government's voting shares surpassed 50 

percent of the total, the Deputy Minister of Finance, as well as the Deputy Minister of 



the CDC board. The federal government retained the option of appointing a maximum of 

four board members instead of voting the government's shares for board elections. Al1 

investments by the CDC were to aim towards securing a "substantial holding of shares 

carrying voting rights." Expectations were that these investments would be large enough 

to assure Canadian control either alone or in conjunction with other Canadian investors. 

The legislation also gave the federal government the authority to sel1 to the CDC its 

interests in certain Crown corporations and other companies. 

According to Finance MUiister E. J. Benson, the Canada Development Corporation 

had a dual purpose, "to help develop and maintain strong Canadian-controlled and 

Canadian-managed corporations in the private sector of the economy and ... to give 

Canadians greater opportunities to invest and participate in the economic development of 

Canada."9 The CDC would be expected to carry out these goals " in anticipation of profit 

and in the best interests of the shareholders as a whole." Instead of tiying to buy-back or 

repatriate certain industries under foreign control, the CDC would be forward-looking; 

"the prirnary role of the CDC will be to help shape and secure the future rather than to 

recover the past."lo Benson argued that a new penod of internationalkm had anived 

which made "it desirable that there be a number of Canadian controlled corporations with 

headquarters in Canada ... with the kind of institutional strength and management 

capabilities to compete successfùlIy in Canadian and international markets."" The CDC 

would help meet this challenge by developing the skills and entrepreneurid talent of 

Canadians and by mobiliing large scale blocks of capital. Addressing a possible conflict 

between profit and the national interest, Benson stated, 

The CDC cannot and must not be expected to make investments 
which do not meet its criteria for profitability. The national interest 
and the profit motive are not dways compatible, but there is a broad 
area over which they are or can be in harmony. It is in this area 
that the corporation's activities and interest will be concentrated. 
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measures to promote greater ownership and control of our economy 
by Canadians.12 

It was expected that the corporation would concentrate on developing "those areas of 

particular promise and interest to the Canadian economy where there is not otherwise 

likeiy to be a sufficient degree of Canadian participation. "13 

Benson was confident that the CDC had the support of the business cornmunity - 

"subject to the very important reservation that the CDC must be fiee to make good 

business decisions." Benson emphasized that this "prescription has been written into the 

bill. It is the CDC's mandate."l4 Indeed, it was expected that the CDC would work closely 

with the business and financial comrnunity, taking advice fiom it on investment decisions. 

The board of directors would be comprised of highly quaWed Canadian businessmen 

appointed by the government. Benson was codident that the federal government would 

be able to attract these businessmen given the independence the board would be granted 

fkom the government and the cornmitment to sound business p~c ip les .  

3.2 Reaction to the CDC 

Reaction fiom the business community was described as "cautious"1s and "nervous 

resignation to the inevitable."'6 In a Financial article one businessman adrnitted that 

government had a role to play in investment, but, at the same time, worried about "a 

super-corporation that tries to be ail things to all people."l7 Canadian.Business found that 

the CDC was regarded with suspicion as "a thinly-disguised agent of government 

policy."ls Many in the business community questioned the need for the CDC. For 

instance, John Meyer, writing in The_Executive. noted that "1[f, indeed, the CDC's first 

pnority is to retum an acceptable level of profit, it rnay reasonably be asked what purpose 

the CDC c m  possibly serve which is not already being served by any one of several 

institutions in the private sector." l9 Similarly, a 1970 Financial Post editonal wondered if 



companies too unattractive to be wooed by ordinary investors?"20 Some business reaction 

verged on the hysterical. For example, an editorial in Ihe Becutive hinted that the real 

aim of the CDC could well be the total socialization of the Canadian economy.21 Liewise, 

e C~lobe a n d M d  argued that what "Mr. Benson is really proposing ... is ... a piece of 

backdoor socialism ... It is difficult to believe that it is not the beginning of a program to 

nationalize Canadian industry.. . "22 

The CDC did have some proponents in the business community, however. In a 

presentation to the Royal Commission on Canada's Econornic Prospects in 1956, Gordon 

R. Ball, then president of the Bank of Montreal, suggested that a financial institution be set 

up to reduce Canada's dependence on foreign capital? This idea was picked up and 

fiirther developed by Walter Gordon, then chair of this Royal Commission. Next to 

Gordon, perhaps the biggest advocate of the CDC in the business cornmunity was Maurice 

Strong. Strong was a successful businessman and Liberai party supporter who easily 

moved between the private and public sectors.24 During the 1960s he served as president 

of the giant holding Company, Power Corporation. It was at this t h e  that Strong gave a 

speech supporting the establishment of the CDC to the Ticker Club, an influentid hancial 

group based in Toronto. Strong declared that he was a nationalist, but that the k h d  of 

nationdism he subscribed to was "positive, outward-looking, creative and cornpetitive. "25 

Consequently, Strong recognized the problem that excessive foreign ownership posed, 

We need a higher degree of ownership of Canadian industry by 
Canadians. Ownership is important and it is not realistic to assume 
that Canada's independence and integrity as a nation is unaffected 
by the foreign control of so many of its business and industrial 
institutions. Ownership is power. It carries with it the ultimate 
power of decision as to policies, deployment of assets and manpower, 
and utilization of markets.26 
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the best assurances that the private sector of Our economy will continue to grow and 

prosper." Like Gordon, Strong was concerned about the threat of socialism; "a 

continuation of the trend toward foreign ownership could well lead to a socialist 

reaction."27 The CDC, on the other hand, would enable thousands of Canadians to own a 

cross-section of the leading Canadian firms. 

Strong, in fact, was widely expected to become the first head of the CDC. Indeed, 

Strong helped write the Can& Developrnent Corporation Act. However, he tumed it 

down to take on a job with the United Nations, and the federal government was left 

searching for a new candidate. As The Post observed, the federal government's 

choice for president of the CDC would send a vital message to the business comrnunity: 

"The first president of CDC has to be a man of enough stature to convince a skeptical 

hancial comrnunity that he is his own man and is not about to be pushed around by the 

politicians. "28 

Ultirnately, Marshall Crowe was selected as CDC president. Crowe had served as 

an economic advisor to the Canadian Imperia1 Bank of Commerce for six years, but was 

most known as a career bureaucrat in the federal civil service. In fact, he helped steer the 

CDC legislation through Parliament as deputy secretary to the cabinet. The government, 

therefore, felt that they needed a more high-profle businessmen to help head the 

corporation. H. Anthony Harnpson was eventuaüy chosen to be chairman of the CDC's 

board. Harnpson was an economist who had worked in the hance department. He also 

worked with two Royal Commissions: the Gordon Commission on Canada's Economic 

Prospects and the Porter Conunission on banking and finance. He had a strong 

background in the private sector, seMng as vice-president of Power Corp and later as 

president of Capital Dynamics Management.29 Hampson disliked vigorous governent 

intervention in the economy and initially was not a supporter of the concept of the CDC. 
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executive officer was chosen. A power struggle ensued and within a year the CDC board 

of directors had moved Crowe to chairman and Harnpson to president and CEO. Shortly 

dierward, Crowe leR the CDC to become chairman of the National Energy Board. Crowe 

was replaced by John A. Ellis, a vice-chairman of the Bank of Montreal and past president 

of the Canadian Charnber of Commerce. Canadian commented that the 

appointment of Ellis "must dispel any lingering suspicions that the CDC is merely an agent 

for govemment takeovers of private industry. .. [since] he clearly stands for the principles of 

fiee enterprise, and could not contemplate the CDC in any other context." For Ellis' part, 

he complimented "the federal govemment for having the foresight to set up such a pool of 

capital ... and I compliment them for tuming it back to the private sector where it 

belongs. "30 

By the end of 1971, the federd government had assembled a blue-ribbon group of 

Canadian capitaiists to sit on the CDC board. As shown in Table 4, the board included 15 

presidents or chairmen from some of Canada's top h s ,  for example Louis Desmarais of 

Power Corp. and Canada Steamship Lines, J.H. Moore of Brascan Limited, Harrison 

McCain of McCain Foods Limited, Laurent Beaudoh of Bombardier Limited, F.H. 

Sherman of Dominion Foundries and Steel L i t e d ,  and J.P. Gallagher of Dome Petroleurn 

Limited. It is important to note that labour was only represented by one board member 

and governrnent by two members, both ex-officio non-voting members. In order to 

emphasize the independence of the CDC fiom the govement, Prime Minister Trudeau 

wrote a letter to board members stating that "The legislation establishing the CDC ... is 

designed to enable the corporation to respond in a timely, creative and flexible way to 

direction by an independent Board which is fiee to make investment decisions without 

interference fiom the govemment. "31 



Laurent Beaudoin 
Rodolphe B. Casgrain 
Francois E. Cleyn 
Pierre Cote 
Marshall A. Crowe 
Louis R, Desmarais 

J.P. Gdagher 
H. Anthony Harnpson 
Gordon F. Hughes 
Douglas N. Kendall 
Sydney Maislin 
Hugh A. Martin 

H. Harrison McCain 
W.C.Y. McGregor 

J. W. Moore 
Maurice Moreau 
Fredenck W. Sellers 
F. H. Sherman 

Livia Thur 
J. N. Turvey 
Man F. Waters 
J. F. Grandy 

S. S. Reisman 

President and Chief Executive Officer, Bombardier Lirnited 
President, Casgrain & Company Limited 
Chairman and President, Cleyn & Tinker Ltd. 
President, Laiterie Laval Limitee 
Chairman of the Board of the Corporation 
President, Power Corporation of Canada, Lirnited and 
President, Canada Steamship Lines, Limited 
President, Dome Petroleum Limited 
President and Chief Executive OEcer of the Corporation 
President, Evangeline Savings & Mortgage Company 
Chaiman, Kenting Limited 
Executive Vice President, Maislin Transport Ltd. 
President, Western Construction and Engineering 
Research Ltd. 
Chaiman, McCain Foods Limited 
International Vice President, Brotherhood of Railway, 
Airline and Steamship Clerks 
President, Brascan Limited 
Geosearch Consultants Ltd. 
President, Spiroll Corporation Ltd. 
President and Chief Executive Officer, Dominion Foundries 
and Steel, Limited 
Vice Rector(Academic), University of Quebec 
President, Interprovincial Steel and Pipe Corporation Ltd. 
President and General Manager, CHUM Limited 
Deputy rviinister of Industry, Trade and Commerce 
(ex officio) 
Deputy Minister of Finance (ex officio) 

Source: 1972 CDC Annual Report 

The corporate policy of the CDC was fûrther fleshed out in the 1972 annual report. 

The objective of profitability over the national interest was hrther emphasized when it was 

stated that the industries the CDC would concentrate on would have to meet three criteria: 

a growth rate approximateiy double the rate of GNP; the potential of a 15 percent return 

on equity in the long-mn; and a capability to affect the CDC's overall results. The 

corporate policy reiterated that the CDC would not be a "buy-back" agency, a buyer of 

last resort or a high bidder in a take-over battle. "While it is hoped that opportunities to 
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the fact that such companies may be for sale precisely because they have lost their growth 

characteristics." A more effective approach to Canadianking the economy would entai1 

"encouraging the sound growth of Canadian-controlled enterprises at a Pace which 

exceeds that of their non-resident-owned competitors. "32 

According to Harnpson, the relationship of the CDC to foreign ownership had 

nothing to do with any govemment policies that would restrict foreign investment. 

Rather, "to the extent that, either done or with others, we increase the supply of long-tem 

equity fùnds in Canada, and devote those resources to the ownership and development of 

the Canadian economy, there will be a correspondingly reduced dependence on non- 

resident controlled capital in Canada9 For Harnpson, the CDC was "a reflection of the 

positive, forward-looking and internationally-rninded nature of economic nationalkm in 

Canada. 

3.3 The CDC in Operation 

The CDC board was quick to idente six major investment areas where the CDC 

would concentrate its activities: oil and gas; mining; petrochernicals; pipelines and northern 

transportation; health care; and venture capital. In the first area of concentration, the CDC 

purchased CDC Oil & Gas in 1975; in the second, it staged a dramatic takeover of 

TexasGulf fiom its American owners in 1973; in the third, it took over the Crown 

corporations Polysar and Petrosar fiom the federal govemment; in the fourth it invested in 

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline; in the m h  it purchased Conniab Holdings fiom the 

University of Toronto; and in the sixth area, it bought into Venturetek. In 1981, the CDC 

acquired 75 percent of the French oil Company Aquitaine and the Canadian assets of 

TeaxasGulf in exchange for $1.1 billion and control of TexasGulf The CDC also 

expanded into other sectors, most notably office information products, industrial 

automation, and fishing. 
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relatively humble $254 million in assets in 1972 it increased the size of its holdings to over 

$6.5 billion by 1982.35 In that year it ranked ninth in assets, seventeenth in sales, and 35th 

in profits arnong the top 500 non-financial corporations in Canada? The CDC also grew 

to comprise the largest venture capital pool in Canada. Despite this apparent success, the 

federal governrnent grew dissatisfied with the CDC's lack of investrnents in the 

manufachiring sector. In the late stages of the 1980 federal election, Trudeau said that the 

CDC "should be revitalized and play in the manufacturing sectors the more positive role 

that Petro-Canada has played in resources."37 In the fall of 1980 the federal government 

approached the CDC to help bail out the troubled Massey-Ferguson Ltd., but the CDC 

refused to get involved since the deal did not meet its cntena for profitability. 

Actions such as this infiiriated the le&-nationalist faction of the Liberals, which was 

led by Industry, Trade and Commerce MuUster Herb Gray. The Minister began to make 

public statements expressing his displeasure with the failure of the CDC to play an active 

role in the more innovative aspects of industrial activity. The federal govemment felt that 

the CDC had relied too heavily on safer profitable investments. Gray was in favour of the 

CDC or a sirnilar corporation or agency that would play a more active role in an 

aggressive industrial strategy. Such a "Manu-Canada" would attempt to breathe new life 

into troubled manufacturers as well as putting more stress on long-term deveIopment 

rather than short-tem profitability. In late 1980 Gray launched a new study with Finance 

Minister Allm MacEachen into the possibility of a new role for the CDC. 

Ottawa was also unhappy with president Anthony Hampson. On May 12, 1981 

leaks appeared in the press that the federal governrnent was lobbying to have the former 

chairman of Petro-Canada, Maurice Strong, appoînted as chairman of the CDC. A few 

days later, Prime Minister Trudeau confirmed that Strong was Ottawa's choice for 

chairman. According to Trudeau, Strong would transform the CDC into a "window on 

the econornic activities of certain sectors with a view to Canadiankation." Thus, the new 
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The business press responded with indignation with such headIines as "CDC Must Keep Its 

Independence" and "Plan Subverting CDC Would Be a Betrayal."39 An editorial in Ille 

be and was concerned that these rnoves 

. . . would greatly hcrease the federal Government's intervention 
in the private sector. Since Mr. Trudeau's 1980 return to power 
his Government has increasingly been substituting its judgement 
for the judgement of the market place.40 

One hancial analyst warned that the govemment could use the CDC, with its borrowing 

power alone, to mount massive takeovers.41 In a letter to the Prime Minister, investment 

fim Burns Fry Ltd. offered to put together a group to buy out the govermnent's share of 

CDC stock? & Globe and urged the govemment to accept this offer.43 In the 

midst of these feus of govemment takeover of the CDC, the value of the corporation's 

shares fe11 by 25 percent. 

At the CDC annual meeting on May 21, 1981 the board of directors refused to 

capitulate to the federal govement's pressure. Each board member threatened to resign 

if the govemment voted against the wishes of the board and installed Strong as chairman, 

as well as two fùrther nominees to the board, Joel Bell, vice-president of PetroCan and 

David Beatty, a management consultant. In the end, the federal government had to settle 

with the election of four new candidates to the board, including Strong. Unable to exert 

government control, the Trudeau govemment was faced with a choice between two 

options. It could either buy out the remaining CDC shares or it could divest itself of its 

shares and use the money to set up a new government agency or corporation. The 

govemment chose the latter course and in 1982 this plan was approved by the CDC board 

and the government transferred its equity into the newly created Canada Development 

Investment Corporation. 
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In hindsight, the attempt by the federal government to exert control over the CDC 

was undermined by the public/private nature of the corporation. Through public share 

offerings, the govemment's share of CDC stock was reduced fiom an initial 100 percent in 

1972 to 68 percent in 1978 to 48.6 percent in 1981? Despite the fact that the 

govemment was the largest shareholder, the board of directors were obfigated to act in 

"the best interests of al1 shareholders." As Jeannne Kirk Laux and Maureen Appel Molot 

note, 

... once the CDC had changed its status fiom a corporation whoily 
owned by the government to a publicly traded Company with 
govemment as the largest shareholder, CDC managers - encouraged 
by the financial press - used their responsibility for protecting "the 
return on investment" as a means to deter any "govemment intervention," 
which, they asserted, would fiighten the market and dilute the value 
of CDC shares.4" 

Similarly, former Finance Minister Donald Macdonald observed that "Once you have the 

public in as shareholders, then you cm no longer use it as an instrument of public policy. 

That has always seemed perfectly clear to me."46 

As Laux and Molot argue, the CDC was, in effect, "a compromise between an 

industrial policy favoring Canadian ownership and a concern to promote private 

investment rather than substitute for it." By setting up the CDC in the way it did, the 

govemrnent "sought to minimize the intrusion of the state into the marketplace. "47 This 

sentiment was perhaps best expressed by Trudeau's pdiarnentary secretary at the time: 

1 believe it [CDC] to be the first substantial step to help us 
"tip toe" through the intricacies of maintainhg a substantial 
infiow of investment capital , still essential in the view of my 
Fiberal] party to the dynamic growth of our economy, and 
the imperative of assuming an increasing degree of control 
over the business and economic decisions which very much 
affect Our sovereignty and our development.48 



CDC, it was largely placated by the provisions of the legislation ensuring commitment to 

business principles and board independence. When the federd government tned to exert 

some control over the CDC in 1980-81, the business community came to the defense of 

CDC autonomy. Thus, the Canadian state possessed enough autonomy to create the CDC 

in the face of considerable opposition fiom the capitalist class, though there were 

significant segments of this class - bourgeois nationalists - which supported the endeavour. 

The autonomy of the Canadian state was limited, however, by the above conditions which 

were irnposed in order to gain the business comrnunity's grudging support. 

Writing in 1973, George Warskett saw the creation of the CDC in the larger 

context of the increasing internationalization of capital. 

The only durable capitdist response to the threats posed by 
the foreign multinational corporation is to foster home-based 
multinational corporations designed basically to exploit weak 
developing economies, or monopoly markets. This response, 
multiplied across the developed nations, would ultimately lead 
to a diffusion of economic power across national borders and 
place it out of reach of any one nation's political power. ..Ifthe 
CDC is to have any impact it must belong to an overd strategy 
of this kind. If an aggressive policy for extendimg Canadian 
ownership and organization to other regions of the globe is not 
implicit behind the CDC bill, then the corporation, as a capitalist 
measure for correcthg Our status as an economic sateliite, and 
resource base, for another country, is btatantly ill-conceived.49 

This view was corroborated by statements made by Finance Minister Benson. With the 

exception of the TexasGulf case, the CDC did Iittle to con&ont U.S. capital, but rather 

concentrated on developing and rnaintaining "strong, Canadian-controlled and managed 

corporations." Evidence of a strategy to foster Canadian multinationals can be found in 

the 1982 annual report. Under the corporate philosophy section, the report noted that 

"Canada already benefits f?om the international reputations that have been established for 
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vaccines and BioResearch's contract toxicological testing seMces - just to name a few of 

the global ventures undertaken by CDC companies from their base in this country."50 

The assets of the CDC grew exponentially, fiom $254 million in 1972 to $6.5 

billion by 1984.51 However, though it made some important investments in high 

technology fields, the bulk of its assets were biased towards resources which offered litt1e 

scope for adding value. For example, in 1973 CDC's assets were distributed as follows: 

petrochemicals, 48.7 percent; mininghaturai resources, 39.4 percent; health care, 9.9 

percent; venture capital, 1.5 percent; pipelines and northern transportation, 0.2 percent; 

other, 0.3 percent.52 By 1982 however, the corresponding figures were: oil and gas, 38.9 

percent; petrochemicals, 30.3 percent; mining, 18.9 percent; office information products, 

9.2 percent; life sciences, 1 -4 percent; fishing, 0.3 percent; industrial automation, 0.5 

percent; venture capital, 0.5 percent." The investment activity of the CDC contributed to 

a broader trend of the Canadianization of the resource sector, but did little to alter 

Canada's dependent industrial stmcture. 
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4.1 Ongins and Objectives of FIRA 

As noted in Chapter 2, the immediate years preceding the introduction of FIRA 

saw a rise in both foreign control and foreign takeovers of Canadian firms. The idea of an 

agency to screen foreign investment was fkst raised in 1968 in the &.port of thdhsk 

Force more popdarly known as the W a t h  

Report. Besides several other recommendations, it proposed that "a special agency be 

created to çoor- policies with respect to multi-national enterprise." Its tasks would 

include: collecting information for the surveillance of foreign-owned f h s ;  exarnining 

licenshg agreements; facilitating the importation of technology and export promotion; 

ensuring that multinationds pay their proper share of taxes; and coordinathg international 

cooperation with multinational firms on such issues as international charters, investment 

guarantees and harmonization of anti-trust policies. The proposal for this agency was a 

very modest one as can be seen by the above fiinctions and the fùrther stipulation that it 

should "[fjacilitate the entry of new multinational b s . " l  However, as noted earlier, the 

Warkins Report did introduce the important notion that performance requirements be 

placed on foreign investors so that benefits would ouhveigh costs. 

FIRA found its direct roots in a 1972 govemment study, lhs& Direct Inv- 

Canada. otherwise known as the Gray Report. This report, like the Watkins Report 

before it, conceded that foreign investment brought significant benefits to the Canadian 

economy. However, the Gray Report was far more critical of Canada's branch-plant 

economy than the Watkins Report and paid particular attention to the issue of foreign 

takeovers of Canadian firms. In this regard, the Gray Report saw several negative 

implications. First, the funds used to finance takeovers are often borrowed in Canada. 

Second, in cases where the non-residents use their own capital to fuiance the takeover, the 

Canadian governent might have to borrow on international capital markets to offset any 



business were established. Fourth, takeovers of Canadian h s  are not likely to provide 

any net advantage to the economy and ofien result in less competition.2 The Gray Report, 

however, was carefùl in its tone and noted that 

...[ a] foreign takeover obviously can involve the saving of 
jobs in firms which would otherwise be shut down. It can 
introduce new competitive stimulus, new technology, new 
capital, additional management capacity, new markets and 
economies of scale. In some circumstances, it may also 
release fùnds for job creation elsewhere in the economy. 
Furthemore, although a takeover nomally involves 
concentration of production, as opposed to new cornpetition, 
this may be more appropnate in some industrial situations.3 

Nonetheless, the Gray Report felt that in the case where "a takeover does not provide a 

significant contribution to the economy, or where it involves some net cost to the 

economy, it seems appropriate to question the desirability of ailowing the transaction to be 

consummat ed. "4 

The Grqu Report examined three alternative policy approaches to deal with foreign 

direct investment: a review process; key sectors; and fixed rules. The report found the 

latter two approaches to be of limited use and came out strongly in favour of the review 

process. In great detail, the Gray Report outlined how the review process would work. 

Essentially, a screening agency would be created to cany out a case-by-case review of 

each proposed foreign investment, with the goal of rnaximizing benefits and minimizing 

costs. The agency would recommend approval or disallowance to the Minister responsible 

who would then take it to Cabinet for a final decision. The Gray Report was carefùl to 

stress that this review process would not, by itself, significantly increase Canadian 

ownership levels. However, "it would add a new measure of Canadian control over the 

econornic environment. 
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screening agency, introducing the Foreign Takeover Review Act in 1972. However, due 

to the election the bill was not passed. Consequentiy, the Liberals, in a minority 

government situation with the NDP holding the balance of power, introduced a much 

tougher bill in January 1973, the Foreign hvestment Reviav Act. This bill exceeded its 

precursor in two respects. Fist, provincial economic objectives had to be taken into 

account when deciding if an application would bring significant benefits. Secondly, and 

more importantly, expansion of existing foreign-controlled h s  into "unrelated" business 

would be screened. 

The Foreign Inveshnent Review Act was proclaimed on December 12,1973.6 The 

Act provided for govemmentai review of three specitic types of foreign investment: "1) 

certain acquisitions of control of Canadian business enterprises; 2) investments to establish 

new businesses in Canada by persons who do not already have an existing business in 

Canada; and 3) diversification of existing foreign controlled firms into unrelated 

businesses."7 The Foreign Invesment Review Act would be hplemented in two phases, in 

order to aiiow the government to become familiar with the review process. The first phase 

would take effect on April 9, 1974 and would require the screening of takeovers of 

Canadian firms with gross assets of a minimum of $250,000 or gross revenues of $3 

million. The second phase would require the review of the establishment of new 

businesses in Canada where no cun-ent Canadian operation exists. This phase would 

become effective on October 1 5, 1975. 

For a foreign investment to be allowed, evidence was required to prove that the 

transaction would provide "significant benefit to Canada." According to the Act, the 

following factors would guide the government in deciding whether proposed takeovers of 

Canadian businesses were consistent with the objective of significant benefit to Canada: 

a) - the effect of the acquisition or establishment on the level and nature of 



the foregoing, the ettëct on employment , on resource processing, on 
the utilimtion of parts, components and senrices produced in Canada, 
and on exports fiom Canada; 

b) - the degree and significance of participation by Canadians in the 
business enterprise or new business and in any industry or industries in 
Canada of which the business enterprise or new business forms a part; 

c) - the effect of the acquisition or establishment on productivity, industrial 
efficiency, technological development, product innovation and product 
variety in Canada; 

d) - the effect of the acquisition or establishment on cornpetition within any 
industry or industries in Canada; and 

e) - the compatibility of the acquisition or establishment with national 
industrial and economic policies, t a h g  into consideration industriai and 
economic policy objectives enunciated by the government or legislature of 
any province likely to be significantly af5ected by the acquisition or 
establishment8 

As Herbert C. Byleveld, a former banker and one-thne chief of the Industrial 

Analysis Division of FIRA, pointed out, the above clauses were not intended as a 

straitjacket which would hamper the flexibility of the Agency. Instead, "the benefits have 

been worded to leave the Agency enough room to assess applications in the light of 

'national industrial and economic policies', amongst others. As these benefits might evolve 

over tirne, so would the interpretation of benefits? As Layton notes, factor 'le" could be 

invoked to justiS. a disallowance even though all other criteria had been met. But at the 

same time, the same criterion could be used to accept an application despite its failure to 

meet the other conditions. Thus, "The government would be able, using this 'out', to take 

a tough stand on a high-profile foreign investor and enhance its nationalist image, or to 

open its screen door wider to cairn investors' nerves: an enviable, and carefully-designed, 

Following on the recommendation of the the ultimate decision on 

whether an application for a takeover or establishment of a new business meets the 
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have to go through a number of steps. To start with, the Cornpliance Branch would 

determine whether the application was reviewable and contained enough information. Ail 

those reviewable were then sent to the Assessrnent Branch, which, in hun, consulted with 

F a ' s  Research and Analysis Branch, other federal departments and relevant provincial 

goveniments. Following this consultation, the Assessrnent Branch would determine 

whether the application brought "significant benefit" to Canada. If an application did not 

meet this critenon, FIRA could negotiate with the investor to bring the proposal up to 

standard. Finally, the branch would make a recommendation to the Minister responsible, 

who then advised Cabinet to either approve or  disapprove the application. Cabinet's 

decision was final as there was no appeal to the courts. The entire review process was to  

take no longer than 60 days, but the legislation did allow the Minister to request more 

information which would, in eEect, delay the process further. 

All "non-eligible persons" were required under the Act to give written notice to  

FIRA, with all relevant documentation, of any proposed takeover or establishment of a 

new business. According to the legislation, a non-eligible person was: a foreign citizen or 

non-resident Canadian citizen; a foreign government or agency; a foreign-controlled 

corporation. According to the Act, a corporation was a non-eligible person if: 1) 25 

percent of voting shares in a public Company were held by non-eligible persons; 2) 40 

percent of voting shares in a private company were held by non-eligible persons; 3) 5 

percent of voting shares in either a public or private company were held by a single non- 

eligible person. Unless it could be proven otherwise, control was presumed to have 

occurred when 5 percent of voting shares in a public company and 20 percent of the 

shares in a private company had been taken over. 

Normal expansion by established foreign-controlled firms would not be screened. 

But, in the case of expansion into "unrelated" business, these fims would have to  give 

notice to FIRA for approval. In order to detemine if an existing business was expandiig 
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relatedness. Byleveld summarized these guidelines as follows: 

1) - Vertical integration within s e ~ c e  industries is related. 

2) - Vertical integration in goods-producing industries, upstream 
or downstream, is related. 

3) - Direct substitution relates old and new products. 

4) - Making a dflerent product with essentially the same technology 
is establishing a related business. 

5) - Foreign-controlled businesses now in Canada are assured 
under this guideline of fieedorn to bring to market, d o u t  
FIRA assessment, new products resulting f?om research 
and development camied out by their companies in Canada. 

6) - In most cases, diversification within the limits of the same 
industry (as de£ined by FIRA after the Standard Industrial 
Classification) is not subject to review." 

According to the Foreign Investment Review Act, the policy was brought forward 

"in recognition by Parliament that the extent to which control of Canadian industry, trade 

and commerce has become acquired by persons other than Canadians and the effect 

thereof on the ability of Canadians to control their own economic environment is a matter 

of national concern." During the second readiig of the FIRA bill, Alastair Gillespie, 

Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, more fully elaborated on the objectives of this 

policy initiative. 

Gillespie stated that Liberal policy on foreign investment was based on two pillars: 

the first, "positive support for the development of Canadian-owned and controlled 

corporations"; the second, "positive measures to maximize the benefit to Canada of foreign 

investment."lz The Liberal government had brought forth a variety of measures to 

strengthen Canadian entrepreneurship, such as the establishment of the Canada 

Development Corporation, tax incentives, and the creation of the Department of State for 



alone "will do nothing to protect the Canadian interest when a takeover offer has been 

made."l3 Thus, the need for a second pillar, consisting of FRA. According to Gillespie, 

FIRA had four objectives: 

. . .one, to support the development of strong, Canadian-held business 
enterprises; two, to enswe that iùture foreign takeovers and the 
establishment of new foreign-held businesses WU be of significant 
benefit to Canada; three, to help arrest and reverse the increasing 
degree of foreign control of our economy; four, to contribute to the 
development of a distinctive Canadian identity. 14 

While acknowledging the unacceptable level of foreign ownership and control of 

the Canadian economy, Gillespie recognized "the potential role of foreign investment in 

the Canadian economy." Thus, "the goverment rejects isolationkm and protectionism but 

it seeks a way to ensure that Canada achieves better balanced interdependence."'j FIRA 

would simultaneously maximize the benefits of foreign ownership and minimize the costs. 

If a takeover was deemed not to provide significant benefit to Canada then it would be 

blocked. "Canadian ownership and control is preferred udess the foreign investor is in a 

position to make a significant economic contribution which a Canadian cannot make. "16 

The federal government rejected the key sector approach because of its arbitrary 

nature, protectionist overtones and economic costs. Likewise, a substantial buy-back 

campaign of foreign-controlled assets was felt to be regressive. Lastly, Gillespie rejected 

any review of the expansion of existing foreign-controlled firms. "Given the large number 

of firrns that are already foreign controlled in Canada, a review of nomal expansion would 

cal1 for an enormous arnount of intervention." Gillespie added, "1 am not prepared to 

argue that the state should have such sweeping authority over nomd private decision 

making." According to Gillespie, the niles of FRA were "performance oriented and are 

designed to increase the efficiency and competitiveness of our economy, while recognizing 

that we live in a mutually interdependent world."l7 
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Commerce, FIRA was seen as an integral part of a program to strengthen the Canadian 

capitalist class. More drastic measures such as a buy-back campaign or designation of key 

sectors, where a specified level of Canadian ownership would be required, were rejected. 

Similarly, a review of the normal expansion of existing foreign-controlled h s  in Canada 

was seen as an unacceptable intrusion into the realm of private decision-making. In this 

light, FlRA was a relatively modest policy initiative designed to iùrther the goals of capital 

accumufation. But, it also served a legitirnation fùnction in that it attempted to deal with 

the foreign investrnent problem as can be seen fiom the opening statement of the Act. 

4.2 Reaction to FfRA 

In general, the Canadian capitalist class reacted harshly to FRA, seeing no need 

for foreign investment to be screened. The opposition, however, was not monolithic, as 

Layton has shown in his study of business submissions to the parliarnentary hearings on 

FRA. The Charnber of Commerce, Canada's largest business group representing 

everything fiom small business to multinational concerns, wanted the FlRA bill withdrawn. 

This business lobby rejected the "negative approach" of screening, but did Say that positive 

incentives could be considered in some "key sectors." Overail, the Chamber of Commerce 

found, through a survey of their membership, that "the business community does not 

consider the present level of foreign ownership ... a problem requiring government action to 

prevent a further increase, but it does reveal that fùrther foreign capital is needed for the 

growth of the Canadian econorny."lg Orland Tropea, chairman of the executive council of 

the Chamber, went as far as to say, "The biil is so strongly biased against foreign 

investment in itself that it would darnage Canadian economic prospects by diverting 

foreign capital to other countries." Further, Tropea stressed the importance of securing 

"the fieest possible access" for Canadian foreign direct investment. But, "Foreign 
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natural to expect restrictions on Canadian direct investment abroad. " '9 

The Canadian Manufacturers Association(CMA), representing large manufacturing 

firms, mostly foreign-controlled, was critical of F R A  but did not cal1 for its withdrawai. 

Rather, the CMA said it would support the biIl on the condition that a number of 

amendments were made. In particular, the CMA wanted the "significant benefit test" 

replaced with a "no detriment test," since it was felt that foreign investment was, with a 

few exceptions, always positive. This business group was also opposed to the screening of 

"unrelated business" and believed that the rules goveming existing foreign-controlled firms 

and those pertainuig to new foreign takeovers should be distinguished. As Layton notes, 

Considering that the CMA represents a considerable part of 
the most powerfùl fragments of the Canadian bourgeoisie, 
particularly the international and comprador fi-agments, the 
fact that it did not reject screening altogether indicates that 
these fragments understood quite clearly that the state was 
not attacking the capital accumulation process through its 
proposed foreign investment review.20 

The reaction f?om the resource sector, highly foreign-controlied, was extremely 

negative. Imperial 08, in its brief, lamented the "retreat to negative nationalism" and 

stated that it was firmly opposed to "fiirther restrictive Iegislation such as FIRA." Instead, 

Imperial Oil favoured the promotion of more Canadians in management.21 Likewise, the 

Mining Association of Canada felt that FIRA would "be constnied by members of the 

business comrnunity both in Canada and abroad as a disincentive to invest in Canada and 

we cannot conceive how this will benefit our country. "22 

Somewhat surprisingly, the banks submitted no presentations to the parliarnentary 

hearings, but they were opposed to FIRA nonetheless. For instance, Robert MacIntosh, 

Vice-President of the Bank of Nova Scotia, stated shortly before the hearings got 

underway that "the nationality of the individuak controlling Canadian industry is an 
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period in t h e ,  the banks were expanding their activities internationally and considered a 

limited reciprocity appropriate to their aimsz4 Another component of the financial 

bourgeoisie, the life insurance companies, also expressed concem over the review process 

during the debate on the 1972 bill. The Canadian Life Insurance Association(CL1A) felt 

that the screening proposal would discourage life insurance firms tiom investing in 

Canadian stocks. The CLIA did not reject the FIRA bill out of hand, but rather 

recornmended that the 5 percent presumption of foreign control be increased to a "more 

realistic level" and that the definition of a non-eligible person be clarified.25 

Even Canadian multinationals expressed opposition to FIRA. For instance, George 

Sinclair of Sinclair Radio Laboratories stated that the screening agency "would not solve 

any of Canada's important industrial problerns ... foreign domination of our industry is the 

key problem but the solution to it is not to have a negative policy such as the foreign 

ownership policy. We need a positive Canadian ownership policy. "26 Sirnilarly, a Stelco 

brief was concerned that restrictions on foreign investment could lead to retaliatory 

measures against Stelco's U.S. investments in ore and coal. "If restrictions placed upon 

foreign ownership of Canadian resources resulted in retaliatory restrictions being placed 

upon Canadian foreign investments, the impact upon Canadian business could be severe."27 

There were some elements of the capitalist class, however, that supported the 

FIEU bill. Perhaps the strongest proponents of a screening agency were the indigenous 

publishers. Key figures in the publishing industry, such as Me1 Hurtig, Jack McClelland, 

and Peter Newman formed the core of the Cornmittee for an Independent Canada. The 

CIC supported the FIRA bill, but wanted it strengthened substantially. Specifically, the 

CIC wanted a reduction in the threshold screening levels; an expansion of the review 

process to include the screening of the establishment of related new businesses; and 

elimination of the delay in screening unrelated businesses. Furthemore, spokesperson 

Hurtig proposed that F R A  be given the ability to review the performance of foreign- 



also took a position strongly in favour of the review agency. The drug industry in Canada 

was hit hard by takeovers; seven indigenous fims were taken over in 1971 alone. The 

Canadian Drug Manufacturers Association argued that "Further takeovers in the uldustry 

should be halted and the Canadian-owned firms that have sound management and viable 

operations should be given generous economic assistance to assure their accelerated 

Although it did not make a subrnission to the House of Cornmons hearings, the 

Canadian Federation of Independent Business(CFTB), representing small business, had 

strong views on foreign takeovers. John Bulloch, head of the CFIB, thought the proposed 

screening agency was 

... a political compromise that does not come to grips with 
the seiiout of Canadian businesses. It ignores the most 
important issue in the takeover question. We should not 
be worrying so much about discouraging United States 
investrnent, but rather how to encourage Canadians to 
keep their companies.. .To preserve Canadian businesses 
we must presenre the elements of fiee enterprise that 
encourage widespread ownership and involvement in 
business. The sale of independent businesses to large 
Canadian corporations is, in the long run, just as much 
a threat to a fiee society as is the sellout to Americans.30 

Though its support expressed for the review agency was somewhat ambiguous, 

subsequent actions indicate that the CFIB was essentially supportive of FIRA. 

Thus, it can be seen fiom the above analysis, that generally speaking, the Canadian 

capitdist class was opposed to the F M  bill. However, this opposition was not 

monolithic and the degree of opposition to FIRA varied among different fragments. For 

instance, the Chamber of Commerce rejected the idea of a screening agency altogether, 

whiie the CMA proposed several amendments that would reduce the effectiveness of FIRA 

but retain its symbolism. The financial tiagment was largely opposed to the bill as were 

the Canadian mu1tinationals and foreign-controlled resource companies. Support was 



manufacturers. Also, there existed some support among small capitalists, as represented 

by the CFIB. Yet, despite the opposition fiom the dominant fragments of the Canadian 

capitalist class, the state proceeded to establish FIRA. How can this be explained? 

4.3 FlRA in Operation 

An examination of the actions of the Foreign Investment Review Agency over its 

ten year existence illuminates the preceding analysis of the Act and its objectives. In 

particular, an examination of disallowance rates among different sectors and country of 

apparent control allows us to draw more substantial conclusions about F m ' s  true 

objectives and biases towards different fiactions of the Canadian capitalist class. Table 5 

gives an o v e ~ e w  of the status of applications to FIRA over its ten year existence. As can 

be seen by the figures, the number of applications steadiiy increased over the agency's 

Table 5 - Status of Applications 1974 - 1985 

Applications Disdowance 
Year Received Allowed Withdrawn Disdowed Rate 

Source: Foreign lnvestment Review Agency, 

history, though there were notable drops in the 1975-77 period and 1980-82 period, a 

period identified with a resurgent Liberal nationalism marked by the irnplementation of the 
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embracing of a neo-liberal, continentalist policy outlook, the number of applications to 

FIRA increased substantially. 

FIRA's rates of disallowances varied widely over the course of its existence. 

Initially, the rates were comparatively high, with an all-tirne high of 14.4 percent in 

1975176. The disallowance rate then dropped to 4.1 percent in 1977178 only to climb 

back up again to 12.3 percent in 1980181, coinciding with the Liberal's resurgent 

nationdism. M e r  this, however, FIRA became little more than a nibber starnp with 

registered approval rates of about 99 percent in its last two years. As Layton argues, there 

are a number of reasons for the variance in these disallowance rates. First, Ailastair 

Giliespie, a rnember of the CIC, became the first Minister responsible for FIRA, and this 

possibly explains the relatively high disallowance rates. Secondly, it is likely that 

applicants were still learning the subtleties of FIRA's d e s .  ThirdIy, "the Federal 

government had to demonstrate that FIR4 was not ineffectual: it had to provide some 

basis for the claim that this policy was responding to nationalist concems in a tangible 

way."31 Disailowance rates fell to their lowest d u ~ g  the seventies under the stewardship 

of continentalist Ministers Jack Horner and Jean Chretien. As Layton notes, during this 

penod investors started to become more familiar with FIRA and perhaps, "more 

importantly, the Cabinet had to provide evidence to anti-nationalist critics fiom the 

dominant fragments of the Canadian bourgeois that FRA was not an obstacle to 

investment."32 Later, the nationalist architect of FIRPL, Herb Gray, became Minister 

responsible in 1980 and disallowance rates increased correspondingly. 

Tables 6 and 7 look at the number of resolved daims and disallowance rates by 

industrial sector. Table 6 shows that over the period of FIRA's existence, the percentage 

of takeovers rejected was highest in the resource sector at 13.8 percent, followed by the 

service sector at 6.1 percent and manufacturing at 4.8 percent. With regards to the 

resource sector, disallowance rates were highest during the 1975-77 period, which saw the 



the NEP. This pattern of disallowance is followed in the service sector, while rates in the 

manufacturing sector are highest initially and descend steadily with the exception of a brief 

increase in the early 1980s. It is important to note that the number of claims are 

substantially Iower in the resource sector than in either the manufacturing or service 

sectors. 

Source: Foreign Investment Review Agency, 

Table 7 shows the number of claims and disallowance rates for the establishment of 

new businesses by industrial sector. The figures are somewhat different f?om the previous 

table with the average disallowance rate highest in the senrice sector at 8.0 percent, 

followed by figures of 4.8 and 2.6 percent in the resource and rnanufacturing sectors, 

respectively. The table shows no discernible trends with the exception of higher 

disallowance rates across al1 sectors during the early 1980s. 



Table 7 - Claims and Disallowance Rates, New Businesses, 1976-85 
by Industry Sector 

Resource Manu factu ring SeMce 
Year # % # YO # % 

1976/77 10 - 72 4.2 125 8.8 
1977/78 26 4.3 100 1.0 211 5.7 
1978/79 21 - 93 3.2 208 7.2 
1979/80 23 8.7 110 2.7 277 8.7 
1980/8 1 19 5.2 106 1.9 168 14.3 
1981/82 36 11.1 124 4.8 245 14.3 
1982/83 18 - 133 2.3 410 10.7 
1983/84 20 - 134 3.0 339 5.3 
1984/85 16 6.3 124 0.8 367 1.1 

Totald 189 4.8% 996 2.6% 2350 8.0% 
Averages 

Source: Foreign Investment Review Agency, 

Though an examination of the broad industrial sectors is helpfiif in detennining any 

biases that FIRA may have had, there are some important differences in screening 

behaviour within these sectors. Within the resource sector, rates of disaiiowance were 

higher than average in the oil and gas sector, peaking in 1980 at 80.0 percent? Likewise, 

the rate of disallowance in the printing and pubiishing industry was 23.3 percent over the 

period 1974-81.34 This figure is substantiaiiy higher than the rnanufacturing industry 

average. 

Tables 8 and 9 show the number of clairns and rate of disailowance by country of 

apparent control. As can be seen by both tables, the United States had, by far, the largest 

number of clairns, both for acquisitions and establishment of new businesses. More 

irnportantly, both tables show a higher rate of rejection for U.S. applications: 6.4 percent 

for acquisitions and 7.0 percent for new businesses. The corresponding figures for 

Western Europe were 4.9 and 5 .O percent, while those for al1 other countries were 5.1 and 



disallowance rates was consistent across country of apparent control with higher 

disallowance rates at the start of FIRA's operations and during the early 1 980s. 

Table 8 - CIaims and Disallowance Rates, Acquisitions,l974 - 1985 
by Country of Apparent Control 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
United States Western Europe Other Countries Total 

Y ear # % # % # % # % 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - . - . . . - . 

Totalsl 2287 6.4% 1028 4.9% 197 5.1% 3512 5.9% 
Averages 

Source: Foreign Investment Review Agency, 

According to Layton, the higher rate of disapprovai arnong U.S. applicants as 

compared to Western European may be explained in a couple of ways. First, the slight 

bias against Arnencan investors could be a response to nationalist sentiment against U.S. 

muitinationals and, indeed, a conscious strategy on behalf of the Canadian state to lessen 

dependence on the U.S. Second, the lower rate of disallowance for Western European 

investors cm perhaps be attributed to greater familiarity with review processes in their 

own countries.35 



by Country of Apparent Control 
...................................................................................................... 

United States Western Europe Other Countries Total 
Year # % # % # % # YO 

Totalsl 1976 7.0% 1156 5.0% 403 6.0% 3535 6.3% 
Averages 

Source: Foreign Investment Review Agency, 

At first, this apparent bias against U.S. investors did not generate any hostility on 

their part. An October 1 1, 1975 Einanrial Post article found a "low-key reaction toward 

FIRA fiom the US. business comrnunity" since "it was not unique in the world" and was 

"way down on their Est of problems. "36 In 1975 the New York financial weekiy BarranlS 

noted, in reference to FIRA, that "[tlhe only U.S. industry that wouldn't be welcomed in 

Canada is Murder In~ . "3~  As Stephen Clarkson shows, numerous U.S. officiais made 

statements pertaining to FIRA's moderate and non-discriminatory behaviour. For instance, 

the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Richard Vine, declared in 1976, 

1 am pleased to be able to Say that in the nearly two years that 
Phase 1 of FIRA has been in operation we have found no evidence 
that the Act is being used to discriminate among foreign investors 
to the detriment of U. S.A. firms. .. We hope and believe that this 
evenhandedness in the administration of FRA will continue? 

Likewise, in 1979 the U.S. Ambassador to Canada stated, 

It was feared that FIRA might act as a barrier to new incorning 



ro assure oenenr ro Lanaaa in invesrrnenr proposais. as currenr 
approval rate of 90% is an indication of the quality of proposals 
it receives. 1 can understand how Canada relying as heavily 
as it does on outside investment feeis the need for having such 
a rnechanism to insure that its interests are identified and met? 

M e r  the 1980 election which brought the Liberals back to power, FIRA became a 

prime target of the U.S. administration.40 During the 1980 election Pierre Trudeau and 

Herb Gray made repeated promises, that as part of a broader industrial strategy, the 

Liberals, if elected, would strengthen FIRA to give it "teeth." The Liberals were in fact 

elected and gave indications that they would indeed follow through on their promise to 

strengthen FEU. First, the 1980 Throne Speech declared, 

the Foreign Investment Review Act will be amended to provide 
for performance reviews of how large foreign firms are meeting 
the test of bringing substantial benefits to Canada. As weil, 
amendments will be introduced to ensure that major acquisition 
proposals by foreign companies will be publicized prior to 
a govenunent decision on their acceptability. The Govemment 
will assist Canadian companies wishing to repatriate assets or 
to bid for ownership or control of companies subject to takeover 
offers by non-Canadians.41 

Further indication that the Liberal government was serious about strengthening FIRA was 

given when Gray was appointed as Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

As Clarkson notes this new vocabulary of nationdist Liberal politics, combined 

with a rash of Canadian takeovers of U.S. businesses in 198 1, made FIRA a major concem 

among U.S. officiais. The Americans interpreted the Throne Speech and various 

statements by Gray as proposing "a NEP-like path of economic developrnent."42 The U.S. 

administration quickly began a carnpaign to stop the FIRA amendments, but did this by 

attacking the existing FRA. Among other things, the U.S. wanted clearer guidelines 

regarding FIRA requirements, higher threshold levelq a speed-up of the review process, 

and the eliination of trade-related performance requirements.43 To back up these 
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panels of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, a possible review of the Canada- 

U.S. AutoPact and Defense Production Sharing Arrangements, and harassrnent of 

particular Canadian exports.44 

The Canadian goverment eventually capitulated and declared in the November 12, 

1981 budget documents that the planned amendments to FIRA, as outlined in the 1980 

Throne Speech, would not be carried out. Furthemore, plans to Canadianize the 

manufacturing sector using a NEP mode1 were rejected: "The special measures being 

employed to achieve more Canadian ownership and control of the oil and gas industry are 

not, in the Governent of Canada's view, appropriate for other sectors. "45 Subsequently, 

Gray was moved out of the Industry, Trade and Commerce portfolio and FRA became 

little more than a rubber stamp as approval ratings approached 99 percent. The death of 

FlRA was officidy rnarked in 1985 when the recently elected Conservatives, under Brian 

Mulroney, transformed FIRA into Investment Canada with the explicit objective of 

encouraging foreign hvestment. 

4.4 Conclusion 

As noted earlier, the dominant fiactions of the Canadian bourgeoisie were opposed 

to F m  yet the state proceeded with its implementation nevertheless. How did this 

happen? Layton argues that the emergence of FIRA was the result of pressure exerted by 

a coalition of class fiactions representing the Canadian bourgeoisie, rniddle and working- 
' 

classes in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This coalition had a comrnon interest in 

restricting foreign invcstment.46 There was a split in the capitalist class, which saw what 

Layton calls the indigenous independent fragment willing to overlook FIRA's violation of 

private property rights and the intrusion of the political realm into private decision-making 

in order to fùrther its own capital accumulation interests. Thus, there was some capitalist 

support for this policy initiative. Layton concludes, 
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may not have been served by this initiative, but the general interests 
of capital did indicate that (1) the state had to act to deal with 
balance of payments difficulties created by foreign investment and, 
(2) the state had to deal with rising popular sentiments in favour 
of nationalist policies -- in order to avoid a heightening of 
opposition to the "established order. "47 

Some fragments of the capitalist class, such as the CMA, were sophisticated enough to 

realize the important symbolic role that FIRA served and consequently did not oppose it 

altogether. 

The question then arises: was FILU primarily an instrument of legitimation or was 

its aim capital accumulation? The preceding analysis of disallowance rates shows that, for 

the rnost part, the great bulk of takeovers and establishment of new businesses was 

approved by the agency. Likewise, it is hard to judge from the data that are available, the 

extent to which performance requirements were met and the benefits that accrued to the 

Canadian economy as a result. (An attempt is made in a later chapter, however, to 

measure the changes in the Canadian economy as a result of policies like FIRA). Thus it is 

reasonable to conclude, as Layton does, "The broad perspective on FIRA shows that it has 

played a symbolic role while the concrete effects are much less sigdïcant."~ 

SirnilarIy, Clarkson sees FlRA as largely "an example of symbolic politicstt since it was 

"dealing with only a small part of the expansion of foreign direct investment in Canada."'@ 

The very existence of FlRA demonstrated to the Canadian population that the federal 

government was indeed apparently addressing the issue of U. S. control of the Canadian 

economy. 

Though the creation of FIRA was largely necessitated for reasons of legitimation, 

' the screening agency did serve accumulation fùnctions for some fragments of the Canadian 

bourgeoisie. Most notably, disallowance rates were among their highest in the printing 

and publishing industry and the oil and gas sector. This Iatter observation would seem to 

suggest that perhaps FIRA was used as a complement to Petro-Canada and the NEP to 
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truncated industrial structure untouched. 
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5.1 Ongins and Objectives of Petro-Canada 

The origins of Petro-Canada must be seen in the context of rising concerns about 

the extent of foreign ownership in Canada and the power of the multinational corporation. 

Government studies, such as the Watkim Repori(1968) and the Gray Report(1972), as 

well as a sigmfïcant econornic nationalist literature, were bringing attention to the negative 

consequences of foreign ownership for the Canadian economy. Canadians had 

traditionally held strong attachments to their natural resources, and this sector was 

particularly plagued by the problem of foreign control. As James L a e r  notes, the late 

1960s and early 1970s witnessed a world-wide movement toward the creation of national 

petrofeum companies. During this period, most OPEC countries nationalized some or al1 

of their petroleum industries.' The problems of foreign ownership of the oil and gas sector 

were exempliiied by an incident in early 1973. Arnencan multinational Exxon had 

apparently redirected imported cmde oil destined for Canada to the United States through 

the use of its Canadian subsidiary Imperia1 Oil. This incident seemed to CO* for many 

that foreign multinationals did not operate in accordance with the national interest of 

Canada? 

The Liberal govemment began to examine the possibility of creating a publicly- 

owned oil company. The Energy, Mines and Resources Department commissioned a study 

to examine the issue. The study, completed in 1972, was carried out by Wilbert Hopper, 

who at the time was an economist working for a consulting fim in Boston, but would later 

become president of Petro-Canada. Overall, Hopper expressed skepticism with the idea. 

On the one hand, Hopper saw no use for a state oil company that would act like any other 

bottom-line oil company. On the other hand, a state company that over-ernphasize public 

policy goals rnight not perform well and become a drain on the treasury.3 Hopper also 



managers, thus minimizing its usefùlness as an instrument of public policy.4 

In June 1973, Donald Macdonald, Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources, 

released a two-volume report entitled An Policy for --LI. The report 

noted that, in 1970, foreign-owned and controlled companies accounted for 95 per cent of 

sales of petroleum products in Canada. The authors of the report asked, somewhat 

rhetorically, 
1s it a matter of concern to the people of Canada that an 
important segment of the Canadian economy, the petroleum 
industry, is foreign-controlled or that it is almost entirely 
private sector controlled as opposed to a signrficant degree 
of state participati~n?~ 

One possible method of aüeviating this structural problem was the formation of a 

national petroleum company (NPC). Ancre Policy for Canada went to great lengths 

to outline the advantages and disadvantages associated with a NPC. Among the 

advantages, a state oil company would give Canadians pnde in owning a portion of the 

industry; increase knowledge about the industry; help determine policy criteria regarding 

economic rent collection; influence the setting of oil prices; provide more value-added 

employment; increase industry research and development; increase employment benefits; 

contribute to greater purchasing of Canadian produced goods and services; stimulate 

regional development ; and facilitate oil imports through state-to-state deals.6 

On the other hand, a national petroleum Company would face disadvantages, it 

would be very expensive ($3-6 billion); it rnight be difficult to attain a substantial market 

share and reasonable growth rate; it could become the cause of federal and provincial 

conflict over resource development; it might discourage reinvestment by multinational 

corporations; it would likely be inefficient because of its diverse goals; it would probably 

be unable to rnake decisions solely on market factors; there might possibly be codict 

between govemment and Company oficials, thus harming policy formulation; and, finally, 
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Canadian."7 In the end, w r  Canada made no recomrnendation as to 

whether a NPC should be created. Indeed, it noted that many energy policy issues could 

be addressed by other means, such as legislative, fiscal and regdatory support. 

Prior to the release of this report, federai bureaucrats were meeting regularly with 

Energy, Mines and Resources Minister Donald Macdonald to discuss the possibility of 

creating a NPC. The key members of the group were Jack Austin, deputy minister of the 

depariment, Joel Bell, an economist who had worked on the Grqv Report, and Wilbert 

Hopper. Though they agreed that the state oil company could serve severai fiinctions, 

such as a catalyst for development, a "window on the industry", and a lever with the 

,private sector, the group came to no final decision on whether to establish such a 

company.8 

However, events in October, 1973 provided the perfect rationale for the creation 

of a W C .  With the onset of the Yom Kippur War, OPEC quadrupled its price for oil, 

sending the western industrialized countries into crisis. There was much uncertainty 

surrounding friture oil imports as Saudia Arabia led an oil embargo against some Western 

countries, the United States in particular. This crisis was fùrther compounded by the 

significant reduction in estirnates of Canadian cmde oil and gas reserves by the National 

Energy Board(NEI3). The NEB's initial estimates were largely based on industry estimates 

which also were off the mark. In Imperial Oil's 1972 annual report, chainnan and chief 

executive officer, Bill Twaits stated that "Canada is not in any way deficient in energy 

resources. Our present energy reserves, using present technology, are sufficient for Our 

requirements for several hundred years."' The multinational oil companies massively 

reduced their estirnates over the next year. The perception that Canada had gone fiom a 

situation of inexpensive and abundant supply to one where cmde oil was more expensive 

and less secure shocked Canadians. The New Democratic Party put pressure on the 

Liberals to create a publicly-owned oil company, preferably through the takeover of the 
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the NDP threatened to defeat the minority Liberal governrnent if it did not agree to bring 

forth a number of energy initiatives, including the establishment of a NPC. 

On December 6, 1973, Prime Minister Pieme Trudeau announced a new national 

oil policy for Canada. The new policy abolished the "Ottawa Valley Line," thus creating a 

single market for Canadian oil;lo establish a pnce mechanism that wodd provide adequate 

incentives for the development of Canadian oil reserves (Le., higher prices); the early 

completion of an oil pipeline to Montreal so western Canadian crude could partially serve 

the Eastern Canadian market; and intensification of research on oil sands technology to 

allow complete and rapid development. The creation of a national petroleum company, 

however, was the primary plank in Canada's new oil policy. According to Trudeau, the 

fbture Crown corporation would have several objectives: exploration for conventional oil 

and gas on both provincial and federal land; assistance and participation in research and 

development work in order to develop techniques of extraction for the oil sands; capacity 

to invest, with Aiberta's consent, in the development of those portions of the oil sands 

exploitable by existing technology; development of discovered reserves and if need be, 

conservation of these resources for long-term security of the Canadian market; act as 

agent for state-to-state negotiations, "ensuring reliable and adequate irnports of oil to meet 

present and foreseeable needs for foreign oil." Finally, Trudeau did not rule out future 

downstream activities, "the company will not be prevented by law fiom entering the 

refining and distribution fields, but its more irnrnediate and present tasks may not lead to 

this for some time." Although one objective of the national petroleum company was an 

increased Canadian presence in the industry, Trudeau was carefùl to note that 

It is not .. . intended in any way to displace the private 
sector ... Nor is it intended to discourage investment by 
foreign companies which wiI1 continue to be welcome. The 
company will be ready to enter into joint ventures with 
other firrns in that industry as well as with the provinces, 



In these joint ventures, the new company would make an effort to bring in smaller 

Canadian-controlled fims. 

On May 2, 1974, Bill C-32, the Petro-Canada Act, was introduced in Parliament. 

Soon after, however, the government was defeated on an unrelated matter and the bill died 

on the order paper. The Liberals were subsequently re-elected with a majority and re- 

introduced the identical bill, this time as Bill C-8. On second reading of the bill, 

Macdonald stated that it "is a most important element in the govermnent's long-tenn 

planning to secure adequate supplies of energy to meet Our national needs." He contuiued, 

"It is W y  rooted in the basic objectives of our energy and resource policies which are, to 

ensure for Canadians adequate and reliable supplies at reasonable prices, as well as a direct 

share in the wealth which development of our resources generates."l* Referring to the oil 

price shock of 1973, Macdonald said the decision to pursue federal entrepreneurship in the 

oil industry was brought about by the end of a long period of tranquillity and stab'ity. 

According to Macdonald, the "changes since then in circumstances and outlooks have 

been radical and, for the most part, permanent." 

While Macdonald cited other reasons for the creation of Petro-Canada, a 

broadening of Canadian ownership in the petroleum industry, an increase in research and 

development, provision of a "window on the industry", a role in regional development, 

education and training of native peoples in the industry, he clairned that "The compelhg 

reasons for creation of a national petroleum company relate ... primarily to security of 

supply." While the Minister argued that Canada had been well served by the oil and gas 

industry, "The government does not feel assured that the private sector can be relied upon 

to mobilize al1 of the enormous amounts of capital which will be required to secure energy 

development consonant with Canadian needs over the longer term." Furthemore, 

Macdonald expressed uncertainty that, "faced with attractive investment opportunities and 



effort on our own petroleum prospective areas over the next decades as our needs 

require." It was also noted that in several oil exporting countries, oil resources were 

coming under the control of state-owned petroleum companies. Macdonald foresaw 

circumstances where oil imports could be made by a nationally-owned Canadian company 

more advantageously than by private firms. 

According to Macdonald, however, "the most important function of this enterprise 

will lie in the area of oil and gas exploration and development, particularly in Our fiontier 

areas." Both Canadian and foreign-controlled private investment would play important 

roles in this area, but 

There may be areas of exploration which are not undertaken 
by the pivate sector, either because commercial returns are 
not easily defined by the corporations involved or because 
they are deemed to be too far distant. There may also 
be areas of exploration which are not pursued by the 
private sector because of the financial burdens involved. 
These are cases where the company would cany out 
exploration activities of its own.13 

Macdonald said that Petro-Canada would act as a "catalyst" in development activities by 

entering into joint ventures with both Canadian and foreign firms. 

The Peîro-Canada Act received Royal Assent on July 30, 1975. The bill outlined a 

broad mandate for the state company in both upstream and downstream activities. 

The purpose of this act is to establish within the energy industries 
in Canada a Crown owned company with authority to explore 
for hydrocarbon deposits, to negotiate for and acquire petroleum 
products fiom abroad to assure a continuity of supply for the 
needs of Canada, to develop and exploit deposits of hydrocarbons 
within and without Canada in the interests of Canada, to carry 
out research and development projects in relation to hydrocarbons 
and other fuels, and to engage in exploration for, and the production, 
distribution, refining and marketing of fuels.14 



The crown oil company was given extensive financial powers to ensure its growth. Under 

the Petro-Canada A d ,  the new company received fiom the federal government a 

maximum of $1.5 billion in subsidies. The company was also given the approval to raise 

debt capital with government backing and to raise equity by the sale of shares through 

subsidiaries. The legislation also permitted Petro-Canada to takeover the assets of other 

petroleum cornpanies. While the management of Petro-Canada was provided autonomy 

regarding investment decisions, the federal governent would be able to exert control 

over the Company in three ways. First, the crown corporation would have to foilow the 

policy directives given it by the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources. Second, the 

federal government would appoint the company's board of directors. Third, and perhaps 

most importantly, Petro-Canada's budget would require the approvai of the federal 

cabinet. 

The government recruited Maurice Strong to act as chaiman of Petro-Canada. 

Strong, an economic nationalkt and fnend of Trudeau's, was instrumental in drafting the 

legislation for the Canada Development Corporation in 1971. From there, the government 

filled the rernaining Petro-Canada board of director positions, rnostly on the initiative of 

new Energy, Mines and Resources Minister, Alastair Gillespie. The board had a mixture 

of government and private sector representation. Three deputy rninisters were placed on 

the board: Gordon MacNabb fiom Energy, Mines and Resources; T.K Shoyama, fiom 

Finance; and Arthur Kroeger fiom Indian Mairs and Northern Development. Among the 

private sector representatives were: two lawyers, John Aird and David Mann, who both 

had strong Liberai Party connections; Donald Harvie, chairman of the Devonian Group of 

Charitable Foundations and head of Petrofina Canada's Calgary exploration division; J 

Claude Herbert, chairman and chief executive officer of the Quebec manufacturing firrn 

Bombardier; and Donald Willmot, chairman of Molson Companies Ltd. 15 Former oilman, 

energy department official and economist, Wilbert (Bill) Hopper, instailed as president and 



Bell was hired as vice-president, corporate planning. 

5.2 Reaction to Petro-Canada 

Reaction from the Canadian oil and gas industry was largely negative. Indeed, 

many in the oil industry dubbed Petro-Canada's Calgary headquarters "Red Square." 

However, most of the criticism was relegated to two concerns. First, it was felt that 

Petro-Canada, as a crown corporation, would receive preferential treatrnent. Second, 

most oil cornpanies did not welcome the prospect of a fiilly integrated nationai oil 

company. In other words, upstrearn activities, such as research, development and 

exploration, were deerned acceptable, but downstream activities, such as marketing and 

refining, were clearly not. The cornrnents of J.L. Lebel, vice-president of Chevron 

Standard, were typical of the reaction from the oil industry: 

Assuhg  that you [elected representatives] do make the 
decision that Petro-Can is to be, then we [oil industry3 feel 
that we have no problern, we have no quarrel with Petro-Can 
.. . We will CO-operate with Petro-Can to the utmost 
extent. 

1 would like to add one caveat to that ... if Petro-Can 
is going to operate in Our environment with us as a 
cornpetitor, and in some cases as a partner if we get 
into joint ventures, then what we would like to ask of 
the govemment is that when they set up Petro-Can, 
they set it up in exactly the same manner as any other 
oiI company, that they do not give Petro-Can any 
prefemed status. l6 

Even business writer, Peter Foster, noted that "none of the seven sisters (Exxon, Shell, 

Mobil, Texaco, BP, Standard of Califomia, and Gulf) has ever attacked Petrocan except 

insofar as it has a privileged position under federal legislation." Indeed, Foster argued that 

"The govemment hasn't really created a rival to foreign-controlled big oil; it has created a 
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deposits, such as Hibernia, would make government assistance " highly desirable. " I7 

According to Foster, some of the heads of multinational oil companies privately supported 

the establishment of Petro-Canada "as a way of guarding against more extrerne nationalist 

measures." The largest grievance that the oil industry had with the state oil company was 

the proposa1 that Petro-Canada be allowed to "back in" to exploration lands, taking a 25 

percent interest. l8  

The Progressive Conservatives were staunchly opposed to the Peiro-Canadir Act. 

James Gillies, the party's finance critic, claimed that the introduction of the legislation 

clearly demonstrated that the govemment "no longer has confidence that the private sector 

can operate effectively in this country." Gillies argued that govermnent taxation policy, 

regulation and confiontations have made "it impossible for the private sector to operate 

and explore in the way it has in the past."lg Therefore, instead of setting up a crown 

corporation, the solution proposed by the Conservatives was to provide incentives through 

tax levels in order to fùrther Canadian investment. The Conservatives did not believe that 

the national oil company would serve as a complement, or catalyst, to the industry. 

Rather, it was felt that the govemrnent company would "take the place of the private 

sector" since the Iegislation wodd give the government the power "to move in and literally 

take over the entire petroleum industry in Canada." 

The New Democratic Party was supportive of Bill C-8. In particular, NDP energy 

critic Tomrny Douglas welcomed the "wide powers and the financial investments" which 

the legislation authorized. He continued, "It should be remembered that the people of 

Canada have paid billions of dollars to enlarge and enrich foreign oil companies, and only 

now, belatedly, are we setting up an econornic vehicle to develop our petroleum resources 

for the benefit of cana di an^."^^ On the other hand, Douglas feared that "Petro-Canada 

wiIl be nothing more than a sophisticated method of subsidizing the oil industry by joint- 

ventures, by taking over projects the private sector does not want to take over, and by 



fiom happening, the NDP recomrnended that the new state company becorne the sole 

importer of oil and that it take over a major foreign-controlled oïl company, which would 

give it refining capabilities. Imperial Oil was the logicai choice given its leases in the 

Arctic and southern Canada, its control of interprovincial pipelines and its refineries. 

Douglas argued "that if Petro-Canada is going to have any effect at ail, if it is going to 

change the picture in Canada with respect to the discovery, development, refining and 

distribution of oiI and natural gas, it has got to nationalize one of the major companies." 

5.3 Petro-Canada in Operation 

Petro-Canada started operations on Januiuy 1, 1976. To assist the newly-formed 

crown corporation, the federal govemment transferred its 15 percent equity in the 

Syncrude oil sands project and 45 percent ownership of Panarctic. During its first few 

years, Petro-Canada stayed true to its mandate and aggressively carried out fiontier, high- 

nsk exploration, often in conjunction with other companies such as Shell and Mobil. 

Table 10 - Exploration Expenditures by Major Oil Companies, 1976-81 
($ millions) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Imperial 109 114 180 434 387 190 
Gulf 63.2 111 115 6 6  246 277 
Shell 41.3 64 96 134 169 193 
Texaco - - - - - - 
BP - - - - - - 
Petro-Canada - 188.7 247.3 367.7 439.5 709.9 

(capital 
expenditures) 

Dome 48.1 161.8 233.8 580.6 661.9 532.6 
(exploration 
& property 
acquisitions) 

Source: James Laxer, Oil &d(Toronto:  James Lorimer & Company, l983), p. 196. 



$24.1 million on expIoration and development for conventionaf oil and gas in Western 

As cm be seen fiom Tables 10 and 1 1, Petro-Canada's exploration expenditures 

were substantialIy larger than those of the multinationals during the period 1976-8 1. This 

discrepancy was largest in 198 1 when Petro-Canada's exploration expenditures were more 

than double its closest rival, GuE On the other hand, as Table 11 shows, Petro-Canada's 

net income performance during the sarne period was comparatively weak. These figures 

seern to indicate less of an emphasis on the "bottom line" by Petro-Canada. 

Table 11 - Major Oil Company Performance: Net Income, 1976-81 
(% millions) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 198L 
Imperia1 264 293 314 493 682 465 
Gulf 169.5 184 187 288 380 299 
Shell 135.8 157 150 259 355 236 
Texaco 29.0 149.9 154.1 263.9 373.4 316.3 
BP 22.9 38.2 32.0 66.9 104.3 55.0 
Petro-Canada 3.3 9.5 27.4 126.0 163.7 203.8 

55.3 104.3 125.1 181.7 287.2 199.1 
Source: James Laxer, Oil and C;ês(Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, l983), p. 197. 

During its first years of operation, Petro-Canada played a catalytic role in 

exploration and development of the fiontiers. Between 1976 and 1980, Canada's state-oil 

company took part in 72 of the 130 fiontier wells drilled. Table 12 shows that 30 percent 

of Petro-Canada's capital expenditure during 1976-81 was devoted to frontier exploration. 

Dunng the same period, the petroleum industry committed less than 20 percent of its 

exploration expenditures to the fiontiers. In order to finance this strategy, Petro-Canada 

was reliant on the direct backing of the federal govemment. As Pratt notes, "No private- 

sector oil company, large or small, could f iord  to commit 30 percent of its total capital 

spending and fblly 60 percent of its exploratory fùnds to investrnents of a highly risky and 

uncertain nature with no prospect of early retums. "22 



perce- 
Western Canada exploration and development 34 
Frontier exploration 30 
Syncrude plus other oil sands 16 
Manufacturing and marketing 7 
International exploration and development 3 
Other (Arctic Pilot Project, R & D, etc.) 10 

Source: Petro-Canada, 

The cornmitment to "pnvate sector operating pnnciples,"23 on the one hand, and 

public policy objectives, such as exploration and development of the fiontiers to increase 

energy security, on the other, gave rise to policy stmggles within Petro-Canada. Late in 

1977, Maurice Strong lefi Petro-Canada to become chahan of the Internationai 

Development Research Centre. A power struggle on the board shortly ensued which 

pitted Hopper against the private sector representatives led by Willmot. Hopper 

advocated an "entrepreneurid strategy" that would improve cash fiow and develop a 

stronger financial base independent fiom government. The private sector faction argued 

that Petro-Canada should restrict itself to its "national interest" functions; in other words, 

not compete with the private sector.24 Hopper won the power struggle and becarne 

chairman. Willmot lefi the Petro-Canada board within a year. 

Hopper's "entrepreneurid strategy" saw Petro-Canada make a rash of takeovers to 

improve cash flow and acquire rniddle-management personnel and downstream assets, 

such as production facilities and retail outlets. Petro-Canada staged its first takeover as 

early as 1976 when it acquired the Canadian assets of the Amencan firm Atlantic 

Richfield(ARC0). The ARC0 acquisition for $342 million was a relatively 

uncontroversial purchase, the Amencan owners were eager to sell. The deal, hanced by 

Canadian banks, brought to Petro-Canada vahable industry management expertise. 

However, Laxer argues that the ARC0 takeover saw Petro-Canada edge away "fiorn its 



integrated competitor with the multinationals. "25 

Table 13 - Petro-Canada - Assets and Acquisitions(% Millions) 

Total Plant, property Cash considerations 
Year Assets and equipment for acquisition 
1976 714.0 573.6 ARC0 342.4 
1977 878.7 718.8 
1978 3348.9 2087.2 Pacific 746.9 
1979 341 1.3 2671.7 Pacific 749.5 
1980 3766.8 2950.7 
1981 6617.5 491 1.4 Petrofina 825.5 
1982 7552.1 5615.0 Petrofina 350.3 
1983 8239.0 6247.7 Petroha 424.7 

BPCanada 121.6 
1984 9055.3 6605 -4 BP Canada 1.2 
1985 8846.1 6030.2 BP Canada 302.0 

Gulf C d a  71 3.9 
Source: Petro-Canada, 

As is seen by Table 13, however, takeovers by Petro-Canada becarne quite regular 

d e r  1978. In early 1978, Petro-Canada attempted a takeover of Huslq Oil. The deal did 

not materialize as the owners sold the assets to a U.S. fïrm. In November of the same 

year, however, Petro-Canada staged the biggest corporate takeover in Canadian history at 

the tirne with the acquisition of Phiilips Petroleum Company, Pacsc Petroleums Limited 

for $1.5 billion. This takeover sent considerable shockwaves throughout the business 

community as the deal made Petro-Canada the Iargest Canadian-owned petroleum 

company, the second Iargest natural gas producer in Canada, and the seventh Iargest oil 

producer. Petro-Canada's takeover fienzy came to a temporary halt with the election of a 

minority Progressive Conservative government in 1979. Prior to and during the campaign, 

Conservative leader Joe Clark made several pronouncernents about rolling back a public 

sector that had ailegedly grown out of control. As a large crown corporation, Petro- 

Canada was a prime target in these statements and Clark promised to privatize the oiI 

company. Upon coming to power, Clark installed Sinclair Stevens as president of the 



Treasuiy Board. With Stevens talking about "blowing up" a few crown corporations, the 

stage was set for a review of Petro-Canada.26 

To this end, a task force was set up under the chairrnanship of Donald McDougall, 

former president of Labatt's Breweries. The McDougall Task Force recommended that 

Petro-Canada be split into two companies: one to operate in the public sector and other to 

operate in the private sphere. Under the plan, the new public sector company would 

assume the debts of Petro-Canada and would be given the mandate of undertaking high- 

risk, long-term exploration development ventures unsuitable for the private sector. The 

private company, on the other hand, would retain the profitable parts of Petro-Canada and 

be given the clear mandate of conducting its &airs on the basis of "commercial viability." 

Ln the words of the task force report, "There can be no confusion about the fact that the 

privatized company will not be an instrument for the achievement of the Government's 

public policy objectives."z' Each individual Canadian would be given shares in the new 

private sector company which they would be dlowed to sel1 in the market. Only Canadian 

citizens would be allowed to hold these shares. The rationale for the division of Petro- 

Canada was provided by the authors of the report. 

The Task Force believes that resources are not efficiently 
used when the objectives of a company are not clearly 
stated - when a Crown corporation such as Petro-Canada 
is charged with the fiequentiy confiicting responsibilities of 
serving broad national objectives and showing an appropriate 
profit fkom the use of the resources under its control.28 

The recornmendations of the task force provoked a split between the federal Conservatives 

and the Conservative provincial government of Ontario. As premier of Canada's industrial 

heartland, William Davis rejected the proposals of the McDougaIl report, stating that "Our 

governent believes the present national responsibilities of Petro-Canada should be 



retained and that the federal government shouid retam ownersmp 01 rerro-~anaaa as a 

national, publicly-owned petroleum institution. "29 

The privatization initiative was also opposed by eastern Canadian businessmen and 

the Canadian Federation of Independent Business, representing srnall busine~s.3~ Some 

unlikely support for Petro-Canada aiso came from former Alberta premier Ernest Manning 

and Cari Nickle, a long-tirne spokesperson for Canada's independent petroleum industry. 

Surprisingly, even Jack Armstrong, the chairman of Imperia1 Oil, came to the defense of 

Petro-Canada, saying he could live with iî as it was.31 Less surprisingly, the privatization 

of the state oil company was vigorously opposed by the Liberals and NDP. 

Petro-Canada was very popular with the Canadian public, however, and Joe Clark's 

Conservative government did not break up the oil company as the task force 

recommended. Instead, Clark announced a plan that would have the federal govemment 

maintain a 30 percent interest in Petro-Canada and distribute and sel1 the remaining shares. 

Under the plan, each Canadian would be given five fiee shares, which would total 50 per 

cent of the value of the company. The final 20 per cent of Petro-Canada's holdings would 

be sold on the stock exchange to individuai Canadians and corporations, with no entity 

allowed to hold more than 3 percent of Petro-Canada. 

The Conservatives' partial privatization plans came to naught as the minority 

governrnent was defeated on a budget vote. The Liberals were retumed to power in 

February 1980 with a majority government. Dunng the campaign the Liberais promised an 

expanded Petro-Canada. In October 1980 Energy Minister Marc Lalonde unveiled the 

NEP, an ambitious poiicy that, among other things, explicitly aimed to Canadianize the 

petroleum industry. Petro-Canada was a crucial instrument in this plan. Under the NEP, a 

Canadian Ownership Account, financed by a levy on the purchase of gasoline by 

consumers, was set up to help in this process. In 2981, with the use of this account, 

Petro-Canada staged a $1.5 billion takeover of Petrofina Canada, the subsidiary of a 

Belgian firm. This deal vastly enhanced Petro-Canada's downstream capabilities as over a 



thousand service stations were acquired in Eastern Canada? In 1982, Petro-Canada 

again increased its downstrearn assets with the $425 million takeover of British Petroleum 

(BP). For the first time, no upstream assets were acquired in the takeover and the 

transaction was financed internally.33 

In the fdl of 1982, Joel Bell lefi Petro-Canada. As James Laxer notes, the 

departure of Bell, who had been able to articulate Petro-Canada's dual pwpose of efficient 

producer and vehicle of public policy, "symbolized a transition to a newer, more traditional 

corporate management. "34 Indeed, no high-risk, long-lead-time projects were announced 

in either 1983 or 1984 as the concern with the "bottom-line" approached that of any 

private sector oil company. The end to any pretense of a Canadianization objective for 

Petro-Canada parallel led the federal Liberals move away from nationalistic intervention in 

favour of fiee trade sectord agreements. 

In 1984, Brian Mulroney's Progressive Conservatives were elected to office and 

Petro-Canada's future as a vehicle of public policy was, once again, in doubt. In the 

cornpany's 1984 annuai report, Chairman Bill Hopper claimed that Petro-Canada had 

effectively, and efficiently, worked towards Canada's long-tenn energy security, however, 

The Corporation has now been given a new mandate 
by its shareholder - to operate in a commercial, private 
sector fashion, with emphasis on profitability and the 
need to maximize the retum on the Government of 
Canada's investment. In this regard, Petro-Canada 
is not to be perceived in the future as an instrument in 
the pursuit of the Governrnent's policy objectives.3s 

Thus, the long-standing struggle between Petro-Canada's public policy and its commercial 

objectives had finaliy been settled in favour of the latter. In 1990, the Conservatives 

introduced legislation to begin the privatization of Canada's national oil company. 



5.4 Conclusion 

Petro-Canada had diverse objectives which were reflected d u ~ g  different phases 

of its operation. Upon its creation, Trudeau and Macdonald emphasized the goal of 

energy security. Consequently, the first two years of the company's operation were 

directed more towards high-risk, frontier exploration and development. Petro-Canada 

played the catalyst to the private sector. As Pratt notes, this period coincides with 

Maurice Strong's tenure as chairman. Strong believed that the state oil company should 

not enter into direct cornpetition with the private sector.36 

With the replacement of Strong by Hopper in late 1977, Petro-Canada entered a 

new phase in which it pursued downstrearn activities. Large takeovers were the vehicle 

that facilitated this objective. These acquisitions improved Petro-Canada's cash flow, 

making it less dependent on govermnent. During this phase, Petro-Canada became a 

vertically-integrated company and put more emphasis on the "bottorn line." 

Hopper's "entrepreneurid strategy" was temporarily intempted in 1980-82 with 

the arriva1 of the NEP. Petro-Canada was given an explicit Canadiankation objective, and 

with the assistance of the Canadian Ownership Account, staged a massive takeover of 

foreign-owned Petrofina. With the winding down of the NEP and the econornic 

nationalism it represented, the state oil company again became commerciaily onented. 

With the election of Brian Mulroney's Conservatives in 1984, any public policy role for 

Petro-Canada was abandoned. 

Many factors conspired to bnng about Petro-Canada: the OPEC oil price shock of 

1973; reduced estimates of oil and gas reserves; concem about foreign ownership of a key 

industry; pressure fiom the NDP; intemal bureaucratic pressure; and majority public 

opinion. Though some oil companies welcomed Petro-Canada, in particular its 

cornmitment to fiontier exploration, Lany Pratt argues that "the idea that Petro-Canada 

was established simply to subsidize the oil industry is nonsense." 
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can be seen as a step to protect the interests of oil-dependent 
manufacturers and other industries concemed over the security 
of their fbel supplies. But it must also be interpreted, first, as 
a strategy by bureaucratic actors to extend their control over 
the energy sector and to  expand their departmental influence 
and, second, as a political decision timed by a minority 
government to shore up its hold on office.37 

Pratt concludes, 

The origins of Petro-Canada must . . . be traced to the behaviour 
of the state itself, and especially to the tendency of its executive 
branch, to react to external threats and instability by expanding 
its own domain of bureaucratic control. The concept of a national 
oil company found its strongest advocates within the government, 
notably in an Energy Department attempting to extend its control 
over the petroleum industry.38 

In this sense, Pratt sees Petro-Canada perfonning a crucial "window on the industry" role 

for the federal government. 

The notion that the New Democratic Party was the propelling force behind the 

creation of Petro-Canada is also suspect. Granted, the NDP had long been advocates of a 

state oil company.39 In particular, the party had urged the takeover of a vertically- 

integrated multinational such as Imperia1 Oil. Before Trudeau's announcement in 

December 1973, the NDP had promised to defeat the Liberal minority government unless 

the governent committed itself to bring forth a series of energy measures, including the 

establishment of a national oil company. In the Decernber announcement the commitrnent 

was made on the publicly-owned oil wmpany, but as Laxer notes, the cabinet decision had 

already been made and the bureaucrats were working on the prime rninister's speech when 

the threat was issued.40 Pratt argues that "the threat of parliarnentary defeat seems, at 

most, to have reinforced a decision already taken for other reasons. " Pressure by the NDP 

certainly infiuenced the timing of the decision, but Pratt argues that a majority Liberal 

govemrnent would have probably come to the same conclusion.41 The fact that the 



Liberals did indeed carry through with the promise to create Petro-Canada with a majority 

govenunent in 1974 confirms this view. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the multinational oil companies, whiie opposing 

preferential treatment for Petro-Canada, were not staunchly opposed to the concept of a 

state oil company existing alongside private fims. Indeed, Foster notes that "Oil 

companies, particularly the foreign-owned multinationals, saw PetroCan as a usefiil source 

of exploration financing.It42 Pratt argues that "The majors have, on balance, benefited 

from PetroCan: it has reduced the political risk of nationalization, buf?îered them from 

hostile critics, pooled public capital with their own in costly joint ventures, and given them 

access to federal policy-making. "43 

The largest opposition to Petro-Canada corne fiom the smalI independent oil 

companies, mostly on ideological grounds.44 Petro-Canada was supported by eastern 

manufacturers, as represented by the province of Ontario and by small business in the form 

of the Canadian Federation of Independent Business. According to Jorge Niosi, small and 

middle-sized business is leery of nsing pices and the discriminatory tactics of the oil 

multinationals. Thus, "a publicly-owned company, such as Petro-Canada, "appears to be a 

bulwark of small business against an oligopoly of large companies in a highly concentrated 

industry." Niosi concludes that the existence of Petro-Canada disproves the theory of 

state monopoly capitalism which argues that the state is the servant of monop~lies.~s This 

conclusion is somewhat suspect, however, since it ignores the real threat that the 

nationalization of a large multinational oil company posed. 

The NDP had been advocating the takeover of Imperia1 Oil and the W B e ,  the 

radical nationalist faction of the Party, was cornmitted to the nationalization of the whole 

industry. In the context of increasing oil prices and lowered estimates of reserves, these 

ideas were gaining more credence among the Canadian populace. The federal goverment 

was cognizant of this sentiment and Petro-Canada officials made several statements to the 

effect. Maurice Strong argued that the state-oil company would "take some of pressure 



off for complete nationalization. The existence of Petro-Canada may be the best guarantee 

of the continued health and suMval of the private industry." Soon after, Hopper told an 

oil industry audience that Petro-Canada "cm head off some of the more radicai elernents in 

our society who would cal1 for even stronger action that would lead toward 

nationalization. "46 

While there certainly were no industry ofFrciais advocating a national petroleum 

company, in the end, Petro-Canada performed a usefùl role for the industry in its 

exploration activities and in its difftsion of the threat of nationalism. The case of Petro- 

Canada illustrates the autonomy that the Canadian state possessed. While the 

establishment of a çtate oil company angered particular elements of the Canadian capitalist 

class, it benefited this ciass as a whole and was correspondingly supported. With the 

exception of the NEP penod, Canadianization was never a priority for Petro-Canada. 

Energy secunty and to maintain a stable business climate were the primary goals. 
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CHAPTER 6 - THE NATIONAL ENERGY PROGRAM 

6.1 Origins and Objectives of the NEP 

Concem over security of oil supply was renewed with the second OPEC phce 

shock of 1979 that more than doubled crude prices. The political crisis in Iran added to 

the uncertainty over fiiture supply and contributed to price volatility. In this context, the 

International Energy Agency(IEA) wamed the oil-consuming countries that they would 

face a precarious oil supply outlook, predicting that demand would outstrip supply by 

1985. With rising oil prices, already dismal economic growth was sure to worsen. As 

the IEA rernarked, "the events of 1979 have given greater focus to the integrated nature of 

energy policy and economic policy, and the senous risks that instability and uncertainiy in 

the oil market pose for the prospect of sustained and balanced growth."' Federal 

govemment officiais believed that Canada had untapped energy reserves in the fiontiers 

which could make Canada self-sufficient in oil and gas. 

There was concern that the drastic increase in world oil prices was straining the 

fondations of fiscal federalism in Canada. Starting in 1975, the federal govemment began 

to run large deficits as did the other consurning provinces, while the oil-producing 

provinces of Aiberta, Saskatchewan and B.C. ran surpluses. The federai govemment was 

faced with a situation of increasing equalization payments to non-oil provinces when 

domestic prices were high and paying for huge import subsidy charges when the gap 

between domestic and world oil prices widened. Further, the federal government's 

generous system of tax incentives and depletion slllowances had led to a lower federai net 

share of oil and gas revenues, 10 percent, while the provincial share had nsen fiom 27 

percent in 1972 to 46 percent in 1979. Ottawa's fiscal position was guaranteed to worsen 

under the existing set of taxation policies.2 Many Liberals and federal bureaucrats thought 

there was room for a more equitable distribution of econornic rents. 



Perhaps the biggest factor pushing the implementation of the National Energy 

Prograrn was the fear that the "excess" profits of the petroleum sector could be used to 

finance the takeover of the rest of the Canadian economy. Petroleum industry growth was 

vastly outpacing other sectors of the economy. Conservative figures saw the petroleum 

share of Canada's industrial assets rise fiom 12 percent in 1974 to 19 percent in 1978. The 

oil industry's afler-tax profits increased fiom 15.3 percent in 1972 to 29.7 percent in 1980. 

During the same time period, the return on shareholder's equity increased to 21.4 percent 

compared to 14.9 percent for other non-hancial industries.3 A 1979 federal Energy, 

Mines and Resources(EMR) study confirmed rnany people's worst fears that the rapidly 

increasing cash flow of the petroleum industry could result in the creation of large, multi- 

resource congiomerates which could easily divers@ into other non-resource sectors and 

greatly increase foreign control of Canadian industry in general.4 Shortly before the NEP 

was announced, EMR Minister Marc Lalonde told U. S. investors, 

. . .fore@ ownership and control of the petroleum sector 
increases the prospects that control of other sectors rnay 
slip fiom Canadian hands. No nation which seeks to 
independently control its own destiny can fiord to permit 
the cornmandimg heights of the economy to be controlled 
by foreigners ... We are simply not prepared to see the 
indefinite extension of foreign control. Canadians must 
be partners, not just ernployees, in Our fùture oil and gas 
industry.5 

While Petro-Canada had made some progress towards increasing domestic ownership of 

the oil and gas sector, the amount of foreign ownership in this sector was still at 

unacceptably high levels. In 1979, 14 foreign-controlled oil companies accounted for 82 

percent of domestic oil production, with five foreign-controlled fims accounting for over 

half of Canada's production. Petro-Canada was the only Canadian firm among the top ten 

oil and gas fims in Canada? 



The federal Liberals were thrown out of office in 1979, in large part because they 

lost the electoral support of oil-consuming Ontario. The Liberals also had drifked to the 

right in their economic policies(e.g., implementation of wage controls) durhg the 1974-79 

tem, which allowed the New Democratic Party to gain ground in the 1979 election. 

There was even speculation that the Liberals could take a backseat to the polarized 

parliamentary politics of the NDP and the Conservatives. It was in this context that the 

Liberals embraced econornic nationalism in the 1980 election campaign to recapture 

Ontario and undercut the NDP.7 In an important policy address in Halifax on January 

25th, 1980, Pierre Trudeau cornmitted a new Liberal govenunent to: 

1) Set a made-in-Canada pricing policy to secure adequate supplies of 
energy at reasonable prices; 

2) Achieve energy security through the accelerated development of 
Canada's off-shore supply; 

3) Develop a more balanced energy prograrn through the replacement of oil 
by natural gas and other energy foms; 

4) Strengthen and expand Petro-Canada as an instrument of national policy; 

5) Place a new emphasis on conservation and the promotion of energy 
alternatives; 

6) Ensure that Canada's energy sector becomes more Canadian owned and 
controlled; 

7) See that energy becomes part of the larger economic strategy, forming 
the core of any industrial or regional development approach.8 

The 1980 election saw the Trudeau Liberals retumed with a large majority thanks to a 

virtual sweep of central Canada. By contrast, the Liberals only elected two members west 

of Ontario. Marc Lalonde, a strong federalist and left-leaning Liberal, was made Minister 

of Energy, Mines and Resources. Lalonde, who had bridy served as opposition energy 

critic, immediately informed his department officials that he wanted the development of a 



comprehensive legislative energy package, not a senes ot incrementai poiicy changes mat 

could easily be tom apart.9 Under the close supervision of Lalonde, a team of powehl 

bureaucrats, led by Marshall Cohen, deputy minister of energy, Ed Clark, assistant deputy 

energy minister, Ian Stewart, deputy minister of finance and Joel Bell, senior vice- 

president of Petro-Canada, constructed the National Energy Program. After much 

secrecy to avoid leaks, the NEP was announced on budget day, October 28, 1980. 

On Oct. 28, 1980 Finance Minister Allan MacEachen brought d o m  what came to 

be known as the "energy" budget. In this budget, MacEachen declared that "The energy 

sector is of crucial importance to Canada." However, this sector was "dominated by a few 

large firms, virtuaiiy al1 foreign-owned and controlled." To alleviate this problem 

MacEachen announced the goverment's intentions to proceed with the National Energy 

Program. The program would have three main objectives: "1) at least 50 per cent 

Canadian ownership of oil and gas production by 1990; 2) Canadian control of a 

significant number of the larger oil and gas fïrms; and 3) an early increase in the share of 

the oil and gas sector owned by the Governent of Canada." MacEachen stated that the 

incentive gants contained in the NEP would help achieve these goals but warned that the 

federal govemment was prepared to go funher, "Petro-Canada will be charged initially 

with the task of acquiring the Canadian operations of one or more multinational oil 

cornpanies. " l0 

MacEachenls budget was accompanied by an extensive document, explaining the 

rationale and details of the National Energy Program. In his introduction to the NEP 

document, Lalonde outlined three guiding objectives of the energy program. 

1) - It must establish the basis for Canadians to seize control of 
their own energy future through of supply and ultimate 
independence fkom the world oiI market. 

2) - It must offer to Canadians, aii  Canadians, the real 
to participate in the energy industry in generai and the petroleum 
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expansion. 

3) - It must establish a petroleum pricing and revenue-sharing regime 
that recognizes the requirement of fairness to al1 Canadians no 
matter where they live. l 1  

The NEP document argued that the international energy outlook was not 

encouraging. The International Energy Agency was forecasting sho~alls  in oil supply for 

the upcoming decade. Further, continuous OPEC interventions, and political 

uncertainties, such as the Iran-Iraq war, had endangered security of supply and rapidly 

increased oil pices to the point where growth in the consurning countries had become 

stagnant . 

Clearly, the world economy faces a decade of traumatic 
adjustment and transformation, supply uncertainties, and 
unpredictable world oil prices. This means low rates of 
economic growth and persistent inflation, as the world 
economy adjusts to successive price shocks.. .Clearly, too 
any country able to dissociate itself fiom the world oil 
market of the 1980s shouId do so, and quickly.12 

Canada as a net exporter of energy was in position to do so. However, Canada, like the 

other industrialized countries, was still dependent on imported oil, approximately 25 

percent of Canadian oil consumption. The NEP document noted that this dependence on 

imported oil exposed Canada to needless political and economic pressures. 

In the section on Canadian ownership, the NEP document noted that federd 

government taxation policies, while promoting the economic growth of the oil and gas 

industry had, in effect, increased the foreign ownership of this sector. M e r  1974 the 

inflow of foreign investment into the petroleum industry slowed and this industry became a 

net capital exporter. With the OPEC pnce increases, a massive transfer of wealth fiom 

Canadians to foreign shareholders was taking place. The report noted that 17 of the top 

25 petroleum companies in Canada were more than 50 per cent foreign owned and 

controlled and that these 17 companies accounted for 72 per cent of Canadian oil and gas 



saies. ï'he NM document Stated that it was undesirable to continue to support a iargeiy 

foreign owned industry when it excluded Canadian participation. More orninously, it again 

warned that as oil and gas revenues increased, these foreign owned petroleum companies 

could expand into other sectors of the Canadian economy. 

The rapid growth that is inevitable for the energy sector in 
Canada over the next decade or two would strengthen further 
the position of these foreign oil companies, giving them even 
greater power in the Canadian economy than they have today. 
Foreign control over the total Canadian economy would be 
increased, and the management of the Pace and priority of 
Canadian energy projects would be leR largely in the hands 
of the foreign major oil companies. Yet over that penod, 
Canadian consumers and taxpayers would contribute the cash 
and provide tax support for much of the investment made by 
these companies. I3 

The NEP document noted that, worldwide, govemments have recognized the 

importance of energy and had taken decisive actions. For rnost Canadians, the only 

ensurance of sharing in the oil wealth is "to have more companies that are owned by ail 

Canadians - more companies like Petro-Canada."l4 However, the impact of the NEP was 

not to be limited to the energy industry. According to the budget document, 

Energy-related investment will have spin-off effects that will 
improve the overall level of economic activity and foster rapid 
growth of businesses providing goods and services to the energy 
industry.. .In addition, oil and gas prices under the Program 
will have relatively moderate effects on the costs of production 
and transportation, thus providiig a significant competitive 
advantage to Canadian industries. l5 

With regards to the last objective of faimess, the document, while acknowledging 

the right of the provinces to substantial revenues due to their ownership of resources, 

argued that the distribution of benefits was "extraordinarily unfavourable" to the federal 

government. The document rationalized an increasing take for the federal goveniment in 



two ways. First, it noted that the petroleum industry's growth owed much to national 

policies, including generous income tax incentives and guaranteed markets for western 

Canadian oil and gas. Second, the federal governrnent had a "broad econornic 

management responsibility" to protect Canadians f?om economic downturns, to facilitate 

industrial development, and to ensure equity. The OPEC price increases provided a case 

in point, with some individuais, sectors and regions being more adversely affected than 

others. The document noted that under these conditions, one province, Alberta, was 

reaping most of the windfd. "These policies are no longer compatible with the national 

interest. " l6  

Having documented the rationale for the National Energy Prograrn, the budget 

document set out to describe how the objectives of opportunity, fairness and security 

would be achieved. The objective of ~ ~ p o r t u k g  or Canadianization would be attained by 

three policy measures. First, a Canadian Ownership Account, hanced by a special levy on 

the consumption of oil and gas, would be established to help finance acquisitions of some 

of the Canadian subsidiaries of foreign-owned oil companies by Petro-Canada, or other 

crown corporations. Second, the Canada Oil and Gas Act would be amended to establish 

"back-in" rights for the Crown on Canada Lands.17 Under this provision, the federal 

governrnent would be given a 25 percent interest in every producing field on the Canada 

Lands, and a 50 percent Canadian Ownership Rate(C0R) would be required to be able to 

obtain a production license on these lands. Third, depletion allowances for exploration 

and development would be replaced by a system of grants tied to  Canadian ownership 

levels. The Petroleum Incentives Program(P1P) would, in effect, redirect money fiom 

foreign-owned multinationals through deplet ion dowances and channel it towards 

Canadian b s  involved in exploration and development in the Canada Lands. Al1 

exploration on the Canada Lands was eligible for a PIP gant of 25 percent of approved 

costs. However, a corporation with a higher Canadian Ownership Rate qualified for a 



higher PIF grant. For instance, a Company with a Canadian ownership rate of 75 percent 

would be eligible for a PIP gant of 80 percent of costs. 

The objective of fainiess was to be obtained through a restructured petroleum- 

pricing and taxation system. A blended oil pricing system would be established which 

would hold domestic pnces below international prices, in effect subsidizing consumers and 

the manufacturers of eastern Canada. A schedule for slowly rising oil pice increases was 

set out as well as a schedule for natural gas prices, which would rise less quickly. The 

proportion of rent collected by the federal government vis-à-vis the provinces and industry 

was to increase. To this end, a Petroleum and Gas Revenue Tax(PGRT) of 8 percent 

would be levied on net operating revenues on production and a Natural Gas Export Tax 

would be established, though this tax was Iater dropped due to provincial opposition. In 

all, the federal share of oil and gas production revenue would increase fiom 10% to 24%, 

while the producing provinces share and the industry share would fali fiom 45% to 43%, 

and 45% to 33%, respectively. 

The goal of samity would be attained by simultaneously increasing supply and 

decreasing demand. Supply would be increased by redirecting exploration efforts to the 

fiontiers and the Canada Lands through the use of the PIP grants described above. 

Demand for crude oil would be reduced by grants-based oil substitution and conservation 

initiatives. The objective of security would dso be met by the construction of a natural 

gas pipeline through Quebec and Atlantic Canada. 

For Lalonde, the NEP was "erninently in the national interest."l8 The federal 

government was also confident that the energy policy would be in the best interests of the 

private sector. Lalonde maintained that the NEP "is fair to the petroleum industry, which 

will continue to enjoy the sarne prosperous outlook most other industries do as it becomes 

more Canadian in its ownership and control."*g Later once the program came under 

attack, Lalonde would go as far as to Say that, "the National Energy Program, which some 



of Our cntics have descnbed as soclalistic, wll turn out to be one or the most poweml 

spurs to capitalist endeavours in the history of this country." 

6.2 Reaction to the NEP 

Reaction fiom the oil industry was generally harsh, though the degree and 

particulars of criticism depended to an extent on nationality and size. Thus, it is usefi11 for 

our purposes to break down responses fiom the oil and gas industry into three major 

categories: foreign rnultinationals, such as Imperial Oil, Texaco, and Gulf, Canadian 

majors, such as Dome, Nova and Petro-Canada; and Canadian second-line and junior 

petroleum companies. 

Imperial Oil, the largest petroleum company in Canada and 70 per cent owned by 

the world's largest oil company Exxon, was critical of the pricing, taxation and incentive 

aspects of the National Energy Program. J. G. Livingstone, President of Imperial, feft that 

the energy program would harnper the goal of self-sufficiency rather than help it, 

"Unfortunately some - though certainly not al1 - of the cornpanies who allegediy stand to 

benefit fiom the budget have not yet developed the expertise and resources necessary to 

tackle the really mammoth projects - in the oil sands, and in the Arctic and the Atlantic 

offshore - on which future self-sufficiency will depend to a major extent."2Q Livingstone's 

"gravest reservation" conceming the NEP was that "by reducing industry cash flows and 

severely curtailing incentives to reinvestrnent, the program is bound to have a marked 

effect on the industry's ability to find and develop new petroleum supplies."*1 

Texaco Canada, 91 per cent owned by its parent, criticized govemment 

acquisitions and the system of PIE' grants. In Texaco's 1980 annual report, Chairman and 

Chief Executive Officer R.W. Sparks charged that "the NEP is clearly excessive.. .there is 

no need for more government control of the oil industry ...g ovemments already hold dl the 

levers of power that detemine the supply, distribution, and pricing of oil and gas in this 

country. " Referring to Petro-Canada's NEP-inspired takeover of Petrofina, Sparks argued 



that "the government takeover of an established efficient affiliate of an international 

Company does not give Canada more oil. Jt only tums more pnvate industry over to the 

state, and sends out of this country billions of Canadian dollars that are needed for 

investment here. "22 In 198 1, Texaco spent more time criticking the Crown interest 

provisions of the NEP. It was felt that the federal government was penalizing companies 

that had responded positively to the past policy of tax deductions and depletion 

allowances, "Texaco, in good faith, made significant investments in response to the 

economic ground rules in effect and it should not have to retroactively give up 25 per cent 

of its interest in Canada Lands.. . "23 

Gulf Canada argued that oil self-sufficiency and econornic growth should receive 

more priority than the goal of 50 percent Canadian ownership of the petroleum industry. 

Gulf President John Stoik, a Canadian, maintained that he was sympathetic to the 

Canadianization objectives but added that "when we examine the very rapid growth of the 

Canadian sector over the past few years, we seriously question whether the discriminatory 

and confiscatory measures contained in the new policies are justified."24 Stoik thought a 

more appropriate approach to Canadianization would have the government offer incentives 

to Canadians to buy industry shares. Likewise, Gulf maintained that the 25 percent back- 

in "would far exceed the value of any incentives we have received, and whatever 

compensation we will eventually get under the revised regulations. "Zs 

The reactions fiom the other four "sisters" - Mobil, Standard Oil, Chevron and 

Shell - was similar to the above. In generai, whiie the objective of Canadiankation was 

not directly criticized, the multinationals, both individuaily and through the Canadian 

Petroleum Association(CPA), condemned virtually al1 the instruments of the NEP designed 

to achieve this objective. This reaction is perhaps understandable, considering that the 

Canadianization objective indirectly threatened the multinationals position in the industry. 

The multinationals ernployed a number of tactics in an attempt to derail the NEP. 

First, the CPA developed and launched a $3 million advertising campai@ to improve the 



public image of the multinationals, which intemal polls showed was mediocre at best. ï 'hs 

CPA campaign was supplemented with multi-million dollar advertising campaigns by 

individual multinational companies.26 Second, considerable resources were devoted 

towards direct lobbying of the federai govement, as well as the Alberta govemment and 

federal Conservative Party. The CPA went as far as to hire a former federal bureaucrat as 

its executive director in crder to irnprove the multinationals' influence in Ottawa? Third, 

the multinationals threatened economic sanctions, specifïcally cuts to their Canadian 

operating budgets and cancellation of exploration projects.28 Fourth, the foreign 

multinationals also pressured their home governments in the US., Great Britain and the 

Netherlands to press the Canadian govemment to weaken the Canadianization aspects of 

the NEP.29 

Although Dorne Petroleum was counted as one of the few domestic private sector 

supporters of the NEP, the initial reaction to the energy plan was negative. Bill Richards, 

President of Dome Petroleum, argued that "This involves none of the problems industry 

has. When the nation needs oil and gas discoveries, there is an absolute reduction in 

producer net-backs."30 In its 198 1 report to its shareholders, Dome maintained that 

there are a number of negative factors in the National Energy 
Program including the wellhead revenue tax and excise tax on 
natural gas and natural gas iiquids. These new taxes will affect 
the cash flows of al1 oil cornpanies operating in Canada. It is 
hoped that current provincial and federaI goverment negotiations 
will result in a modification of these new taxes or a reduction of 
royalty or an increase in price, or a combination of these so that 
the producer's share will àe increased sufficiently to encourage 
a major exploration effort.31 

Richards also felt that the 25 percent back-in provisions violated previous arrangements 

and at one point labeled the NEP as "confiscation without compensation. 

Regardless of the rhetoric, Dome Petroleum reacted positively to the 

Canadianization objective by creating Dome Canada and by taking over Hudson Bay Oil 



and Gas fiom its American parent Conoco. Despite Dome Petroleum's Canadian roots and 

management, the company did not qualify for the maximum PD? grants since it was 

approximately 65 percent foreign owned. In order to qualie for these grants, in January 

1981 Dome Petroleurn established a subsidiary, Dome Canada. A public share offering for 

the new subsidiary was undertaken, but was restricted to Canadian individuals and 

institutions. Dome Petraleuni, which maintained a 48 percent interest in its subsidiary, 

also announced a target to increase its Canadian ownership level to 60 percent by the year 

1990. This target was partially motivated by a clause in the agreement that could see the 

parent firm purchase up to 55 percent of the subsidiary's stock within six years. 

Altogether, Dome's acquisition of HBOG cost the company $4 biilion. The borrowing 

costs combined with rishg interest rates, a North American recession, declining energy 

demand and a delay in the passage of the PIP legislation," placed Dome in a critical debt 

situation. This led to an agreement in late 1982 between Dome, the federal govemment 

and Canadian bankers. Under the agreement, the government and banks would inject $1 

billion into the company in exchange for substantial control over management decisions.34 

Nova was the other major Canadian private sector fïrm that offered conditional 

support to the NEP. Bob Blair, Chairman of Nova, maintained that "it is not all that easy 

to get in, when most of the prospective land has been alienated, most of it to foreign- 

controlled companies."35 Though Blair was supportive of the Canadianization objective he 

declared that "1 would not be prepared at al1 to be counted on the side of any who argue 

that petroleum companies who are not majority owned or substantially owned by 

Canadians, should get out of Canada or become scorned as operators."36 Blair also took 

issue with the Canadian Ownership Rating criteria of the PIP incentives. 

The general point of some greater incentive to domestically 
controlled companies is supportable. But this rigorous inquisition 
on the exact degree of Canadian ownership is inefficient and even 
more important is insulting by its exact cornparisons to some 
excellent corporations in Canada who do everything else nght, but 



Nova aIso voiced concern over the perceived pubIic ownership thrust of the NEP and the 

25 percent Crown interest on Canada Lands. In 1982, Blair commented, 

Whatever the merits of professionals' arguments about 25 percent 
back-in matching 25 incentive payments, 1 think that the foreign 
perception of unfairness should be acknowledged by this time, and 
some other tax technique substituted. Any sign of a govemment 
acting retroactively as to a right of ownership can be serious 
in shaking confidence of an industry.38 

Despite these concems, Nova reacted positively to the NEP by getting into exploration 

and development on the offshore of the east-coast, in partnership with Husky and Bow 

Valley? 

Not surprisingiy, Petro-Canada was very supportive of the NEP. As Doern and 

Toner note, the job of selling the NEP, to a large extent, feil to the national petroleurn 

company. Petro-Canada's priviieged status as a state oil company under the NEP, its 

popularity among the Canadian public, the federal govemment's relatively poor selling job, 

and the fact that Petro-Canada officials such as Joel Bell were involved with the cirafting of 

the energy policy, necessitated that the company take a Ieading role in defending the 

Canadianization objectives of the NEP? WMe Petro-Canada officials admitted that their 

company enjoyed certain advantages under the NEP, it argued that these advantages were 

"minimai," and that its size within the petroleurn sector and the importance of its NEP role 

were exaggerated. Petro-Canada vice-president Joel Bell maintained, 

Once again, the objectives of governrnent policy of which 
Petro-Canada is part, do not only tum to Petro-Canada for 
their implernentation. The more responsible and entrepreneurid 
Canadian companies, including some not previously in the oil 
business, have and will spearhead part of the change sought 
in the complexion of the Canadian oil and gas industry. In fact, 
the extent of this response will affect the extent to which recourse 



Further, Bell stated that the government would require Petro-Canada to use its access to 

the Canada Lands, through the 25 percent back-in provision, to draw new participants, 

especiaily Canadian participants, into exploration and development activity. 

In October 1981. Petro-Canada resigned its membership fiom the Independent 

Petroleum Association of Canada as a resuit of its consistent attacks on the NEP. 

According to Chairman Wilbert Hopper, IPAC's criticism of the energy policy was "wrong 

and harmfiil to the interests of its member companies, shareholders in those companies, 

and Canadians in general." As to the clairns of "creeping socialism," Hopper argued that 

"if the NEP is the final word, this industry, and al1 others, cm sleep comfortably at 

night . "42 

In dl,  Canada's state oil Company was an integral part of the NEP's 

Canadianization objective. Using the Canadian Ownership Charge, Petro-Canada acquired 

the assets of two foreign-owned petroleum companies: Belgium-owned Petrofina in 1981 

and the refining and marketing assets of British-owned British Petroleum in 1982. Despite 

strong public support to do so, Petro-Canada did not takeover the Canadian assets of any 

of the U. S. oil multinationals.43 

The very firms that the federal government's energy program aimed to assist - the 

domestic second-line companies and juniors, reacted negatively to the NEPM, both 

individually and through the Independent Petroleum Association of Canada. "We feel 

bruised," said IPAC managing director John Porter in response to the unveiling of the 

NEP. "The energy budget will be very damaging to the Canadian independents operating 

in the Western sedimentary basin.I145 IPACts main concerns were that the NEP would 

reduce cash flow through its fiscal regime and taxes, both the Petroleum and Gas Revenue 

Tax(PGRT) and the Naturai Gas and Gas Liquids Tax(NGGLT). IPAC argued these 

taxes would bit a highly leveraged junior harder than an integrated foreign subsidiary. 



Also, the PIP grants would only help fims spending on exploration.46 While many of the 

second-line domestic fims were critical of the general thnist of the NEP, most took 

advantage of the PIP grants to carry out frontier exploration, like Huslq Oil Lirnited, Bow 

Valley and Norcen.47 Indeed, even some of the juniors expressed some support for the 

energy program. Gascome Oils Ltd. chairman Al Langard called the NEP "a golden 

opportunity" for acquirhg petroleum properties. Bob Larnond, chaiman of Czar 

Resources Ltd., thought the energy program "rnight be very beneficial." Poco Petroleums 

Ltd. vice-president Lou Swan saw "potential pluses for us in terms of hding costs for gas 

The juniors opposed the NEP for several reasons: the lirnited prke increases, the 

new taxes, the removal of the incentive program, the lack of eligibility for PIP grants 

because of the reiiance on foreign equity markets, and the bias against the Western 

Sedimentary Basin in favour of the fiontiers where PIP grants were more lucrative.49 

Much of the opposition by the juniors to the NEP, however, could be attributed to 

ideology. As Doern and Toner note, 

Ideologically, this element of the industry tends to be on the 
most conservative end of the Canadian political spectnun. 
Psychologically, the people who run the juniors tend to embody 
the stridently independent, fiee-enterprise concept of small 
business. Many of them have had career experience in the 
large bureaucracies of the major oil companies and were 
uncomfortable in technocratie fùnctions and with the 
committee decision-mahg structures of the large firms. 
They prefemed the direct decision-making authority which 
is possible in a smail company.50 

While most of the smaller Canadian oil companies aligned themselves with the province of 

Alberta against the NEP, it is important to note that some of the juniors were equaiiy 

critical of that province for increased royalty rates? 

IPAC launched an expensive negative advertising campaign against the Liberals' 

energy plan, telliig Canadians that declining industry revenues would scuttle the goal of 



self-sufficiency. IPAC also mounted an agressive lobbying effort, which saw some 

tangible results.52 Perhaps, most importantly, many independents moved production to the 

United States where greater netbacks could be had under the recently elected Reagan 

administration.53 Other business organizations were equally harsh in their criticism of the 

NEP. The Canadian Manufacturers' Association, whose members hcluded several of the 

above oil companies, labeled the energy poiicy "a major fiasco," and the 25 percent Crown 

interest "particularly odious." The CMA chairman criticized the Canadianization measures 

of the NEP, " We believe Canadianization can and should be achieved by putting incentives 

in place for individual Canadian investors, Canadian-owned companies, and various 

institutional pools of funds, and not through nationalization."s4 Likewise, the Canadian 

Charnber of Commerce issued a call for a massive lobby against the NEP. Rowland 

Frazee, chairman of the Royal Bank, said the energy policy should be scrapped.55 

The business press reacted harshly to the National Energy Program. 

East ran weekiy editorials attacking the energy plan, claiming that "MacEachen and his 

eminence grise of Energy, Marc Lalonde, propose to alter decisively the environment for 

private enterprise." The NEP "heralds a striking incursion into the pnvate sector" which 

"demands much more justification, more specifics, more concem about the effect on 

Canadian shareholders in foreign-controlled oil and gas firms, and more awareness of the 

potential effect on the climate for private investment in Canada."56 Globe 

argued that the NEP represented "a shattering new direction for the Govemment to take, 

one that will alienate the producing provinces, the major part of the industry, and quite 

possibly the United States where most major oil companies ~riginate."~~ Commentary on 

the NEP in the business publication -utive verged on hysteria. John Meyer referred to 

the NEP as "the blueprint for the socialkation of the petroleum industry, mounted upon 

the vehicle of economic nationali~m."~~ Peter Myers was even more intlammatory, calling 

the NEP "a revolutionary intrusion into the econorny, a massive shift in the relative roles of 

private and public enterprise." For Myers, the primary mechanism for this intrusion would 



be the Canadian Ownership Account which would give the govetnment a $50-billion blank 

cheque to "expropriate the biggest companies in the country" and might ultimately lead to 

"a totaiitarian, one-party rule."59 

As the biggest oil and gas producer, the province of Alberta condemned the NEP. 

Premier Lougheed argued that the energy program would reduce cash flow and jobs, shifi 

exploration and production to the United States, expropriate Alberta revenue for the 

federal treasury, hami the Canadian-owned companies, give more power to Petro-Canada 

and increase Canada's reliance on insecure supplies.60 Specifically, Alberta took issue with 

the NEP's fiscal regime, which it argued would subsidize central Canadian consumers at 

the expense of Alberta. Lougheed would fiequently charge that Ottawa's true intentions 

were to establish a unitary state in which the residents outside central Canada would 

become "second class citizens." Finally, Lougheed compared the NEP to an instrument of 

nationaikation, 

1 seriously believe that there is a select group in Ottawa 
that want to nationalize the industry so that they can fully 
control it frorn Ottawa. They have no seats to lose, no 
Chrysler or Massey Ferguson manufacturing in Alberta.. . 
We look at the automobile industry - talk about foreign 
ownership! Look at the petroleum industry - they are 
already very heaviiy regulated and sovereignty is protected 
by resource ownership rights of the provinces. It is control 
from Ottawa - not Canadianization - that is the motive. It 
is an obvious smokescreen to Say that it is Canadianization.61 

Alberta responded to the NEP with a three-pronged attack: a production cutback of 180, 

000 barrels of oil per day over nine months; suspending provincial approval of the Aslands 

and Cold Lake t a .  sands projects; and the launching of a constitutional challenge against 

the NEP tax on natural gas.62 During the surnrner of 1981 exhaustive negotiations were 

held between federal and provincial officiais. On September 2, one day after the last 

production cutback, the two sides reached an agreement. The Alberta-Ottawa agreement 

gave the province reafikmation of  its resource ownership rights, elimination of the export 



tax on naturai gas, a more favourable pricing schedule and revenue sharing regime, and 

control over the administration of PIP gants in Alberta. 

Ontario, Canada's industrial heartland, supported the overd thmst of the NEP. 

Premier Bill Davis, in defending the NEP, always equated Ontario's interest with the 

national interest. Davis, a Conservative, criticized Lougheed for the production cutback 

noting that it would impose "deep economic penalties on the working men and women, 

pensioners, the business men and the people of Canada."63 Ontario's provincial treasurer, 

Frank Miller, claimed that the NEP "does present a constructive approach to a national 

energy strategy." Miller supported the Canadianization objective, but felt that it was 

largely used as a euphernism for nationaliition. A year later, however, the Ontario 

government purchased a 25 percent interest in the U.S.- owned oil Company S ~ n c o r . ~ ~  

Perhaps, the rnost pressure to dismantle the NEP was applied by a foreign 

governrnent, the United States? The election of Ronald Reagan's Republican 

administration a week d e r  the amouncement of the NEP signaled a decisive shift towards 

a neo-conservative policy agenda of deregulation, lower corporate taxes and chauvinistic 

patriotism. In the f d  of 1980, U.S. officials, still under President Jirnmy Carter, described 

the NEP as "shattering." The main U.S. objections to the NEP were tbe perceived 

violation of the OECD declaration of national treatment or non-discriminatory treatment 

of foreign capital, the expropriation effects of the 25 percent back-in, the lower domestic 

prices that would give Canadian industry an unfiair cornpetitive advantage, and a reduction 

in exploration which would codict with the goal of reducing western dependence on 

OPEC 0i1.66 Furthemore, the NEP was attacked in conjunction with the Foreign 

Investment Review Agency, which the Liberal government was promising to toughen. 

The Amencan perception was that the NEP and F R A  were discriminatory and devalued 

Amencan businesses, making them ripe for takeover. As Stephen Clarkson notes, 

The NEP presented the worst of al1 worlds for branch plants: 



their income Stream, lessened their capacity to borrow, 
depreciated their asset value, and made them more vulnerable 
to takeover by h s  that were getting the major incentive 
g r a n t ~ . ~ ~  

It was also feared that NEP-style Canadianization would be applied to the industriai sector 

of the economy. In short, as Clarkson notes, the U.S. case against the Canadianization 

objectives of the NEP came down to huo arguments, "Canadianization would h m  the 

interests of American corporations in the oil and gas industry, and Canadianization was a 

blatant violation of the internationdy accepted principle of 'national treatment'. 

According to Clarkson, however, the announcement of the NEP did not cause an 

irnmediate crisis in the Canadian-American relationship. What provoked the harsh 

Amencan reaction was a series of takeover attempts of U.S. businesses by Canadian firms, 

most notably - Dome, Canadian Pacific and Seagrarns.69 While the Amencans argued that 

they were not opposed to Canadianizationper se, in reality they wanted to gut the energy 

program. As in the case with F m  the Americans threatened a variety of retaliatory 

measures if they did not get thier way, including appeals to GATT, a review of the 

AutoPact and Defense Production Sharing Arrangements and harassrnent of certain 

exports. The Canadian government, for the most part, held firm on the NEP. Some minor 

concessions were made, however. In May 198 1 the Liberals offered compensation for the 

back-in provision and amended the industrial benefits legislation to eliminate discrimination 

against foreign suppliers. Also, in July 198 1 Finance Minister MacEachen convinced the 

heads of the major banks to help slow down the rate of takeovers, which was putting 

strain on the balance of payrnents. 

The Americans were still not satisfied, however. In a letter dated December 4, 

1981 U.S. Trade Representative William Brock demanded concessions on the NEP, as 

well as FRA. With regards to the NEP, those aspects of the NEP to be "eliminated or 

modified as appropriate" would essentially emasculate Canada's energy program. 

Specifically, Brock took issue with the absence of "grandfathering" provisions and 



payments proportionate to the asset value of the Crown interest; the discrimination of PIP 

grants against foreign firms; the 50 percent Canadian ownership requirement for 

production on the Canada lands; and the requirement that Canadian ownership be a 

consideration for naturd gas bank benefits and export licenses. "Given the growing 

pressure within the U.S.A. for a response to the probiems raised by the above issues, 1 

would hope that your Government would be in a position to respond to the points raised 

at the earliest possible date."70 The Canadian government was firious and decided to 

make no further retreats.71 

The left was divided over the National Energy Program. Federal NDP leader Ed 

Broadbent, mindfùl of the Saskatchewan NDP goverment's position that naturd 

resources were a provincial matter, criticized the massive federal intrusion into the energy 

sector. Broadbent argued that the NEP's proposed distribution of oil revenues gave too 

much to the oil companies. In March 1981, the NDP released a position paper that stated 

"the Liberal program of Canadianization is really a modest program of privatization of part 

of the foreign-controlled industry into Canadian hands." Altematively, the paper argued 

that Imperia1 Oil should be nationalized.72 

The NEP did receive endorsements fiom a number of nationalist organhations, 

inciuding the Conmittee for an Independent Canada(CIC), the Public Petroleum 

Association of Canada(PPAC),n and the Cornmittee for the Canadianization of the 

Petroleum Industry(CCPI), which was founded by Robert Laxer.74 The energy program 

also won the enthusiastic support of ex-wafilers James Laxer and Me1 Watkins who 

applauded the national scope of the policy. While Watkins believed that the NEP, if 

combined with an industrial strategy and more nationalization, would result in "a new 

national policy the likes of which we have not seen for a century, a policy that will respond 

to the crisis of the 70s and the 80s by restructuring the Canadian economy in the direction 

of independence, in the direction of better regional balance, and in the direction of more 

public ownership. "75 



Uthers on the academc len saw the NkY as pnmaniy "pro-  ana ai an Pusmess- 

rather than anti-imperialist. What Marc Laionde seemed to understand better than some 

socialists, argued Cy Gonick, was that Petro-Canada was not a threat to Canadian 

capitalism, "Like Ontario Hydro and other crown corporations, it will be used to expand 

capitalist accumulation, not hinder it."76 Similarly, Larry Pratt claimed that "the energy 

program can be viewed as a major intervention by the Canadian state on behalf of 

Canadian capital as a whole, and more particularly on behaif'of the larger pools of capital 

attempting either to enter the most profitable sector of the Canadian economy or to 

expand within it."n In short, "the NEP is a program of public works for the Canadian 

bourgeoisie."78 Besides enrichhg Canadian capitalists, these lefi critics also argued that 

the NEP imposed hardships on consumers and native peoples, promoted inefficiency and 

waste and unduly aggravated regiond unrest.79 

Table 14 - Canadian Attitudes Towards Energy Policy, 1980-83 

S u r v e m  /b S m  O 

1980 Favour government measures to increase Canadian ownership 70 
of oil and gas industry to 50 per cent 

198 1 Favour 75 per cent Canadian ownership of oil and gas industry 64 
by 1985 

198 1 Support at least 50 per cent Canadian ownership of oiI and gas 84 
industry 

198 1 Favour purchase by Petro-Canada of major foreign oil Company 55 
1981 Oil and gas companies get more than their fair share of energy 47 

revenues 
198 1 National Energy Program will increase jobs and aid economic 70 

growth 
198 1 National Energy Program will decrease chances of nuuiuig out of 52 

oil and gas in the near fùture 
1982 Favour government measures to increase Canadian ownership of 61 

oil and gas industry to 50 per cent 
1983 Favour govement measures to increase Canadian ownership of 55 

oil and gas industry to 50 per cent 

. . Source: Sylvia Bashevkin, True Pa.t&J..ove: T W b h c s  of Canadian 
Nationatism(Toronto: University of Toronto Press), p. 95. 
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favour of the federal government's energy initiative. Table 14 shows Canadian attitudes 

towards energy policy over a three year period. Despite the propaganda by the oil 

companies and the hysteria rampant throughout the business press, majority public opinion 

actually supported higher Canadian ownership levels in a shorter tirne period.gO 

Overall, opposition to the National Energy Program was widespread and, in many 

instances, scathing. The foreign oil multinationals, the United States government, the 

Alberta government, the Conservative party, the business press, and right-wing think- 

tanks, such as the Fraser Institute, condemned the NEP, labeling it discriminatory and 

socialistic.81 Somewhat surprisingly, the dornestic junior and second-line petroleum 

companies also reacted negatively. Even the major domestic private sector h s ,  such as 

Dome and Nova, only gave conditionai support for the NEP despite taking advantage of 

its incentives. Notwithstandmg the opposition ranged against it, the NEP remained very 

popular with the Canadian public. The public even supported a more aggressive 

Canadianization thrust. The job of seliing the NEP fell largely to Petro-Canada, which was 

a key instrument of the policy and very popuiar with the Canadian public. Support also 

came fiom a number of marginal left-nationalist groups such as the CIC, PPAC and the 

CCPI. Despite the balance of forces amayed for and against the NEP, the Liberal 

govemrnent, with the exception of some minor concessions, held h. 

6.3 Impact of the NEP 

The National Energy Program had an immediate impact on Canada's petroleum 

industry. Domestic capital spending by the oil and gas industry grew by 20.4 percent in 

the first six rnonths of 198 1. During this period, capital spending by the large domestic 

petroleum companies and smaller domestic petroleum fims increased by 41 percent and 

84 percent, respectively, while large foreign-controlled companies decreased their capital 

spending by 17 percent. While the petroleum industry continued its cnticism of the NEP, 



Clarkson argues that, "in the main, the oil companies had responded to the new stimuli by 

shifting more resources towards frontier exploration and by working out arrangements to 

qualifj for the incentives that favoured Canadian-owned operations." For instance, when 

it became clear that the Liberals would not back down on the NEP, Imperial Oil's 

chairman, Donald McIver, said that "We'll try as best we can to adapt to the 

Canadianization aspects of the National Energy Program. " McIver cited exploration f m -  

outs to Canadian h s  and joint venture arrangements as useful to Irnpenal.m 

Table 15 - The Largest Oil and Gas Producing Companies - December 1981 
@y upstream revenue) 

Ca& Co- 
l Imperia1 (1) 
2 Gulf (2) 
3 Texaco (3) 
4 
5 SheU (4) 
6 Amoco (5) 
7 
8 Mobil (6) 
9 Suncor (1 0) 
10 Chevron Standard (9) 
11 Pan Canadian (1 1) 
12 Canterra (14)*** 
13 Canadian Superior (1 3) 
14 Canada Cities (17) 
15 Norcen (1 5) 

Petro-Canada (7)* 

Dome (12)" 

Figures in parentheses indicate ranking in 1979. 
* Includes Petrofina 
**Includes Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas 
***Inchdes Acquitaine, CDC Oi and Gas and Texasgulf 

Source: s e  1982(0ttawa: Minister of Supply and 
Services, 1982), p. 49. 

In 1982 the federal governrnent released its progress report on its energy program. 

Among other things, W.P Pro- U ~ d a k  noted, "The rate of progress, in the short mn, 



towards our Canadianization goals has exceeded the Govermnent's expectations." In less 

than two years the NEP had helped increase Canadian control of the petroleum industry to 

33.1 percent. The Canadian share of upstream revenues had risen by 6.7 percentage points 

to 34.7 percent of the industry's take.83 As can be seen by Table 15, this translated into a 

stronger Canadian presence arnong the large oil companies. In terms of revenue, Petro- 

Canada became the fourth largest petroleum Company in the industry, while Dome 

improved its position by moving into seventh place. 

Table 16 - Major Corporate Acquisitions 
Narne of Acquiring Acquisition Purchase Price 

Date C1-ed 
Petro-Canada 
Sulpetro 
United Canso Oil and 

Gas Ltd. 
Dorne Petroleum 

Fairweather Gas Ltd. 
Fairweather Gas Ltd. 
Husky Oil Ltd. 
Dmmrnond Petroleum Ltd. 
Canada Development Corp. 

Turbo Resources Ltd. 

Ontario Energy Corp. 
Oakwood Petroleums Ltd. 

Aberford Resources Ltd. 

Francana Oil and Gas Ltd. 

Feb. 1981 
ApriI 1981 

April 198 1 
June 1981 

June 198 1 
June 198 1 
June 1981 
June 1981 
June 198 1 

July 1981 

Oct. 1981 
Oct. 1981 

Feb. 1982 

May 1982 

Petrofina 
CanDel Oil Co. 
Great Basins Petroleum 

Ltd. 
Hudson's Bay Oi and 

Gas(5 2%) 
Alamo Petroleum Ltd. 
Amax Petroleum Ltd. 
Uno-Tex Petroleum Corp. 
Union Texas of Canada Ltd. 
Acquitaine Company of 

Canada Ltd. 
Merland Explorations Ltd. 

(50.75%) 
Suncor Ltd. (25%) 
Quasar Petroleum Ltd. 

(81%) 
Marathon Petroleum 

Canada Ltd. 
Sceptre Resources Ltd. 

$7675 
Source: W w  Progtam, Update 19U(Ottawa: Minister of Supply and 

Services, 1982), p. 48. 

The m.P Pr- Update argued that the movement towards the Canadianization 

of the oil and gas industry had occurred in two fashions: 1) through a series of takeovers 



and mergers; 2) through Canadian firms " fdng- in"  on prospective lands controlled by 

foreign firms. Though some of the largest Canadianization initiatives had involved 

takeovers by a crown corporation (Petro-Canada) and a quasi-crown corporation (the 

Canada Deveiopment Corporation) the governent report argued that "the most dramatic 

Canadianization moves have been the response of the private sector to the opportunities 

made available to thern."rn Though the progress towards Canadianization of the 

petroleum industry was impressive, the NEP update maintained that Canadian ownership 

levels were low compared to international standards and reiterated support for the goal of 

50 per cent control by the year 1990. 

However, the dramatic fa11 in 1982 of world 02 prices served to invalidate many of 

the financial assumptions that the NEP and the subsequent Alberta-Ottawa September 

198 1 pact were based on. The federal and Alberta governments responded by decreasing 

the tax burden and increasing incentives for the oil industry. The resuIt was a drop in 

anticipated federal revenue of $1 1 billion for the 1981-86 period, leaving the federal 

goverment with 22 percent of petroleum revenues, compared to 32 percent for the 

producing provinces and 46 percent for the industry.85 Energy megaprojects were 

abandoned or delayed as lower fùture oil prices were projected. 

Once it became clear that the collapse in international oil prices fatally flawed the 

main prernises of the NEP, many business organizations renewed the offensive. The 

Business Council on National Issues, for one, argued "that the rigidity of the National 

Energy Program be eased, that the Canadianization niles be relaxed, that curbs on foreign- 

owned companies be softened."*6 Both the BCNI and the Canadian Petroleum 

Association established their own task forces on energy policy in 1983 and held extensive 

consultations with Conservative opposition critic Pat Carney.87 In 1984, with strong 

western support, Brian Mulroney's Conservatives swept to office promising to give the 

fiee market more reign. One year later, the Western Accord was signed, effectively 

guttuig the National Energy Program. 



6.4 Conclusion 

Looking back, Marc Lalonde claimed that the National Energy Program was 

flawed in two respects. First, the NEP and the accompanying Energy Pricing and Taxation 

Agreement with Alberta were based on the scenario of increasing oil prices. The severe 

recession of the early eighties reduced demand for oil productq the U.S. found itself in a 

situation of excess gas supply, non-OPEC oil production hcreased and conservation 

measures reduced demand. In short, "Scenarios built upon rapidly increasing prïces for 

petroleum products came crashing to the ground."88 Second, in hindsight the NEP was 

administratively complex, particularly the replacement of tax incentives with grants to 

encourage Canadianization. According to Lalonde, 

While this was the only way to achieve that objective without 
contravening international tax treaties, it imposed upon the 
industry a complex new system and this burden appeared 
particularly heavy to the small producers whom the NEP was 
trying to favour but who were not equipped to handle al1 
the papework and the accounting that the new regime required.89 

Overall, however, Lalonde felt that Canada had managed the energy crisis "at least as well, 

if not better than, any other industrialized country." Under the NEP, Canada became 

essentially self-sufficient in oiI production and Canadianization of the industry proceeded 

rapidly, reaching 4 1 -3 percent by 1984.90 

Pratt argues that the essential purpose of the Canadianization objective of the NEP 

was "to mobiIize the larger pools of Canadian capital and to lower their costs of entry into 

the oil and gas sector, the area of fastest growth and highest retums."91 The NEP would 

give central Canadian capital, in industries entirely unrelated to oil, the opportunity to cash 

in on the resource boom. Consolidated Bathurst, Baton Broadcasting Inc., John Labatt 

Ltd., Inco Ltd. were a few fïrms that took advantage of this opportunity. The NEP aiso 

gave the Liberals federal powers and revenues to restructure central Canadian industry and 

ailow it to  participate in energy mega-projects.92 Pratt sees the NEP as an example of 



economc nationalrsm, wluch "typlcally retlects the ambrtions or a nsing class or ciass 

fiaction which aspires to the top but feels that extemal factors are blocking its promotion." 

In this case, the high degree of foreign ownership in the petroleum sector was blocking the 

aspirations of Canadian capital. For Pratt, the NEP "represents an attempt by the national 

state to clear a path, a short-cut, to the fastest-growing area of capitd accumulation" open 

only to Canadian capitalists.93 Similady, Ed ShaEer would view the NEP as 

. . . the culmination of a trend that has been growing in Canada 
for the past two decades, the trend towards economic 
nationalism. It reflects, in part, the desire of a portion of the 
Canadian bourgeoisie to use Canada's resources for their own 
development rather than for the furtherance of U.S. energy policy.94 

As Clarkson puts it, Canada had reclaimed the petroleum industry and "re-estabfished the 

nght to interfere in its own aEairs."95 

But the NEP was limited in the sense that its Canadianization objective was 

confined to the oil and gas sector. There were some ill-defined plans that the NEP would 

be part of a larger industrial strategy which would fundamentally restructure the Canadian 

economy. However, what support existed for the irnplementation of NEP-style 

Canadianization in other economic sectors was sabotaged by a hostile U.S. reaction. While 

initially supportive of the National Energy Program, James Laxer would later lament the 

inability of the energy policy to fûndamentally confiont the dependent nature of the 

Canadian economy. 

The isolation of the NEP fiom any broader nationaiist industrial 
strategy meant that the program would find its logic within the 
established pattem of Canada's resource economy. Histoncally, 
this was part of a familiar pattem in the nation's economic evolution. 
Initiatives that were aimed at breaking the country out of its 
dependent mould vis-à-vis the outside world ended by being 
absorbed into the dominant pattern.96 



With the collapse of international oil prices, the NEP "was also to be a failure as a 

centrepiece in a strategy of intensive development." 

The NEP was also limited by the reluctance to rely more fully on public ownership 

as a tool to patriate the petroleum sector. Doem and Toner conclude that while the NEP 

attempted "to encourage shifis between the elements of the private sector in pursuit of 

Canadian ownership objectives," it did not represent "a fundamental to state 

capitalism" nor a "findamental challenge to the capitalist organizaûon of the oil and gas 

sector." The vast majority of oil industry assets remained privately owned. Doern and 

Toner add that, despite the backing of public support, Petro-Canada did not attempt a 

takeover of one of the U.S.-owned firms(Imperia1, Gulf, Texaco, Shell, Amoco, Mobil) 

which dominated the Canadian petroleum industry.97 Instead, Petro-Canada targeted the 

assets of two European-owned firms, Petrofina and British Petroleum. 

Given that the NEP attracted such widespread opposition fiom domestic and 

multinational oil companies, the U.S. goverment, the Alberta govemment and the 

business press, how does one explain the ernergence of the NEP? Business writer Peter 

Foster has put fonvard the proposition that the NEP was bureaucraticaüy driven, that 

officials in the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, under the leadership of 

Marshall Cohen, originated the idea of the NEP and forced it on an uninfonned elite. 

Central to this view is the assumption that the federal bureaucracy was biased towards a 

nationalist and centralist energy policy.98 Doern and Toner take issue with the analysis put 

forth by Foster. They admit, "There is no doubt that senior public servants in the 

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Finance, and Petro-Canada influenced 

energy policy and the MEP." However, "the relative balance of power between ministers 

and bureaucrats was a much more even flair than was conventionally accorded in the 

early verdicts on the NEP99 Doern and Toner maintain, "Far from being a bureaucratic 

imposition on unwilling ministers, the NEP was very much a ministerial political act." 

Trudeau's Haiifâx speech was a case in point.100 Bashevkin also takes issue with the 



bureaucratic approach of Foster, "X virtually identical conditions prevailed in the state 

bureaucracy in 1979 and one year later, after the Liberals had retumed to power, then the 

crucial missing ingredient in 1979 would appear to have been partisan and political rather 

than simply administrative. "IO1 

Bashevkin argues that a combination of actors were responsible for the NEP. 

Trudeau and Laionde, both committed centraiists, used the nationalist concepts of 

Canadianization to advance federal fiscal and jurisdictional primacy. On the other hand, 

without the well-articulated preferences and autonomy of bureaucratic elites it would have 

been difficult for a Liberal govermnent to introduce the NEP. Furthermore, if widespread 

public support for nationalist measures was absent in 1980, it would have been next to 

impossible to even conceive of such an interventionkt energy policy. 

The case of the National Energy Program proves that the Canadian state did indeed 

possess a considerable amount of autonomy fiom the capitalist class. Far fiom being the 

instrument of busimess, the Canadian government, Liberal Ministers and senior 

bureaucrats, devised and implemented the NEP, notwithstanding strident opposition fiom 

domestic and foreign-controlied capitalists. Despite opposition from the majority of 

Canadian business, the central thrust of the NEP was its attempt to fùrther the capital 

accumulation goals of Canadian capital by assisting their entry into the most profitable 

sector of the economy. The refûsal to use the tooI of public ownership to takeover one of 

the dant US.-controiled subsidiaries confirrns Lalonde's assertion that the NEP was a 

capitalist endeavour. The above analysis supports the view that the Canadian state was 

working on behalf of its capitaiîst class and not at its behest. 
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CHAPTER 7 - RESULTS OF THE THXRD OPTION 

The previous four chapters analyze the ongins, structure and operations of the 

Canada Development Corporation, the Foreign Investment Review Agency, Petro-Canada, 

and the National Energy Program as well as business reaction to these policies. This 

chapter measures how successfù1 these policies were in reducing foreign ownership and 

the dependent nature of the Canadian economy. The unraveling of the "Third Option" and 

the rnove towards fiee trade with the United States is also exarnined. 

The percentage of foreign assets in the Canadian economy feU in every econornic 

sector during the period 1970-85. As Table 17 shows, the decline in foreign assets was 

greatest in mining (37 percent), followed by manufactunng (16 percent). Overall, the 

percentage of foreign assets in the Canadian economy dropped by 13 percentage points 

over this penod. 

Table 17 - Foreign Assets in Canada 
(% of Foreign Assets by Industry 1970 and 1985) 

try 1970 
Agriculture 13 
Mining 69 
Manufacturing 58 
Construction 16 
Ut ilities 8 
Wholesale Trade 27 
Retail Trade 22 
Services 22 
Total, non-hancial industries 3 6 

Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 61-210 

Table 18 provides a more detailed look at the decline of foreign assets in the 

manufacturing sector. By far, petroleum and coal products recorded the greatest drop in 

this sector, dropping f?om 100 percent in 1970 to 42 percent in 1985. Machinery, pnmary 

metds and metal fabncating also reported large drops in foreign control. Though alrnost 



every manufacturing sector saw a drop in foreign assets held during the penod 1970-85, 

beverages, non-metalüc mineral products and tobacco products saw an increase in foreign 

assets. 
Table 18 - Foreign Manufacturing Assets in Canada 

(% of Total Assets by Industry, 1970 and 1985) 

Petroleum and Cod Products 100 42 -5 8 
Mac hinery 75 47 -28 
Primary Metais 43 20 -23 
Metal Fabricating 47 25 -22 
Wood Products 33 15 -1 8 
Paper and Aliied Industries 42 25 -1 7 
Miscellaneous Manufachiring 51 35 -16 
Leat her Product s 30 16 - 14 
Transportation Equipment 85 73 - 12 
Electrical Products 65 53 - 12 
Chemicai Products 81 69 - 12 
Knitting Mills 21 12 -9 
Food 37 32 -5 
Furniture 21 17 -4 
Printing, Publishing 15 12 -3 
Rubber Products 93 91 -2 
Clothing Industries 13 11 -2 
Textile Mills 52 52 O 
B everages 20 22 +2 
Non-Metallic Mineral Products 63 71 +8 
Tobacco Products 84 1 O0 +16 

Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 61-210 

Policies like the National Energy Program and Petro-Canada were directly aimed at 

Canadianking the oil and gas sector of the economy. According to the Petroleurn 

Monitoring Agency, foreign ownership declined fiom 79.5 percent in 1971 to 60.5 percent 

in 1984. It should be noted that foreign ownership in the petroleum industry dropped by 

13 -4 percent during the period 1980-84, the period when the NEP was in effect.1 Overail, 

the decline in foreign controlled assets came Iargely at the expense of U.S.-controlled 

assets. During the period 1965-85, the U.S.-controlled share of total assets decreased by 

7.0 percent, compared to 0.3 percent for other foreign countries. In other words, the 



dechne in U.S. control accounts for 96 percent of the overall drop in the Ioreign-contro! or 

assets for this period.2 

The period 1970-85 saw significant changes in Canada's international investment 

situation. As Table 19 shows, direct investment abroad grew nine-fold, fiom $6,188 

million in 1970 to $54,123 million in 1985. Direct investment in Canada, on the other 

hand, grew at a slower pace, tripling fkom $27,374 million to $87,226 million. Table 20 

shows that U.S. direct investment increased in the above period from $22,054 million to 

$66,013 million. Canadian direct investment in the United States, on the other hand, 

increased exponentially fiom $3,273 million in 1970 to $37,074 in 1985, an eleven-fold 

increase. The ratio of U.S. direct investment in Canada to Canadian direct investment in 

the US. deciined fiom nearly 7: 1 in 1970 to just under 2:l in 1985. 

19 - International I n v e s t m e n t l 9 7 0 - 8 5 )  
Direct Invest ment Direct Investment 

Year in C- 
. . 

1970 27,374 6,188 
1975 3 8,728 10,526 
1980 64,708 26,967 
1985 87,226 54,123 

Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 67-202 

t Position w i t h e  Unjted States(1965-85) . . 
Direct Investrnent Direct Investment 

Year 
1970 22,054 3,273 
1975 30,506 5,559 
1980 50,368 16,781 
1985 66,013 3 7,074 

Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 67-202 

Table 21 shows the vast majority of Canadian direct investment going to the 

United States. The period 1970-85 saw this trend accentuated as the percentage of direct 

investment in the U.S. increased fiom 52.9 percent to 68.5 percent. On the other hand, 



the percentage of Canadian direct investment in the United Kingdom and other countries 

declined fiorn 9.5 percent to 7.4 percent, and 37.6 percent to 24.1 percent, respectively. 

Table 21 - Direct Invatment Abroad by Country(%) 

ar 1 J.S. U.K. O k  
1970 52.9 9.5 37.6 
1975 52.8 9.7 37.5 
i 980 62.2 10.6 27.2 
1985 68.5 7.4 24.1 

Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 67-202 

About half of Canadian direct investrnent was concentrated in the manufachring sector. 

However, direct investment in manufacturing declined slightly over the period 1970-85, 

while rising in the finance and petroleum and natural gas sectors. 

At first glance, the above tables seem to indicate that the period in which the CDC, 

F m  Petro-Canada, and the NEP were created saw a signiticant reduction in Canada's 

dependency on the United States. Foreign ownership declined and Canadian direct 

investment abroad grew quickly. However, foreign ownership stili remained at 

unreasonably high levels, especially when one considers foreign control of sales and 

profits. W e  the share of foreign-controiied assets in Canada fell fiom a peak of 37.0 

percent in 1971 to 23.4 percent in 1985, a higher proportion of sales and profits were 

foreign-controlled. The foreign-controiied share of sales declined fiom a peak of 37.6 

percent in 1971 to 29.0 percent in 1985, while the share of foreign-controlled profits feil 

fiom a high of 46.8 percent in 1969 to 40.7 percent in 1985. Nearly half of Canada's 

manufacturing assets, 41.7 percent, were under foreign control, unheard of by international 

standards. Moreover, foreign interests controlled 58.4 percent of manufacturing profits in 

1985. Likewise, whiie foreigners controlled only 32.1 percent of Canadian rnining assets, 

they controlled 67.5 percent of rnining profits. Overall, foreign-controlled h s  accounted 

for 44.1 percent of al1 taxable income in 1985 .3 



Though the increase in Canadian direct investment abroad signaled a certain 

maturity for Canadian capitalism, over two-thirds of this investment was concentrated in 

the United States. Also, as Table 22 shows, the percentage of Canada's merchandise 

exports to the United States actudy grew during the period 1971-85, despite efforts to 

diversi9 trade through the Thûd Option policy. The proportion of Canadian merchandise 

exports sent to the United States increased fiom 67.9 percent in 1971 to 

rts - %or Tr- Ar= 
(percent of total trade) 

1971 1985 
United States 67.9 78.8 
United Kingdom 7.8 2.1 
Other E.E.C. 6.4 3.8 
Japan 4.7 4.7 
Other 0.E.C.D. 3.5 1.8 

9.9 8.9 
Source: C a n a d i a n c  Observer, Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 11-210 

78.8 percent in 1985. At the same tirne, the proportion of exports headed for the United 

Kingdom, other E.E.C. countries, and other O.E.C.D. countries declined. Trade with 

Japan, a rising economic power, remained stagnant. 

23 - M e r c h a n d i s e s  - Major Tr- 
(percent of total trade) 

1971 1985 
United States 70.0 71.5 
United Kingdom 5.7 3 .O 
Other E.E.C. 6.3 7.3 
Japan 5 -2 5.9 
Other 0.E.C.D 3.4 2.5 

9.2 9s 
Source: Canadian Observer, Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 1 1-210 

Table 23 shows that the percentage of Canada's merchandise imports from the 

United States also increased, though not very substantiaüy . The proportion of imports 

fiom the United Kingdom and other O.E.C.D. countries dropped, while imports fiom 



E.E.C. countries, Japan, and other countnes increased. With nearly 80 percent of 

merchandise exports headed for the United States and 72 percent of imports coming from 

the U.S., Canada's economy became even more integrated with its southem neighbour.4 

Increasing trade ties with the U.S. made Canada even more dependent. An Arnerican 

recession, for instance, would have a huge impact on the Canadian economy under these 

circumstances. 

Tables 24 and 25 show the composition of Canada's exports and imports. Table 24 

shows a drop in the share of agricultural produce ("food, feed, beverages, and tobacco"), 

pnmary commodities ("inedible crude materials"), and partially manufactured commodities 

("inedible fabricated materials"), as a percentage of total exports for the period 1970-84. 

During this period, Mshed manufactures ("inedible end products") increased its share of 

total exports from 33.8 percent in 1970 to 42.0 percent in 1984. However, over half of 

the exports of finished manufactures were comprised of automobiles and automotive parts, 

due to the existence of the Auto Pact agreement with the United States. Two thirds of the 

increase in the exports of end products cm be trzced to the increase in automotive 

exports.5 While an increase in the exports of manufactured goods at the expense of 

primary goods or less manufactured goods was a step in the right direction, Canada sîiii 

lagged behind other advanced capitalist countries. In 1980, other G7 countries and 

Sweden counted 50 to 71 percent of exports as finished manufactures.6 

Table 24 - Distribution of Canada's Domestic Exports - 1970-84 
Food, feed, Inedible Inedible 
beverages, crude fabricated Special 

tobacco -1s materials Total Automotive tr- 
1970 11.4 18.8 35.8 33 -8 21.3 0.2 
1975 12.7 24.5 30.4 32.2 19.8 0.2 
1980 11.1  19.8 3 9.4 29.4 14.7 0.3 

Source: Ihg B o u :  T e c c  Gre (0 t tawa:  
Economic Council of Canada, 1983); Canada Year Bo& 1988 
(Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1987) 



Table 25 shows little change in share of live animals and food products, inedible 

crude products and inedible fabricated materials as a percentage of Canada's imports over 

the penod 1970-84. This period saw a significant increase in the share of finished 

manufactures and automotive products as a proportion of total imports. Inedible end 

products as a share of total imports fell slightly in the seventies from 61.8 percent in 1970, 

then increased to 65.8 percent in 1984. No other advanced capitdist country imported 

this high of a percentage of end products. In 1980, 11 to 39 percent of G7 irnports were 

comprised of finished manufactures.7 In dl, Canada had a $15.6 billion trade deficit in 

manufactured end products and a $4.4 billion trade deficit in machery.8 

s - 1970-84 
Live animais, 
food, feed, Inedible Inedible 

fabricat ed beverages, crude le endgrodm Special 
tobacco tive trama&ms 

1970 8.0 8.4 20.7 61.8 23.3 1.2 
1975 7.7 14.6 17.1 59.6 23.7 0.9 
1980 6.9 16.4 18.3 57.2 19.6 1.1 
1984 6.2 8.4 18.0 65.8 27.4 1.6 

Source: Tbe BottomLine: T e c h n o l o g v . e  andIncorneowth(0ttawa: 
Economic Council of Canada, 1983); Canada Year B o o k  
1988(Ottawa: Minister of Supply and SeMces, 1987) 

Table 26 shows the cument account balances over the penod 1968-84. The figures 

show that the Trudeau govemnents were unable to alter the histoncal pattern of 

merchandise surpluses coupled with current account deficits. The exception is the final 

three years of the Trudeau regirne, where three surpluses in the current account were 

recorded due largely to a surge in merchandise exports. The Liberal governent was 

unable to slow down the outflow of dollars through non-merchandise transactions such as 

services, interest and dividends, a result of the high levels of foreign ownership. Only by 

exporting increasing amounts of its resources, ofken unprocessed, was Canada able to pay 

for its branch-plant economy. 



(millions of dollars) 
Merchandise Trade Non-merchandise Current Account 

R u c e  Balance B- 
1,474 -1,592 -86 
91 1 -1,867 -956 
2,951 -1,918 1,033 
2,468 -2,098 370 
1,95 1 -2,234 -283 
2,923 -2,611 3 12 
1,835 -3,134 - 1,299 
-345 -4,286 -4,63 1 
1,559 -5,655 -4,096 
2,972 -7,294 -4,3 22 
4,3 12 -9,Z 15 -4,903 
4,424 -9,288 -4,864 
8,778 -10,571 - 1,793 
7,292 -14,176 -6,8 84 
17,654 -1 5,650 2,004 
17,457 -15,356 2,102 
19,838 -18,152 1,686 

Source: Statistics Canada, Catalogue 67-508 

Expenditures on research and development as a percentage of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP), a prirnary concern for economic nationalists, increased somewhat over the 

penod of 1971-1985. However, as Table 27 shows, Canada's R&D expenditures stili 

Table 27 - Total Expenditures on R&D as a Percent of GDP 
by Country, 1971-85 

1971 1 9 a  
Canada 1.32 1.44 
France 1.91 2.25 
Germany 2.20 2.71 
Itdy 0.91 1.12 
Japan 1 .90 2.77 
Netherlands 2.07 2.09 
Sweden 1.46 2.89 
UnitedKingdom 2.12* 2.3 1 

ed States 2.77 2.93 
Source: Statistics Canada - Cat. No. 88-002 
* Figure for 1972 



lagged far behind those of other advanced capitalkt countries. By 1985, Canada only 

spent 1.44 percent of GDP on research and development. Only Italy's R&D expenditures 

fell below those of Canada. Al1 other industrial countnes spent over 2 percent of GDP on 

research and development. 

The period in which the Trudeau Liberals governed saw a marked increase in 

corporate concentration in the Canadian economy. From 1975 to 1985, the leading 25 

enterprises in Canada saw a significant increase in their share of total assets, sales and 

profits: assets increased fiom 29.2 percent to 33.5 percent; sales increased from 20.8 

percent to 23.2 percent; and profits increased from 22.2 percent to 3 1.5 percent. During 

the same period, the leading 100 enterprises increased their share of total assets, sales and 

profits from 46.5 to 52.0 percent, 36.0 to 38.1 percent, and 43.1 to 49.9 percent, 

respectively. The leading 500 enterprises in the Canadian economy saw slight increases in 

their share of assets, sales and profits for this period, indicating a trend towards increasing 

concentration for the very largest of firms and conglomerates. Still, these 500 enterprises, 

while representing less than 1 percent of non-financial corporations, accounted for 67.4 

percent of assets, 53.2 percent of sales and 67.0 percent of profits in the whole economy.9 

A wave of takeovers and mergers during the 1970s accounted for much of this 

increased corporate concentration. One study found that there were more mergers 

between 1969 and 1980 than in the previous decades combined.10 Often these acquisitions 

took the fom of large companies or conglomerates taking over small companies, but the 

1970s and early 1980s increasingly saw large companies or conglomerates as the takeover 

target.11 A 1982 interna1 federal governrnent study found that Canada's eight largest 

conglomerates increased the book value of their assets from $25 in 1975 to $52 

billion in 1980. Takeovers accounted for 40 percent of this increase.12 In 1978 the 17 

largest Canadian corporate enterprises controlled 63.6 percent of the assets of the 

Pods largest non-financial corporations. By 1987 this figure increased to 74.5 

percent. Much of this increase in concentration was due to acquisitions as 10 of the 30 



largest enterprises in 1978 were taken over by four large conglomerates.~3 To put the 

extent of this corporate concentration into perspective, a 1988 study found that the degree 

of corporate concentration in Canada was more than double the level found in the United 

States, Germany and Japan. l4 

Extremely high levels of corporate concentration led to an expansion of foreign 

direct investment, as Canadian capital sought to exploit new opportunites unavailable in 

the srnail domestic economy. By the early 1980s, the Canadian capitaiist class had clearly 

made the transition to multinational status. Writing in 1985, Jorge Niosi described 

Canadian multinationals 

. . . which include the world's second largest alurninurn producer 
(Alcan), the world's largest shoe manufacturer (Bata Shoes), 
the world's largest and third largest distilleries (Seagram and 
Hiram Walker), North America's second largest telecommunications 
equipment manufacturer (Northern Telecom), the world's 
largest producer of business foms (Moore Corp.), the world's 
fourth largest producer of faxm machinery (Massey-Ferguson), 
a corporation that produces 10 per cent of the world's synthetic 
rubber (Polysar Corp.), the world's largest and second largest 
nickel producers (hco and Falconbndge), and the world's largest 
lead-zinc producer (Cominco).ls 

While this list is impressive, Niosi noted that most Canadian multinationals are involved in 

industries that require relatively less technology. A 1976 study found that only 50 percent 

of the subsidiaries of Canadian multinationals were active in hi&-technology industries.16 

Canadian multinationals have a low level of innovation and thus acquire most of the 

needed technology by purchasing patents, licenses, technical services and equipment in 

foreign countries, purchasing innovative foreign producers, using technology inherited 

fiom a former parent corporation or by establishing research centres in foreign countries.17 

Thus, Niosi concludes that "Canada ranks with the semi-industrialized countnes by v h e  

of its low level of innovation ... and with the advanced industrial countries by virtue of its 

foreign direct investment. " l 



9.1 Effectiveness of the Third Option 

While the period 1968-84 did not witness a fundamental restructuring of Canada's 

dependent industrial stnichire, it did see a significant decline in foreign control through 

most of the economy. Undoubtedly, the policies nonnally associated with the Third 

Option strategy - the CDC, FRA, Petro-Canada and the NEP - contributed to this partial 

repatriation of the Canadian economy, particularly in the oil and gas sector. However, it 

would be incorrect to attribute "Canadianization" entirely to these policies. Many other 

factors were responsible for declining foreign ownership. 

First, acquisitions by provincial governments also played a role in Canadianizing 

the economy. In 1968, the Nova Scotia and Quebec govemments purchased the steel 

manufacturing capacity of Dosco, a British subsidiary. In 1976 the Quebec govemment 

nationalized over half of its Asbestos industry, which was controîled by Americans. In 

1978, the Alberta Gas and Trunk Line, a joint public-private Company which was later to 

become Nova, bought out Husky Oil. By 1979, the Saskatchewan NDP govemment had 

nationalized half of the province's potash industry and established other Crown 

corporations in the resource sector, such as SaskOil and the Saskatchewan Mining 

Development Corporation.19 ft should be pointed out that the initiative for these 

provincial takeovers was not necessariiy to reduce foreign ownership. The Potash 

Corporation of Saskatchewan, for instance, was established primarily to increase economic 

rents to the province vis-à-vis the federal governent and potash companies. 

Second, the 1970s and earIy 1980s saw a number of takeovers of foreign 

companies by private Canadian firms. Canadian Pacific purchased Algoma Steel, 

Dominion Bridge, Maple Leaf Mills and Canadian International Paper. Power 

Corporation bought out Canada Steamship Lines, the Bronhan family took over Trizec, 

Olympia and York purchased Brinco, and Dome Petroleum took over Hudson's Bay Oil 



and Gas.20 Certainly, policies associated with the Third Option, particularly FIRA and the 

NEP, may have created an environment conducive to this kind of takeover activity. 

Third, the reduction of tariffi through the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

reduced much of the incentive for U.S. finns to establish or maintain branch plants in 

Canada. From 1968 to the end of the phasing-in of the Tokyo round tariff reductions in 

1987, the average tariff on Canadian imports fell fhm 16 percent to 4 to 5 percent? This 

reduction in t d s  inspired a number of U.S. fims to unload their Canadian subsidiaries in 

favour of supplying the Canadian market fiom the parent's U.S. plants thereby enhancing 

economies of scale. Intensitied cornpetition fiom Japanese and European companies 

compelled some American multinationals to liquidate their foreign subsidiaries in order to 

focus their resources on the domestic market.22 FinalIy, legislation introduced by 

President Nixon, such as the DISC program, made it attractive for U.S. multinational 

corporations to invest more at home and increase their experts." 

9.2 An Aborted Industrial Strategy 

Rather than a coherent and integrated strat egy, the policies generally associated 

with the Third Option - CDC, F m  Petro-Canada and the NEP - were instead &-hoc 

measures designed in part to respond to intemal nationalist pressures. This point becomes 

clearer in the face of the ultimate failure of the federal Liberal govemment to pursue a 

comprehensive industrial strategy as an alternative to continentalism.24 As early as January 

1972, Prime Minister Trudeau announced the federal govemment was working on an 

industrial strategy. In a speech to the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Jean-Luc 

Pepin, the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, outliied the govement's 

intentions of pursuing an industrial strategy.25 The strategy would be built on several 

sectors such as automotive, tourism, textiles, electronics, footwear, food products, book 

publishing and grain? However, Pepin's preliminary plans were cut short once he was 

defeated in the 1972 federal election. 



ShortIy after the Trudeau government had raised the prospects of an industrial 

strategy it started to backpedal on the idea. Alastair Gillespie, the new Minister of 

Industry, Trade and Commerce, said in 1973 that he was "trying to dispel the expectation 

that, in today's complex and changing world, any government would be realistically 

expected to produce one grandiose.. .industriai strategy. " He did not believe "that 

government could examine Canada's overall industrial situation - nationally and 

internationally, now and in the future - and implement one all-purpose master plan that 

would become the bible for business. "2' Gillispie's successors in the department, Don 

Jamieson, Jean Chretien, and Jack Horner, would distance the government even fiirther 

fiom the idea of implementing an industrial strategy. Chretien, for one, referred to an 

"across the board strategy" as protectionist, socialist and doctrinaire.28 

The idea of an industrial strategy would not be raised again by the Liberals until the 

1980 federal election. During the election the Liberals promised energy security, an 

industrial strategy and a strengthened FRA. Liberal advisors had convinced Trudeau that 

"Canadianizationt' would serve as "the economic prerequisite" for the realization of his 

national unity plans? The nationalistic economic policies would also undercut support for 

the NDP and help win crucial votes in Ontario necessary for a majority govenunent. 

Following the successfiil election of the Liberals, Herb Gray, author of the 1972 Gray 

Report, was appointed as Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce to pursue these 

promises. In July of 1980, Gray presented a document to cabinet that argued three main 

points: Canada's branch plant economy imposed structural barriers to industrialization; 

these barriers could not be corrected with expenditure programs; the government should 

fiame "regulatory mechanisms" to "ensure that MNE (multinational enterprises) perform 

to world standards in terms of innovation and export fieedom."30 

Gray had trouble selling these ideas, however moderate, to Trudeau's cabinet and 

upper levels of the bureaucracy.31 Eighteen months later, Economic Development for 

Canada in 1980s, a supplementary statement to the November 1981 budget, would 



reassert the non-interventionist approach. The document stated that Canadian busmess 

should concentrate on resource exploitation and on manufacturing inputs for the $440 

billion in resource mega-projects. The federai government also signaled in the document 

that it had abandoned any plans to step up the control of foreign investrnent outside of the 

energy sector. Following the release of Economic Development for Canada in 1980s the 

department of Industry, Trade and Commerce was broken up and Gray was shuffled off to 

the post of Treasury Board President. According to Glen Williams, 

Desperate to show direction in a period of intense economic 
dislocation, desirous of breaking partisan ground in the western 
provinces which have the lion's share of the mega-projects, 
exhausted by its labours in the constitutional and energy fields, 
and &aid of a certain confrontation with U.S. business interests 
and the Reagan administration, the federal govemment sirnply 
lacked the political will to bite the industrial strategy bullet and 
move beyond the traditional economic policies that have largely 
shaped the present chronic export, balance of payments, and 
employrnent cnses.32 

The Trudeau Liberals abandoned the more interventionist approach of the NEP, a 

strengthened F m  and an industrial strategy in the early 1980s in favour of a more 

laissez-faire economic strategy of reliance on market forces. Attempts were made to 

negotiate sectoral fiee trade agreements with the United States, but were ultimately 

unsuccessfùl. 

On the one hand, the Trudeau goverment proceeded with more interventionist 

measures Sie the CDC, F m  Petrocan and the NEP and in taking over foreign 

subsidiaries Canadair and De Havilland. On the other hand, the Liberal administration 

simultaneously pursued a more market-oriented approach including corporate tax 

reductions and write-offs, R&D tax incentives, a loosening of the Combines Investigation 

Act to encourage mergers and rationalization, and reduced trade bamers. The Liberal 

government strongly supported the Tokyo Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) of 1974 to 1979 and was a strong proponent of reducing non-tariff 



barriers. Writing in 1990, Joel Bell, an architect of the NEP and Vice-President of Petro- 

Canada, sums up the Liberal govement's philosophy on industrial policy: 

The govermnent believed that success would require an economy 
kept healthy through sound economic management and exposure to 
market forces, including those on the international level; supportive 
general or framework policies; and, where necessary or helpfûl, 
although not by preference or philosophicd bent, a willingness on 
the part of government to go fùrther and use more direct measures. 
In fact, the government did use direct measures where it saw no 
alternative, but preferred to reduce protectionism around the world 
through international negotiations [the GATT] to which it gave a 
new emphasis.33 

In the words of one journalist, the Trudeau govemment's position regarding foreign capital 

was "consistently inconsistent" since it was screening foreign investments at the same t h e  

as it was subsidizing other foreign investments.34 

There is some evidence to suggest that the attempt to cultivate strong Canadian 

multinationals was a key component of the Canadiankation strategy. The Export 

Development Corporation (EDC) was created in 1969 to offer export assistance and 

guarantees, as well as foreign investment insurance that protected investments in cases of 

expropriation, war, revolution and inconvertibility in high-risk countries in the Third 

World. In 1970 the Canadian International Development Agency set up a Business and 

Industry Division to  encourage Canadian companies to invest in foreign countries. 

Canada's tax system granted favourable tax treatment to foreign direct investment by 

allowing Canadian multinationals to deduct incorne taxes paid to foreign governments 

fiom Canadian income tax. Furthemore, Canada has never legislated restrictions on 

capital exports nor imposed exchange controls. According to Niosi, "Througb these 

policies, the Canadian government has demonstrated an attitude of passive encouragement 

to foreign direct investment. "35 



The Trudeau government helped facilitate mergers and takeovers by vanous 

legislative means which led to the creation of large Canadian h s  able to expand outside 

of the country. In 1972, Canadian firms were ailowed to deduct from their taxes the 

interest on fùnds borrowed for takeovers. Furthermore, the shareholders of the 

corporation being taken over could be offered shares instead of cash to evade the capital 

gains tax.36 Anti-combines mechanisms were further diluted with the introduction of the 

Competition Board in 1977-78. The Competition Board usurped investigating powers 

from the courts, made combine practices a matter of civil law rather than criminal law, and 

granted exemptions where monopolies or mergers resulted in an "improvement of 

business's efficiency. "37 

Why did the Trudeau Liberals not adopt a consistent approach to industrial policy? 

Bureaucratic opposition within the Finance and Industry, Trade and Commerce 

departments," a fiagmented federal state, the absence of a strong state traditioQ9 the 

behaviour of foreign govemments and labour unions have ali been cited as obstacles tot he 

adoption of a comprehensive industrial policy. Still, as French notes, "[wJithout the 

commitment of certain key private sector decision-rnakers, an industrial strategy has no 

prospect of success, since the organizations through which its socio-economic benefits are 

ultimately to be delivered are, in Canada, largely in private (and often foreign) hands."m 

While some specific industries or h s  might have supported an industrial strategy, the 

capitalist class as a whoIe largely saw an industrial strategy as too interventionkt or even 

socidistic. With halfof the rnanufacturing sector controlied by foreign interests, there was 

likewise not much interest in pursuing a different econornic course that would increase 

independence. As McCall and Clarkson point out, 

The giant staples corporations had no interest in the federal 
goveniment intervening with a grand plan that might well divert 
some of their huge economic rents into industrial development. 
For its part the manufacturing sector was too fiagmented between 
branch plants and Canadian-owned finns and too ballcanized by 
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Small wonder then that in the Department of Industry, Trade and 
Commerce a decade's worth of discussion about an industrial 
strategy for the country had produced nothing more than a series 
of studies to investigate what the twenty-three main sectors of the 
economy wanted govemment to do for them.41 

Unsettled by some of the interventionkt policies of the Trudeau era, however moderate, 

the Canadian capitalist class regrouped so it could more effectively lobby for neo-liberal, 

market-oriented policies of fiee trade, privatization and deregulation. 

9.3 The Unraveling of the Third Option 

The Liberals' strategy for economic independence was predicated on the 

assumption that international prices for oil and gas and other resources would steadily rise. 

Indeed, the central element of the limited industrial strategy that the Liberals announced in 

the early 1980s was an emphasis on resource mega-projects. It was hoped that this 

strategy would stimulat e industrial activity through backward linkages. However, a 

number of obstacles conspired to shatter the Liberals' strategy for economic independence, 

however limit ed. 42 

The decline of world oil pnces rendered unworkable both the National Energy 

Program and the staples-based industrial strategy outlined in the 1981 budget. The 

projected increased revenues to the federal treasury never materialized, and the federal 

governent was instead forced to give tax relief to the petroleum industry. Secondly, the 

space for nationalist policy initiatives was signrficantly narrowed with the election of 

Ronald Reagan's Republican administration in the fa11 of 1980. While it bolstered 

protectionist policies at home, the United States simultaneously demanded that other 

countries dismantle government programs that led to "unfair" trade. As already noted, the 

Reagan administration bitterly attacked both the NEP and FIRA. Through various threats 

of retaliation, the Americans forced the Trudeau govemment to abandon any plans to 

strengthen FIRA or introduce NEP-inspired programs in other sectors of the economy. 



Thirdly, the federal government was seriously damaged when its ambitious attempt at 

progressive tax reform in Finance Minister Allan MacEachen's 1981 budget backfired.43 

The Liberal government was attacked fiom al1 quarters, even the labour movement, and 

had to make a hasty retreat. Finally, the Liberal's new found economic nationalism was 

undermined by the international recession of 1 98 1-82, the deepest since the Great 

Depression. The global recession was particularly hard on Canada. Interest rates climbed 

to over 20 percent, business bankruptcies skyrocketed and unemployment soared. 

Oblivious to the human carnage, the federal goverment maintained a tight rnonetary 

policy. Zn this context, Canadians were understandably more concerned about 

unemployment than economic nationalism. As Stephen Clarkson summarizes: 

When the alienation caused by the government's 198 1 budget 
disaster was combined with the rage generated by the economic 
recession, the governing Liberal party was brought to its knees. 
In the deepest recession siice the l93Os, government itself became 
the obvious scapegoat. Interventionkm was discredited. Big 
government was blarned. The Trudeau government's pan-Canadian 
project came to a standstill.44 

It should also be noted that much of the pressure exerted by economic nationahsts dunng 

the 1970s had evaporated by the early 1980s. The Waffle had disintegrated shortly after 

being ousted fiom the NDP. The CIC had closed its operations in 1981 mainly as a result 

of the Liberal government's new-found nationalism and the progress made in reducing 

foreign ownership over the previous deca~ie.~5 Furthemore, public opinion polls reported 

waning support for nationalist measures to combat foreign ownership. Gallup reported 

that the number of Canadians who believed no more U.S. investment was needed dropped 

fiom 67 percent in 1981 to 50 percent in 1984.46 

These factors converged to put the Trudeau govemment on a rightward, 

continentalist path. This change of direction was symbolized by the Cabinet shuffle of 

1982 which saw nationalistic ministers in Energy and Industry, Trade and Commerce 



replaced by right-wing continentdists. In 1983, a Department of Extemal M a r s  

document suggested that sectoral free trade agreements with the United States was the 

appropriate response to Canada's trade dependence. Bilateral discussions ensued, but no 

sectoral agreements materialied. In early 1984, Trudeau stepped down as Prime Minister 

to be replaced by John Turner, a business Liberal. 

The final nail in the cofin of the Third Option occurred with the election of B R ~ R  

Mulroney and his Progressive Conservative party in Septernber 1984. One year later, the 

Conservative govenunent tumed its sights on the two policies closely associated with this 

nationalist perïod. The Foreign Investment Review Agency was remade into Investment 

Canada with the explicit mandate of attracting foreign investment. The National Energy 

Program was gutted by the Western Accord which deregulated crude oil and naturai gas 

prices, lowered federal taxes and provincial royalties, based resource taxation on profits 

rather than revenues, replaced exploration and development gants with incentives through 

the tax system, and abolished the Petroleum and Gas Revenue Tax, the Canadian 

Ownership Special Charge, and let the Petroleum Incentive Payment Program expire. 

In 1985 the Conservative govemment entered into negotiations for a fiee trade 

agreement with the United States? The business community, led by the Business Council 

on National Issues, argued that a fiee trade agreement was needed to make Canadian 

industry more competitive and secure and enhance access to the U.S. market in the face of 

growing protectionism. The Canadian capitalkt class dso supported the continentalist 

option since, as François Rocher observes, "it would mean a decline in the role of the state 

in the management of econornic relations."48 Indeed, the h a l  text of the FTA not only 

reduced tariffs, but it also limited the ability of the federal govemment to restrict foreign 

investment, utilize procurement strategieq pursue public ownership, and develop an 

interventionist energy policy. The agreement also provided for "national treatment" of, or 

non-discrimination against, U.S. h s  operating in Canada. In essence, the FTA sought to 

prevent a future govemment fiom implementing policies similar to the NEP or FIRA. 



Indeed, Fat Carney, the Conservative's Minister of International Trade, stated that Canada 

needed a fiee trade agreement "to ensure that no future Canadian govement could ever 

return to those bad old nationalist policies of the past. "49 

The Conservatives and the business community waged a well-financed carnpaign in 

favour of the agreement in the 1988 federal election against a broad, grassroots coalition 

of labour and popular sector groups under the umbrella of the nationaikt Pro-Canada 

Network, as well as the Liberals and the NDP. In the end, Brian Mulroney's Progressive 

Conservatives were re-elected with a solid majority, despite receiving less than 50 percent 

of the popular vote. The FTA came into effect on Janiiruy 1, 1989. Four years later, the 

FTA was expanded to include Mexico in the North Amencan Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA). After a brief nationalist interlude, Canada was more fïrmly integrated into a 

contientalist economic fkamework than ever before.50 
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In many ways, the Canadian capitalist class came of age during the 1970s and early 

1980s when Pierre Trudeau's Liberal government held office. The period in which the 

Canada Development Corporation, the Foreign hvestment Review Agency, Petro-Canada 

and the National Energy Prograrn were introduced saw foreign control of the Canadian 

economy drop significantly, especially in mining, petroleurn and coal. At the same t h e ,  

Canadian foreign direct investment abroad increased exponentially as many Canadian firrns 

made the jump to multinational status. 

However, foreign ownership of the Canadian economy remained at extremely high 

levels when compared with other industrialized countries. Almost half of Canada's 

manufacturing sector still remained under foreign control when Trudeau lefi office in 

1984. While the increase in Canadian direct investment abroad indicated a new-found 

maturity for the Canadian capitalist class, over two-thirds of this investment went to the 

United States. Also, Canadian multinationds were characterized by an inability to develop 

their own technology. Likewise, Canada's exports to the United States as a percentage of 

total trade actually increased during the period 1971 -85, despite the efforts to diversify 

trade to Europe and the Pacific Rim through the Third Option. Altogether, nearly 80 

percent of Canada's exports were sent to the United States in 1985, and 72 percent of 

Canada's imports came fiom the U.S. The percentage of finished goods as a proportion of 

Canada's total exports increased somewhat during 1970-84, but still remained far below 

G7 levels. On the other hand, finished manufactures as a proportion of total imports 

actually increased substantiaily over this period. Canada increased its expenditures on 

research and development as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product, but again, Canada 

still lagged behind other industrialized countries. 

While the Trudeau government was able to reduce foreign ownership of the 

economy, especially in the resource sector, Canada's underdeveloped industrial structure 



remained basically unchanged. By 1984, Canada still exported mostly unfinished goods, 

spent little on research and development, and experienced persistent balance of payrnents 

problems. More importantly, Canada's economy became more entwined with the 

Amencan economy as the percentage of Canadian exports and direct investment headed 

for the United States increased. A more integrated continental econorny lefi Canada even 

more wlnerable to US. economic policy and recessions. In one sense, Canada traded one 

form of dependency, resulting from chronic levels of foreign ownership, for a somewhat 

different kind of dependency that was more trade-related. 

In conclusion it seems most appropriate to place Canada in an intermediary 

position in the international political economy since the economy shares traits both with 

the imperialist countries of the core, and with the dependent countries of the penphery. 

This contradictory position was M e r  complicated by the pursuit and eventual 

implementation of the Canada-US. Free Trade Agreement &er the Third Option 

strategies were abandoned in the early 1980s. On the one ha&, the decision to embrace 

the FTA reflected "the spirit of confidence of Canadian business and the developing 

maturity of Canadian capitalism," as Francois Rocher puts it. On the other hand, "fiee 

trade has not decreased Canada's dependency on the United States ... fiut] can only result 

in the increasing submission of Canada's investment decisions to the conditions of 

economic development imposed by the ~rnericans."' Growing corporate concentration, 

directly and indirectly encouraged by the Canadian state, led to the creation of huge 

conglomerates and rnultinationals that essentially outgrew the domestic econorny. The 

globalization of the economy and the emergence of three main economic blocs centered 

around Japan, Germany and the United States led Canadian business to seek shelter within 

the continentalist fiamework where Canadian multinationals could better compete with 

U.S. multinationais than with Japanese and European  multinational^.^ As Leo Panitch 

notes, 



- 
rather to constitutiorkise, formalise and extend canada; dependence 
on the U.S. in a world now marked by economic instability amidst 
rampant financial speculation and strong trade rivalries. Far fiom 
wanting to prove their entrepreneurid virility by taking the risk of 
becoming globally competitive, Canadian domestic capital sought 
to minimise the risk that Arnericans, when in protectionist mood, 
might treat them, their exports and investments, as merely "foreign." 
In turn, the Canadian government prornised to give up those weak 
devices it had hereforeto retained as a rneans of negotiating the scope 
of dependency.3 

While the costs of dependency to the Canadian economy and sovereignty have 

been well documented, it is important to note that dependency is not necessarily a negative 

development for Canadian capital. As Francois Rocher points out, "Most fiactions of the 

Canadian capitalist class benefit directly or indirectly from continental integration as the 

native bourgeoisie is only marginally able to orient its own process of acc~mulation."~ 

However, the decision to enter into a comprehensive trade agreement with the United 

States at a time when that country has clearly entered into a long economic decline reflects 

a certain shortsightedness on the part of Canadian business and the state? 

It would be overstating the case to suggest that the CDC, FIRA, Petrocan and the 

NEP were entirely responsible for the reduction in foreign ownership of the Canadian 

economy. Nationalizations of certain resource industries by provincial govements, 

private sector takeovers, and the reduction of taras through the General Agreement on 

TariEs and Trade were significant factors as well. One thing is evident. AU four policies 

were clearly biased in terms of reducing foreign ownership in the resource sector, 

especially oïl and gas. In the case of Petro-Canada and the NEP this is clear. However, it 

should be recognized that the CDC's investments were predominantly concentrated in the 

resource sector. Likewise, FIRA's rate of disallowance for foreign takeovers of Canadian 

firrns was highest in the resource sector. On the surface, this would seem to validate Jorge 

Niosi's thesis of continental nationalism that posits that state policies enacted by the 



Trudeau regime did not attempt to alter Canada's dependent industrial structure, but rather 

aimed to Canadianize the resource and resource-related econornic sectors. It is another 

matter to suggest, as Niosi does, that the strategy of continental nationalism was 

undertaken at the behest of the indigenous fiaction of the Canadian capitalist cIass. 

Paul Stevenson argues that "seeing the Canadian state as merely an instrument of 

one fraction or another of the bourgeoisie cannot account for evidence which is clearly 

contrary to the argument being put by one side or the other." On the one hand, the left 

nationalists or dependency school would have difficulty accounting for the growing 

strength of the indigenous bourgeoisie and policies like the NEP. On the other hand, those 

who see a dominant indigenous bourgeoisie "drastically overestimate the bourgeois 

nationalist intentions of FIRA, Petrocan, and the National Energy Policy." According to 

Stevenson, this view does not appreciate the historic role of the Liberal Party in 

"usurp[ing] the policies of the CCF-NDP with accompanying rhetoric, in a politically 

astute and opportunistic manner. 

Indeed, prodded internaily by the W d e  faction, the New Democratic Party 

adopted a more nationalist policy stance during the 1970s. Although it was defeated at the 

NDP's 1969 convention, the W A e  M d e s t o  forced the party's establishment to respond 

with a nationalist statement of their own to cut off the Wa£Ele threat. "For a United and 

Independent Canada" was definitely a more moderate program, but it was much more 

nationalistic than past party policy, stressing the need for public investment, public 

ownership, planning, foreign investment regulations, and a Development Corporation as 

instruments to attain Canadian independence. Pressure fiom the Wafne led the NDP 

establishment to advocate the nationalization of a major oil company, Iike Imperia1 Oil. 

The Liberal minority govemment of 1972-74 estabiished FlRA while the NDP held the 

balance of power. Although it would be incorrect to suggest that the party was 

responsible for the creation of Petro-Canada, as some New Democrats argue, the NDPfs 

c d  for a developrnent corporation, a publicly-owned oil company, restrictions on foreign 



ownership and an industrial strategy definitely created a political chnate that contributed 

to the formation of the CDC, F l R q  Petrocan and the NEP. 

The formation of the socialist Waflle in 1969 prompted the creation of the non- 

partisan Cornmittee for an Independent Canada(C1C) a year later. The CIC shunned the 

policies of sweeping nationalization advocated by the WaEle in favour of a more liberal- 

nationdist program which did not challenge the foundations of the capitalkt system. In 

this regard, the CIC cailed for the Canada Development Corporation, a strong screening 

agency, an industrial strategy and policies to increase cultural sovereignty. The CICfs 

membership crossed party lines and many who were involved did not belong to a politicai 

party at al]. Most hnportantly, the CIC maintained a foothold in the Liberal Party and 

counted several members among the Liberal caucus. 
. . A series of governent studies starting with the G o r d o n y a l  Commtssion in 

1957 and ending with the Gray Repm& in 1972 detailed the substantial costs of foreign 

ownership. These studies were accompanied by the publication of influentid books like 

a N a h  by George Grant and Silent by Kari Levitt and a growing 

body of academic work on the subject in the form of the new Canadian political economy. 

Indeed, a growing nationalist movement was making its presence felt not only on 

economic issues, but also on university campuses, in demonstrations against the Vietnam 

war and on cultural issues. By the 1970s, a solid majority of Canadians favoured 

restrictions on foreign ownership and a growing number supported nationalization of 

resource industries? As Stevenson argues, 

This was a political phenornenon which the federal govenunent had 
to take senously and it did so rather astutely by fûrther developing 
Petrocan, coming up with the National Energy Policy, battling with 
the big oil producers and their representatives in the Alberta state 
while not really chailenging the big oil giants such as Imperia1 OiVExxon 
- al1 without having to go to the anticapitalist extremes that most 
Canadians seemed to want. Thus, the Liberals raise the issue of 
nationalism, push its rhetoric and irnplement a bit of policy, quell 
public opinion and then back off fiom any real fùrther developments.8 



The architect of the Third Option, Mitchell Sharp, admits as much in his mernoirs: "the 

Third Option came to be invoked enthusiastically by the govemment and by others to 

support policies that were far more nationdistic than my paper had proposed, a 

consequence that 1 deplored." Rather, Sharp intended the Third Option "not only as an 

alternative to pragmatism on the one hand and integration with the United States on the 

other, but also es a preferred alternative to the more extreme krndr of natzo~listic 

measures that were being advocated in some quarters at the tirne"(emphasis added)? 

Domestic political factors definitely played a large role in pushing the Liberal 

government of Pierre Trudeau towards a more nationalist course. Equally important, 

however, were economic factors such as growing unemployrnent, a looming balance of 

payments crisis, declining oil reserves and the impact of the OPEC oil price shocks of 1973 

and 1979. As Stephen Clarkson notes, "[wlith the country's oil and natural gas reserves 

fast depleting, with its imports of off-shore petroleum threatened, and with world market 

costs escalating, Ottawa found itselfpressured by nationalist sentiments to adjust its mode 

of regulation. " l0 

Arguably, declining US. hegernony in the world capitalist system was the most 

crucial ingredient in Canada's decision to pursue a Third Option strategy of greater 

independence. Nixon's unilateral declaration of independence for Canada signaled the end 

of the speciai status relationship between the United States and its norihem neighbour. As 

Clarkson notes, 

It was not the arrival of Pierre Trudeau to power in 1968 that nudged 
Canada towards establishing a more self-consciously national mode 
of regulation. Trudeau was as c o d t t e d  an anti-nationalist in 
federal affairs as he was a dogmatic anti-separatist in Quebec politics. 
What pushed Canada off the continentalist course on which it had 
been sailing for twenty years was change in the global power system 
whose reverberations in North Amenca gave Ottawa no choice but 
to look for salvation to its own initiative rather than to its new imperid 
master's benevolence. l 1  



Through various measures, the Nixon administration attempted to encourage U.S. 

multinationals to shift more of their operations back to the domestic economy. Canada 

was given no special exemptions this time. As Clarkson argues, "if ... the Arnerïcans were 

making their own mode of regdation more national and less continental, then the Trudeau 

governrnent was forced to start thinking in tems of a national rather than a continental 

fiarnework for its own regime of accumulation. "12 

The pursuit of the Third Option strategy should also be placed in the context of the 

severe econornic crisis that shook the world capitalist system in the early 1970s. The post- 

World War II consensus that emerged among the western industrialized economies 

concerning the Keynesian welfare state broke down with the simultaneous appearance of 

high unemployment and inflation as well as growing budgetary deficits. The technological 

revolution, centered around the development of the integrated circuit, rendered Fordist 

relations of production based on mass production for national econornic development 

impotent as fims gained the abiity to SM production to off-shore locations that delivered 

cheaper labour.13 These changes in the world capitalist system largely undermined 

Canada's Second National Policy of Keynesian demand-management, growing social 

expenditures and staple exports.14 In this context, state managers were forced to "grope" 

toward a new national strategy of economic development, one that would be more 

concemed with policy at the rnicroeconomlc level rather than the macroeconomic level 

associated with the increasingly discredited policies of Keynesianism. 

An analysis of the business cornmunity's reaction to Trudeau's Third Option 

policies clearly disputes the claim that the state is a mere instrument of the capitalist class. 

For the most part, the capitalist class opposed the CDC, Petro-Can, FJRA and the NEP. 

The business press and the federal Conservative Pasty was even more vehement in its 

denunciation of these "nationalist" policies and frequently equated them with socialism. 

Admittedly, some fragments of the capitalist class supported the above initiatives or at 

least tempered their criticisms. Representatives of the big bourgeoisie like Walter Gordon 



and Maurice Strong were forcehl proponents of the CDC and FIRA. Strong headed up 

Petro-Canada in its early years. The indigenous publishing industry, represented by Mel 

Hurtig, Jack McClelland, and domestic drug manufacturers, strongly advocated for a 

tough screening agency. Small business, in the form of the Canadian Federation of 

Independent Business, was generally supportive of Petro-Canada and FIRA, which were 

viewed as bulwarks against monopoly capital. The NEP did win some conditional support 

fiom large domestic oil companies - Dome Petroteum and Nova - as well as some second- 

line companies, but generaliy speaking, the industry and Canadian capital as a whole were 

extremely hostile to the policy. 

Resnick's study of class and nationalism provides further evidence to support the 

claim that Canada's bourgeoisie is not predisposed towards nationalist views. With a few 

exceptions, the big bourgeoisie, both indigenous and comprador, strongly supported the 

continentalist economic fiamework, while simultaneously expressing support for the 

maintenance of a formally sovereign country. As Resnick notes, "[wlhat the more 

perceptive Canadian capitdsts of the early 1970s could realize, especially afker the Nixon 

economic measures of August 197 1, was that a form of Canadian nationalism was here to 

stay, and that a certain accommodation on their part was in order."'* While a rninority of 

Canadian capitalists might acknowledge the political realities that necessitated the 

establishment of FIRA and other rneasures, most were careful enough to express a 

moderate, cautious f o m  of nationalism. As Resnick observes, "[tlhe aspiration of the 

largest Canadian-controlled corporations and banks to multinational status has meant a 

hesitation on their part to support nationalism, economic or political, that can potentially 

be turned against their own activities abroad. "16 Indeed, members of the bourgeoisie and 

federal cabinet e s t e r s  spoke often of promoting a "fonvard-looking" nationalism and 

fostering the development of Canadian multinationals. 

Given the general opposition of the capitaiist class to the policies associated with 

the Third Option it seems reasonable to conclude that the Canadian state, during this 



period, retained a considerable arnount of relative autonomy to pursue policies that would 

promote the long-term interests of Canadian capital and address some of the domestic and 

external political and econornic pressures at the same time. The CDC, FIRA, PetroCan 

and the NEP simultaneously satisfied the accumulation and legitimization roles of the 

capitalist state. The Canadian state attempted to fùrther the capital accumulation aims of 

domestic capitalists by assisting their entry into the profitable petroleum sector of the 

economy, on the one hand, while maintaining energy security for domestic manufacturers 

on the other. The support by Ontario, the industrial heartland of Canada, for Petro- 

Canada and the NEP should be noted here. Equally important, the nationalist policies 

enacted by the Trudeau govemment served a legitirnization fùnction by heading off 

pressure for more sweeping rneasures, including nationalization, in favour of implementing 

essentiaily moderate policies that did not threaten the capitalist system. Electoral support 

for the New Democratic Party was cut off in the process. State managers had to address 

some of the larger economic problems that foreign ownership posed, such as energy 

security and a balance of payments cnsis. In surn, the Canadian state was working on 

behaif of the long-term interests of the capitalist class, but not at its behest. 

That said, there is little evidence to suggest that the CDC, Petro-Can, FIR4 and 

the NEP were part of a deliberate and coherent plan executed by a nationalist Liberal 

government intent on reducing foreign ownership of the economy. Indeed, Pierre 

Trudeau's governments pursued contradictory policies of fieer trade and the removal of 

non-tars baniers through GATT and also subsidized some foreign investments. 

Moreover, Trudeau was a life-long opponent of nationalism and the federal Liberal Party 

had histoncally pursued continentalist economic policies which welcomed foreign 

investment and special arrangements with the United States wholeheartedly. 

Stiil, many in the business cornmunity thought Pierre Trudeau was hostile, or at 

least indEerent, to their concerns. The departure of several business-onented Liberals 

fiom Cabinet, the development of a strong, autonomous bureaucracy and Trudeau's 



unwillingness to cultivate his own network of business contacts disturbed many in the 

business community.17 More irnportantly, Canadian capitalists were unsettled by several 

of the economic policies pursued by Trudeau's Liberal govenunent including the 

liberalkation of unemployment insurance, measures to broaden the scope of collective 

bargaining, tax reform proposais, the establishment of the Anti-Inflation Board and 

imposition of wage and price controls. The Prime Minister was accused of socialism when 

he told Canadians that the controls program was "a massive intervention into the decision- 

making power of the economic groups and it's telling Canadians that we havent been able 

to make it work, the fiee market system."l8 The period of rninority government with the 

NDP made Canadian capitalists even more suspicious of the Trudeau regime. 

In response to this perceived lack of influence with the Trudeau administration, 

elements of the Canadian capitalist class formed the Business Council on Nationd Issues in 

1976. Modeiled aRer the Business Roundtable in the United States, the BCNI brought 

together the chief executive officers of 150 of the largest corporations in Canada, 

including the chartered banks, insurance, resource and manufacturhg companies, 

subsidiaries of foreign multinationals, Canadian rnultinationds to fom a "virtual shadow 

cabinet. " l As David Langilie observes, 

By the early seventies, Canadian capitalists were not alone 
in their concem that the welfare state had grown so large and 
interventionist that it was encroaching on the private sector. 
There were several developments during the period of the 
Trudeau government which aggravated capitalists' fears that 
they were losing control over the state - that it was becorning 
less accountable to their interest. The creation of the Business 
Council in 1976 was one of many initiatives taken in advanced 
capitalist countries to reduce the autonomy of the state.20 

Under the direction of Thomas d'Aquino, a former speciai assistant to Trudeau, the BCNI 

successfùlly lobbied the government to scrap the NEP, introduce regressive tax reforms, 



curtail the welfare state and prornote deficit reduction. The BCNI also spearheaded the 

drive towards fiee trade with the United States. 

The changing nature of Canada's political economy and the strategic orientation of 

the Canadian capitalist class cm be fùrther gauged by analyzing the evolution of business 

policy institutes, or "think tanks" such as the C.D. Howe Institute and the Fraser Institute 

which are finded by the largest corporations in Canada.2' Since its inception in 1973, the 

Fraser Institute has promoted a v e v  neoconservative ideology that is extremely critical of 

state intervention in the economy. By the early 1980s, the C.D. Howe Institute had shifted 

its position from a moderate, liberal perspective that favoured Keynesian fine-tuning to 

one approximating the Fraser Institute in its promotion of monetarism, deficit cutting and 

the promotion of Canada-U.S. f?ee trade. 

In hindsight, the nationalist policies enacted by the Trudeau goverment, however 

moderate or inadequate, seem almost unthinkable today. By the mid-1980s, a much more 

organized and unified Canadian capitalist class had effectively reduced the autonomy of the 

state. Aided by a Progressive Conservative government that was eager to please, 

Canadian capital was able to pre-empt any return to the nationalist policies of the Trudeau 

era with the negotiation of the Canada-US. Free Trade Agreement. As Panitch observes, 

Just as the 1980s began, Canadians had opted for a Liberal platform 
which promised to install a "fair tax" system rather than supply-side 
economics, and to foster a Canadian capitdist class with distinctive 
national goals and ambitions through the National Energy Programme 
and a strengthened Foreign Investment Review Agency. It had indeed 
been in reaction to al1 this, as well as to cries for protectionism in the 
U.S. Congress, that the business community launched fiee trade and 
pursued it with such remarkable unanimity. When the NEP was 
established, Canadian capitalists, no less than American ones, were 
deterrnined, not only to get rid of it at the first opportunity, but to 
disable pemanently such interventions by the state. They feared that 
popular pressures were pushing the state to become, not the hand- 
maiden to business it had usually been, but a countervailing power to it.22 



The FTA and NAFTA were entered into with the clear intention of restricting state 

interventions in the economic and social realms, as well as expanding market 

opportunities. 

The existence of a "national bourgeoisie" committed to challenging American 

capital or expanding Canadiam independence has been found wanting, to Say the least. 

Similarly, a strategy of fostenng such a bourgeoisie or an independent capitalist Canada 

has been rendered redundant by changes in the global capitalist system. As Gary Teeple 

notes, capital in today's global economy has become "denationalized" or detached fiom 

any national home due to the high degree of productive capacity and interlockhg trade and 

investment 

Teeple is correct to argue that the notion of a national bourgeoisie has become 

increasingly meaningless. But it is another matter to suggest that nation-states have no 

capacity to pursue national or local development strategies. As Gregory Albo argues "the 

lirnits on state policy [NAFTA, Maastricht, World Trade Organization, etc.] are to a 

significant extent self-imposed."24 Likewise, M d e d  Bienefeld argues that the erosion of 

the material base of the nation state is "not inherently irreversible." hdeed, "the growing 

codict between the demands of an increasingly unstable and illegitimate econornic systern 

and gradually disintegrating social systems, are presently transforming the political 

landscape and shifting the limits of the politically possible. "25 

It remains to be seen whether a political movement with the primary aim of 

enhancing national sovereignty will emerge. The nationalist Council of Canadians 

emerged in the mid-1980s to prornote Canadian sovereignty and fight fiee trade, and has 

more recently taken aim at the global scale of corporate power. Nearly two decades after 

spearheading the drive to oust the Waffle fiom the NDP, the labour movement has 

adopted a more economic nationalist position. One thing is clear though. Any pretensions 

to a lingering bourgeois nationalism are suspect, as the performance of Me1 Hurtig's 

National Party of Canada in the 1993 federal election demonstrated. It seems reasonable 



to conclude that a successfùl movement to reclaim national sovereignty will also have to 

put sorne forrn of socidism or democratic control of investment at the core of the struggle. 
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